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Abstract
In this paper we study travelling front solutions for nonlocal equations of the type
Btu “ N ˚ S puq ` ∇Fpuq, upt, xq P Rd.
Here N˚ denotes a convolution-type operator in the spatial variable x P R, either continuous or discrete.
We develop a Morse-type theory, the Conley–Floer homology, which captures travelling front solutions
in a topologically robust manner, by encoding fronts in the boundary operator of a chain complex. The
equations describing the travelling fronts involve both forward and backward delay terms, possibly of
infinite range. Consequently, these equations lack a natural phase space, so that classic dynamical systems
tools are not at our disposal. We therefore develop, from scratch, a general transversality theory, and a
classification of bounded solutions, in the absence of a phase space. In various cases the resulting Conley–
Floer homology can be interpreted as a homological Conley index for multivalued vector fields. Using
the Conley–Floer homology we derive existence and multiplicity results on travelling front solutions.
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1 Introduction
Evolution equations ut “ Apuq arise throughout mathematical modelling. Here the vector field A may be
given on finite or infinite dimensional spaces. Vector fields on infinite-dimensional spaces are usually de-
fined on function spaces through nonlinear functions of state variables and their spatial derivatives. Such
vector fields are often obtained from a phenomenological point of view, where the spatial derivatives en-
code local interactions. Rigorous derivation of such models as a continuum limit of microscopic laws can
be daunting and requires that coupling between spatial sites x and y is only short-ranged. In this paper
we consider cases where this coupling may be long-ranged, so that the continuum limit retains nonlocal
interaction terms. More specifically, we consider here the class of evolution equations
ut “ N ˚ S puq ` ∇Fpuq, upt, xq P Rd,
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where ˚ denotes convolution in the spatial variable x, with either a continuous or discrete matrix-valued
kernel N. The convolution structure embodies the modelling assumption of translational invariance of
physical space. In this paper we are concerned with front-type solutions in these equations. We develop an
index theory, the Conley–Floer homology, which captures front-type solutions for these nonlocal equations
in a topologically robust manner, by encoding fronts in the boundary operator of a chain complex. For
simplicity we consider 1D fronts only, and assume x P R. Conceptually, our methods generalise to higher
dimensions and can deal with multidimensional fronts, comparable to [4], although compactness estimates
appear to become much more delicate.
We refer to [1, 14, 25, 33, 34] for examples of nonlocal models in neurobiology, and [6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 30]
for examples of nonlocal models in material sciences. As a guiding principle, we present two examples of
nonlocal equations to which our results are applicable.
Example 1.1 (Neural field equations). Voltage-based neural field equations [1, 14],
Btui “ ´ui `
dÿ
j“1
Ni j ˚ σ jpu jq, 1 6 i 6 d, (1)
model interactions of d thin layers of neurons through nonlocal synaptic connections. Here ui represents
the average membrane potential of neurons in layer i. Typically, one thinks of the “spatial variable” x as
a feature space, grouping neurons by function and/or location. The threshold σi : R Ñ R is a smooth
sigmoidal input function, which models the triggering of axonal firing of neurons in layer i with membrane
potential above a threshold value.
The interaction kernels Ni jpx´ yq encode connections between neurons in layer i at site x and in layer
j at site y. The sign of Ni j encodes inhibitory versus excitatory connections. Sign changes in Ni j can lead to
complex stationary patterns. We make the somewhat specific assumption that the interaction kernels encode
symmetric coupling, both in feature space and between layers, i.e.,
Ni jpxq “ Ni jp´xq, and Ni j “ N ji. (2)
Switching to vector notation, with the travelling wave ansatz upt, xq “ upξq, ξ “ x´ ct in (1), we obtain
cu1 ` N ˚ σpuq ´ u “ 0, up¨q P Rd.
Note that now both differentiation and the convolution operator act upon the spatial variable. 
Example 1.2 (Nonlocal reaction-diffusion). A different class of examples are nonlocal reaction-diffusion
equations of the gradient form
ut “ N ˚ u` ∇Fpuq,
where the matrix-valued interaction kernel N may be continuous, discrete, or a combination of these two,
and is assumed to be symmetric, as in (2). Equations of this type appear, for example, as models for phase
transition [8], and as amplitude equations in neural field models [9]. Typically, the potential F exhibits
multiple local minima. With the travelling wave ansatz upt, xq “ upξq, ξ “ x ´ ct, we obtain the integro-
differential equation
cu1 ` N ˚ u` ∇Fpuq “ 0, up¨q P Rd.
Again, both differentiation and the convolution operator act upon the spatial variable. 
For local equations, dynamical systems methods have provided powerful tools to the study of nonlin-
ear waves. One casts the governing equations as a dynamical system in the spatial variable x, which is
then considered as a time-like variable, trying to describe the set of bounded solutions, including periodic,
heteroclinic, and homoclinic solutions. The dynamical systems tools can then be thought of as pointwise
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methods, exploiting the geometry of the “spatial phase space”. Such ideas where already exploited by Con-
ley, using index theory to study global bifurcations of travelling waves in local reaction-diffusion equations
on the real line [10, 11].
For nonlocal equations, much of the pointwise methods are not readily available. In fact, it is often
not clear how a pointwise formulation as a dynamical system in a phase space can be recovered, since the
nonlocal interactions in space typically generate forward- and backward delay terms in the time-like spatial
variable. Much of the previous work has therefore relied on variational or perturbative techniques. More
recently, certain dynamical systems techniques have been made available for the study of nonlocal equa-
tions. A first approach casts systems with finite-range interactions as ill-posed dynamical systems on an
infinite-dimensional phase space, much like elliptic equations posed on a cylinder, and uses dynamical sys-
tems techniques, in particular invariant manifolds, to study the dynamics; see for instance [19,20,21,24]. A
different avenue evokes dynamical systems techniques without ever setting up a phase space for a pointwise
description, but rather adapting techniques from dynamical systems by reducing to basic functional analytic
aspects; see [16] for geometric singular perturbation techniques, [17] for center manifold reductions, [28]
for bifurcation methods, and [5] for Hamiltonian identities. The present work can be viewed as a continu-
ation of this latter approach, providing a framework for topological index theory applicable to nonlocally
coupled systems.
1.1 Outline of main results
Our theory is applicable to Examples 1.1 and 1.2 with c , 0, i.e., travelling fronts. After rescaling the
spatial variable x, we may assume without loss of generality that c “ 1. These examples then fit within a
more general class of equation of the type
u1 ` Φpuq “ 0, Φpuq “ ∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq. (3)
Here u : RÑ Rd, and N denotes a convolution-type operator with continuous and/or discrete kernels, i.e.,
Nrvspxq “
ż
R
Npyqvpx´ yq dy`
ÿ
jPZ
N jvpx´ λ jq,
where the kernels are symmetric and exponentially localised. We emphasise that both the differential as
well as the nonlocal operation N act on the same variable x. The nonlinear maps S and F are defined
through pointwise evaluation. The differential ∇g denotes the gradient with respect to a Riemannian metric
g. Precise conditions will be formulated in Section 2.
Let us point out that to cast Example 1.1 into this setup, after rescaling so that c “ 1, we choose
S puq “ pσ1pu1q, . . . , σdpudqq and define g by setting, for each u P Rd,
gupv1, v2q :“
@
v1,DS puqv2
D
, v1, v2 P TuRd “ Rd,
so that ∇gS puq “ id. Consequently, we choose F so that ∇gFpuq “ ´u; such a potential F exists in light of
the diagonal structure of g. For Example 1.2 we simply set S puq “ u and let g be the flat metric on Rd.
The travelling front solutions of Examples 1.1 and 1.2 now correspond to solutions u to (3) with upxq Ñ
z˘ as x Ñ ˘8, where z´ , z`. Denote by τ¨ the shift action, defined through τ ¨ upxq “ upx ` τq,
for τ P R. Let Σ be the set of all uniformly bounded solutions to (3), with the topology inherited of, say,
C1locpR,Rdq. Since (3) is left invariant by the shift action, shifts formally define a dynamical system on Σ,
where heteroclinic orbits in this system correspond to travelling front solutions.
In this paper we develop an index theory, the Conley–Floer homology, for this shift dynamical system.
The construction of the homology follows the recipe of Morse–Floer homology, but with a slight twist. That
is, we do not obtain a variational formulation for heteroclinic solutions of (3) and use these heteroclinics
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as the generators of the homology, as one familiar with Morse theory might expect. Instead, we encode
heteroclinic solutions of (3) in the boundary operator of an appropriate chain complex.
Chain complex. We note that restricting Φ to the constant functions yields a vector field on Rd which
may be written as ∇gh, where the potential h is given by
hpzq “ 1
2
S pzq ¨ rNS pzq ` Fpzq, rN “ ż
R
Npxq dx`
ÿ
jPZ
N j.
Note that to obtain this variational structure, we have used the imposed symmetry (2) of rN . The critical
points of h are in 1-to-1 correspondence with the constant solutions of (3). Assuming these are all nonde-
generate, we take the critical points of h to be the generators of the homology, graded using the classical
Morse index of h. In Section 3 we relate these indices with Fredholm properties of (3), along with pre-
senting various other functional properties of (3). Moreover, in Section 5 it is shown that solutions of (3)
satisfy uniform bounds on kinetic energy and possess a gradient-like dichotomy. This allows us to define
the boundary operator B of the homology as the binary count of isolated heteroclinic solutions of (3). The
gradient-like dichotomy is one of the essential ingredients in deriving the fundamental relation BnBn`1 “ 0.
We thus obtain a chain complex
¨ ¨ ¨ Cn Cn´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Bn`1 Bn Bn´1
We may perform this construction whilst restricting our attention to solutions of (3) which lie within certain
subsets E Ă L8pR,Rdq, which have nice isolating properties for (3); we refer to these sets as isolating
trajectory neighbourhoods, which are defined in Section 4.4.
Transversality. There is one large caveat. The counting of heteroclinic solutions of (3), needed in order to
define the boundary operator B and verify BnBn`1 “ 0, is only defined under certain abstract perturbations of
(3). In the setting of Morse theory, where one has a global flow on a phase space, this condition corresponds
to the transverse intersection of stable and unstable manifolds. By analogy, we refer to abstract perturbations
of (3) which make the boundary operator well-defined over an isolating trajectory neighbourhood E as E-
transverse perturbations. Fundamental is the equivariance of these perturbations with respect to translations
u ÞÑ τ ¨ u, as the translation invariance of (3) should be retained.
One of the main technical contributions of this paper is the derivation of a generic class of perturbations
Ψ of (3), equivariant with respect to translation, which are E-transverse. These perturbations appear as an
additive term in (3), leading to the perturbed equation
u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq “ 0, Φpuq “ ∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq. (TWN)
It appears that the mechanism behind these perturbations does not rely on the specifics of (3). We are
therefore of the conviction that such perturbations may find a wide range of applications in other Floer-type
theories.
These perturbations are defined in Section 2. In Section 4.3 we derive estimates which allow us to
control the size of Ψpuq in terms of the kinetic energy of u. These are essential to ensure uniform bounds on
the kinetic energy and the gradient-like dichotomy of (3) over E, derived in Section 5, is retained by (TWN)
for sufficiently small Ψ, a condition we refer to as E-tameness of Ψ. The E-tameness of small perturbations
Ψ is proven in Section 6, along with the the genericity of E-tranverse perturbations. This then accumulates
into the following result, which paraphrases Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 7.1.
Theorem. There exists a generic class of E-transverse perturbations Ψ of (3). For each such perturbation
Ψ, the boundary operator Bn satisfies the fundamental relation
BnBn`1 “ 0.
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Consequently, the Conley–Floer homology groups for (TWN)
HCFnpE,Φ,Ψ;Z2q :“ ker Bnim Bn`1
are well-defined.
The homology satisfies various continuation principles, as is typical for Morse–Floer theories. In par-
ticular, up to isomorphism, the homology is independent of the perturbation Ψ. Furthermore, the homology
is invariant under homotopies of Φ which are stable with respect to E. These results are collected in Section
7.
Multivalued dynamics and Morse isomorphism. In Section 8 we interpret Φ as a multivalued vector
field on Rd, and define isolating blocks for these multivalued vector fields. Roughly speaking, these are
compact manifolds with corners B Ă Rd so that the multivalued vector field Φ is transverse to BB. The
boundary then decomposes as BB “ BB`YBB´YBB0, whereΦ is pointing inwards (respectively, outwards)
on BB´ (respectively, on BB`), and curves away from B at the corners BB0. Such an isolating block induces
an isolating trajectory neighbourhood EpBq, which consists of all maps u : RÑ int B.
In the absence of nonlocal coupling, Φ becomes the single-valued vector field ∇gF, for which isolating
blocks B are well known, and in applications, easily constructed using Lyapunov functions. When, in the
transverse direction on BB, the nonlocal coupling term ∇S p¨qTNrS p¨qs is (when interpreted as a multivalued
vector field) uniformly smaller than ∇gF, the set B is an isolating block for the nonlocal equation, as well.
We can then formulate a Morse isomorphism (paraphrasing Theorem 8.3).
Theorem. Suppose that, in the transverse direction on BB, the nonlocal coupling term ∇S p¨qTNrS p¨qs is
(when interpreted as a multivalued vector field) uniformly smaller than ∇gF. Then
HCF˚pEpBq,Φ;Z2q  H˚pB, BB´;Z2q,
where H˚ denotes the relative singular homology with Z2 coefficients.
This result indicates the Conley–Floer homology may be interpreted an extension of the homological Conley
index to multivalued vector fields.
In applications the set of bounded solutions Σ is often compact. In that case a global Conley–Floer
homology may be defined as the Conley–Floer homology associated with arbitrary large isolating blocks
B. A similar Morse isomorphism holds for the global Conley–Floer homology, but this time the nonlocal
coupling term only has to be “small at8” when compared to ∇gF; see Theorem 8.7.
Forcing theorems. By construction of the Conley–Floer homology, when (part of) the chain groups are
known, we can exploit the relation BnBn`1 “ 0 to prove existence and multiplicity of heteroclinic solutions,
firstly, in the perturbed equation (TWN), and secondly, using compactness arguments, also in the unper-
turbed equation (3). We refer to results of this type as forcing theorems. The following Morse inequality is
an example of such a result (paraphrasing Theorem 9.1).
Theorem. Let E be an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (3). Then
2 ¨ # heteroclinic solutions of (3) in E, modulo translation (
> #
 
nondegenerate constant solutions of (3) in E
(´ rank HCF˚pE,Φ;Z2q.
Each of these bounded solutions u is a heteroclinic, accumulating onto constant solutions of (3) as x Ñ
˘8. Furthermore, at least one of the limits of upxq as xÑ ´8 or xÑ8 is nondegenerate.
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Finally, in Section 9.2 we return to Examples 1.1 and 1.2. We compute the Conley–Floer homology
explicitly for specific nonlinearities S and F. For the neural field equations consisting of d layers and sym-
metric interaction kernel, as in Example 1.1, the Conley–Floer homology computes the reduced homology
of a d-sphere, hence it is always of rank 1. For the nonlocal reaction-diffusion equations in Example 1.2
with superlinear growth of }∇F}, the rank of the homology can be any natural number, and is determined
by the asymptotics of the potential F. This allows us to derive existence and multiplicity of travelling front
solutions. A typical application is depicted in Figure 1.
z1
?
c
uz2
z3
zk´1
zk
Figure 1: For each wave speed c , 0, the existence of k nondegenerate constant solutions z1, . . . , zk , where k ą rank HCF˚pE,Φ;Z2q,
forces existence of a travelling front u, modelling the propagation (with linear wave speed c) of a spatially homogeneous state z` into
an unstable spatially homogeneous state z´. At least one of these states (z` or z´) is one of the specified states z1, . . . , zk , whilst the
other state (z´ or z`, respectively) may be degenerate.
Outline of the paper. In Section 2 we specify restrictions upon Φ under which our theory works. The
perturbations Ψ are defined in this section, as well. Section 3 collects various functional analytic results
about (TWN). In Section 4 we derive properties of solutions to (TWN) which do not rely on the gradient-like
structure. These include compactness, asymptotics, and kinematic estimates on Ψpuq. Isolating trajectory
neighbourhoods are also defined in this section. A Lyapunov function for (TWN) is derived in Section 5,
under a technical assumption on Ψ, which we refer to as E-tameness. Using this Lyapunov function we
obtain uniform bounds on the kinetic energy and a gradient-like dichotomy for (TWN). We then introduce
the moduli spaces of heteroclinic solutions, under the hypothesis that the perturbation Ψ is E-tame and
E-transverse. The genericity of E-tame and E-transverse perturbations Ψ is verified in Section 6. Section
7 contains the definition of the Conley–Floer homology as well as various continuation results. Isolating
blocks for multivalued vector fields and a Morse isomorphism are discussed in Section 8. Finally, Section
9 contains the derivation of a Morse inequality and various examples of applications.
2 Problem setup
The goal of this section is to provide a concise description of the restrictions we put upon the various
parameters occurring in (TWN). More precisely, we specify conditions on the nonlocal operator N and
the local nonlinear maps S , F, and the Riemannian metric g, all occurring in the definition of Φ. We also
construct the spaces of perturbations Ψ.
2.1 Description of the class of equations
Throughout this paper, we denote by | ¨ | the Euclidean norm on Fd, where F “ R or F “ C. We write
Matn1ˆn2pFq for the space of n1 ˆ n2 matrices with coefficients in the field F, and denote by } ¨ } the
operator norm on Matn1ˆn2pFq. Norms on function spaces, consisting of functions taking values on Fd or
Matn1ˆn2pFq, will always be defined in terms of these norms.
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We now specify restrictions upon the function
Φpuq :“ ∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq
appearing in (TWN). Typically, in the applications we have in mind, the linearisation DS puq is positive
definite. Consequently, we could choose the Riemannian metric gupv1, v2q “
@
v1,DS puqv2
D
for v1, v2 P
TuRd “ Rd, so that equation (TWN) reduces to
u1 `NrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq “ 0.
We allow for other types maps S and Riemannian metrics g as well, since it gives more flexibility once we
wish to compute the homology groups.
The map S is assumed to map from Rd into RD, for some “intermediate dimension” D. The nonlocal
operator N acts on maps RÑ RD. The local term F is a potential on Rd, and g is a Riemannian metric on
Rd. The g-gradient of S is defined element-wise, thus, the term ∇gS puq is a Dˆ d matrix whose ith row is
given by ∇gS ipuqT , where S “ pS 1, . . . , S Dq.
Hypothesis (N). The nonlocal operatorN decomposes into continuous and discrete convolution operators
Nrvspxq “
ż
R
Npyqvpx´ yq dy`
ÿ
jPZ
N jvpx´ λ jq.
Here N : RÑ MatDˆDpRq, N j P MatDˆDpRq and λ j P R are such that
(1) Npxq “ Np´xq, and Npxq “ NpxqT ,
(2) N j “ N´ j and λ j “ ´λ´ j, and N j “ NTj ,
(3) there exists η0 ą 0 such thatż
R
eη0|x|}Npxq} dx ă 8,
ÿ
jPZ
eη0|λ j|}N j} ă 8.
We now define the matrix rN by
rN :“ ż
R
Npxq dx`
ÿ
jPZ
N j.
Then Nrzs “ rNz for any constant z P Rd.
Hypothesis (S, g, F). We impose the following restrictions upon S , g and F.
(1) The function S : Rd Ñ RD is C4.
(2) The Riemannian metric g on Rd is C3 and trivialisable. More precisely, there exists a C3 smooth map
G : Rd Ñ MatdˆdpRq, such that for each u P Rd the matrix Gpuq is positive definite, and g is defined
by
gupv1, v2q :“
@
v1,Gpuqv2
D
, v1, v2 P TuRd “ Rd.
(3) The function F : Rd Ñ R is C4.
With the choice of the Riemannian metric g comes a natural notion of kinetic energy.
Definition 2.1 (Kinetic energy). We define the kinetic energy of u P W1,2loc pR,Rdq by
Ekinpuq :“ 12
ż
R
gupxq
`
u1pxq, u1pxq˘ dx,
which may be infinite.
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Finally, we remark here that the class of nonlinearities Φ is chosen in such a way that, formally, Φ is the
gradient of a functional H in the L2 inner product induced by g, where H is given by
Hpuq “ 1
2
ż
R
S pupxqq ¨NrS puqspxq dx`
ż
R
Fpupxqq dx,
but we caution that (TWN) should not be thought of as a formal gradient flow of H, since the derivative
appearing in (TWN) acts on the spatial variable x.
2.2 Constant solutions and the Morse function h
Define h : Rd Ñ R by
hpzq :“ 1
2
S pzq ¨ rNS pzq ` Fpzq, rN “ ż
R
Npxq dx`
ÿ
jPZ
N j.
Denote by critphq :“  z P Rd : Dhpzq “ 0( the set of critical points of h. The perturbations Ψ, which we
define in the next subsection, are assumed to be uniformly small, and vanish in a neighbourhood of critphq.
Hence it follows that critical points z P critphq correspond to the constant solutions of (TWN).
Definition 2.2 (Hyperbolicity). A critical point z P critphq is said to be hyperbolic if the Hessian matrix
Hessg hpzq is nondegenerate. The map h is said to be a Morse function if all critical points are hyperbolic.
By the Thom transversality theorem any h can be made into a Morse function by arbitrarily small perturba-
tions of F. Throughout sections 2–7 we will assume the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis. We assume the map h is a Morse function.
Towards the end of Section 7, after constructing the Conley–Floer homology, we will drop this hypothesis
on h.
Definition 2.3 (Morse index). Given a hyperbolic critical point z P critphq of h, define its Morse index
mhpzq as the dimension of the maximal subspace E´ Ď Rd on which the Hessian Hessg hpzq is negative
definite.
2.3 Construction of perturbations Ψ
We begin with a construction of functions ψθ;ξ : C0locpR,Rdq Ñ C0locpR,Rdq which will form a basis for the
space of perturbations Ψh.
The spatial localiser σ`,z. We first define a family of cutoff functions on R. Given ` P N and ρ ą 0, let
χ`,ρ : RÑ R be given by
χ`,ρpyq :“
#
e´`
´1r1´p2y{ρ´3q2s´1 ρ ă y ă 2ρ,
0 otherwise,
We also define χ`,8 “ 0. Note that χ`,ρ is smooth, and lim`Ñ8 χ`,ρpyq “ 1pρ,2ρqpyq.
Now define ρ : critphq Ñ p0,8s by
ρpzq :“ 1
3
inf
z1Pcritphq
z1,z
|z1 ´ z|, z P critphq, (4)
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with the convention that the infimum over an empty set equals8. Since h is assumed to be a Morse function,
the critical points critphq form a discrete subset of Rd, hence ρpzq ą 0. For given ` P N and z P critphq,
define σ`,z : Rd Ñ R by
σ`,zpuq :“ χ`,ρpzqp|u´ z|q.
This construction is made such that that the support of σ`,zpuq is bounded away from critphq by a distance
ρpzq. It will be useful to identify σ`,z with the induced smooth map
σ`,z : C0locpR,Rdq Ñ C0locpR,Rq, upxq ÞÑ σ`,zpupxqq.
The basic perturbations ψθ;ξ. Let
Θh :“ tp`, z1, z2q P Nˆ critphq ˆ critphq : z1 , z2u .
For a given ξ “ pξ1, ξ2q P R2 and θ “ p`, z1, z2q P Θh, we now define a basic perturbation ψθ;ξ :
C0locpR,Rdq Ñ C0locpR,Rq by
ψθ;ξpuq|x :“ σ`,z1puq|x´ξ1 σ`,z2puq|x´ξ2 .
It will also be convenient to define ψθ : C0locpR,Rdq Ñ C0locpR2,Rq by
ψθpuq|ξ :“ σ`,z1puq|ξ1 σ`,z2puq|ξ2 ,
so that
ψθ;ξpuq|x “ ψθpuq|px,xq´ξ .
Some intuition. At this stage we can motivate the usefulness of this class of perturbations. Figure 2 gives
a graphical depiction of the situation. Suppose u P C1locpR,Rdq is a solution of (TWN) such that upxq Ñ z˘
as x Ñ ˘8, where z˘ P critphq. Then the curve x ÞÑ upxq must tranverse the annulus with inner and
outer radii ρpz´q and 2ρpz´q centred at z´, so that as ` Ñ 8, the spatial localiser σ`,z´puq converges to an
indicator function with compact and nonempty support. Likewise, the spatial localiser σ`,z`puq converges
to an indicator function with compact and nonempty support. Let xL :“ ess inf
`
supp
`
σ`,z´puq
˘˘
and
xR :“ ess sup
`
supp
`
σ`,z`puq
˘˘
. Then, given x0 P R and sufficiently small ε ą 0, let
ξ1px0, εq :“ x0 ´ xL ´ ε, ξ2px0, εq :“ x0 ´ xR ` ε.
It follows that
lim
`Ñ8ψp`,z´,z`q;pξ1px0,εq,ξ2px0,εqqpuq “ 1px0´ε,x0`εq,
so that
1
2ε
ψp`,z´,z`q;pξ1px0,εq,ξ2px0,εqqpuq á δx0
as ` Ñ 8 and ε Ñ 0. Therefore, if u is a solution of (TWN) in the unperturbed case Ψ “ 0, which
is singular in the sense that the set of all bounded solution of (TWN) lacks regularity (with respect to
some appropriately chosen topology) in the vicinity of u, we can smoothen the singularity by adding a
perturbation Ψ which approximates a delta peak near u. A precise argument will be postponed to Section 6.
Spaces of perturbationsΨ. We now define a module of perturbationsΨ by takingRd-linear combinations
of the basic perturbations ψθ;ξ. If Θh “ H, equation (TWN) has at most 1 constant solution. In that
case we will not require any perturbation, and set Ψ “ 0. Henceforth assume Θh , H. Given a map
α : Θh ˆ R2 Ñ Rd, we define
Ψpuq :“
ÿ
θPΘh
"
R2
αpθ, ξqψθ;ξpuq dξ (5)
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xupxq
xL xR
x
z´
z`
x
px0 ´ ε, x0 ` εq
Figure 2: Construction of the basic perturbation ψθ;ξ . Top: Graph of a curve u : R Ñ Rd with upxq Ñ z˘ as x Ñ ˘8. Lightly
shaded area indicates support of σ`,z´ , and darkly shaded area indicates support of σ`,z` . Middle: The spatial localisers σ`,z´ (dotted
line) and σ`,z` (dashed line). Bottom: The construction of the basic perturbation ψθ,pξ1px0 ,εq,ξ2px0 ,εqq (solid line), with θ “ p`, z´, z`q.
Dotted line depicts σ`,z´ px´ ξ1px0, εqq. Dashed line depicts σ`,z` px´ ξ2px0, εqq.
and
}Ψ}Ψh :“
ÿ
θ“p`,z1,z2qPΘh
"
Rd
`3eη0|ξ|
ˆ
|αpθ, ξq| ` }Dξαpθ, ξq}
˙
dξ,
where η0 is as in Hypothesis (N). We note that
sup
uPC0locpR,Rdq
}ψθ;ξpuq}L8pR,Rq 6 1.
Hence, whenever }Ψ}Ψh ă 8, the sum and integrals in (5) converge in C1locpR,Rdq, in the sense of Bochner
integration, with rates of convergence uniform in u P C0locpR,Rdq.
We now define a vector spaceΨh of perturbations, consisting of all mapsΨ of the form (5) with }Ψ}Ψh ă
8. Then pΨh, } ¨ }Ψhq is a separable Banach space.
It will also be convenient to introduce the notation αθpξq :“ αpθ, ξq, and then defineΨθ : C0locpR,Rdq Ñ
C1locpR,Rdq by
Ψθpuq|x :“ αθ ˚ ψθpuq|px,xq “
"
R2
αpθ, px, xq ´ ξq ψθpuq|ξ dξ.
Thus, elements Ψ P Ψh are of the form
Ψpuq “
ÿ
θPΘh
Ψθpuq. (6)
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R-admissible perturbations. We now return to the relation between critphq and constant solutions of
(TWN). By construction Ψ vanishes in a neighbourhood of critphq, so that any critical point of h is a
constant solution of (TWN). The reverse inclusion requires further restrictions upon Ψ, as given in the
following hypothesis.
Definition 2.4 (R-admissible perturbations). Given R > 0, a perturbation Ψ P Ψh is said to be R-
admissible if the constant solutions z of (TWN) with |z| 6 R are in one-to-one correspondence with the
critical points of h inside the ball of radius R.
The following lemma demonstrates that R-admissible perturbations form open subsets of the spaces of
perturbations. In particular, as Ψ “ 0 is obviously R-admissible, this shows that R-admissible perturbations
exist, for any given R > 0.
Lemma 2.5. Let R > 0 and suppose Ψ0 P Ψh is an R-admissible perturbation. Then there exists ε ą 0
such that any Ψ P Ψh with }Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψh ă ε is R-admissible.
Proof. If z P critphq, then Φpzq`Ψpzq “ Φpzq “ ∇ghpzq “ 0. On the other hand, suppose Φpzq`Ψpzq “ 0
and |z| 6 R. Let ρ : critphq Ñ p0,8s be as defined in (4), and set
ρR :“ inf
z0Pcritphq
|z0|6R
ρpz0q.
The definition of Ψ ensures that Ψpzq “ 0 if z is at most a distance ρR away from critphq. We will now
specify a choice of ε ą 0 for which this is the case. Denote by Brpv0q “
 
v P Rd : |v´ v0| 6 r
(
the closed
ball of radius r around v0 in Rd. Now set
ε :“ inf
$&%|Φpvq ` Ψ0pvq| : v P BRp0q r ď
zPcritphq
BρRpzq
,.- ,
and note that since Ψ0 is R-admissible it follows that ε ą 0. If }Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψh ă ε, we have
|Φpzq ` Ψ0pzq| 6 |Φpzq ` Ψpzq| ` |Ψpzq ´ Ψ0pzq| “ |Ψpzq ´ Ψ0pzq|
6 }Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψh ă ε,
so that per definition of ε the point z is at most a distance ρR away from critphq. The definition of the
perturbation Ψ then ensures that Ψpzq “ 0, from which it follows that ∇ghpzq “ Φpzq “ Φpzq`Ψpzq “ 0.
3 Functional properties
Note that solutions of (TWN) are the zeroes of the map
Bx ` Φp¨q ` Ψp¨q,
where
Φpuq “ ∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq.
In this section we will study various functional analytic properties of this map.
3.1 Continuity in compact-open topology
We outline some properties of the map
Bx ` Φp¨q ` Ψp¨q : C1locpR,Rdq Ñ C0locpR,Rdq.
We start out with a general continuity result for convolution operators.
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Lemma 3.1. Let m, n P N, suppose K P L1pRm,MatnˆnpRqq, pK jq j P `1pZ,MatnˆnpRqq, and pξ jq jPZ Ă
Rm, and for v P L8pRm,Rnq define
Krvspxq :“
ż
Rm
Kpyqvpx´ yq dy`
ÿ
jPZ
K jvpx´ ξ jq.
Let k P NYt0u, and suppose pv jq j Ă CklocpRm,Rnq is a sequence converging inCklocpRm,Rnq to v8. Assume
further that sup j }v j}Wk,8pRm,Rnq ă 8. Then it follows that Krv js Ñ Krv8s in CklocpRm,Rnq as jÑ8.
Proof. We prove the result for k “ 0 and n “ 1; the general result follows from this, first for k “ 0 and
arbitrary n by applying this result elementwise to the matrix-vector multiplications, and then for arbitrary k
by differentiation under the integral sign and repeatedly applying the convergence result for C0locpRm,Rnq.
The result for k “ 0 and n “ 1 follows from the following slightly more general result. Suppose µ is a
signed Radon measure of bounded variation on Rm, and for w P L8pRm,Rq define
pw ˚ µqpxq :“
ż
Rm
wpx´ yq dµpyq.
We will show that if pw jq j Ă C0locpRm,Rq is a sequence converging inC0locpRm,Rq tow8, and sup j }w j}L8pRm,Rq ă
8, then w j ˚ µÑ w8 ˚ µ in C0locpRm,Rq.
Since µ is a signed Radon measure of bounded variation, given δ ą 0 we may find a compact set
F Ă Rm such that
|µ|pRm r Fq ă δ,
hence, as sup j }w j}L8pRm,Rq ă 8, we find that given ε ą 0 there exists compact F Ă Rm such that for all
j P NY t8u
sup
xPRm
ˇˇˇˇż
RmrF
w jpx´ yq dµpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ă ε{4.
Now let E Ă Rm be another compact subset, and set
E ´ F :“ tx´ y : x P E, y P Fu Ă Rm.
Then E ´ F is compact, hence }w8 ´ w j}L8pE´F,Rq Ñ 0 as jÑ8. Now
sup
xPE
ˇˇˇˇż
F
`
w8px´ yq ´ w jpx´ yq
˘
dµpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
6 }w8 ´ w j}L8pE´F,Rq|µ|pFq,
hence there exists j0 P N so that
sup
xPE
ˇˇˇˇż
F
w8px´ yq dµpyq ´
ż
F
w jpx´ yq dµpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ă ε{2, j > j0.
Combining these estimates, we conclude that
}w8 ˚ µ´ w j ˚ µ}L8pE,Rq ă ε for all j > j0.
Since E and ε where chosen arbitrary, we conclude that pw j˚µq j converges inC0locpRm,Rq towards w8˚µ.
The term Φ. We first focus on the mapping properties of the map
Φ : CklocpR,Rdq Ñ CklocpR,Rdq,
for given k P t0, . . . , 3u.
Lemma 3.2. Let k P t0, . . . , 3u and let punqn Ă CklocpR,Rdq be a sequence converging CklocpR,Rdq to u8.
Suppose supn }un}Wk,8pR,Rdq ă 8. Then Φpunq Ñ Φpu8q in CklocpR,Rdq.
Proof. The continuity of the nonlocal term N follows from Lemma 3.1. Since Φ consists of the composi-
tion of pointwise evaluations by C3 smooth functions and linear nonlocal operations N , the result follows.
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The term Ψ. We now collect some mapping properties of
Ψ : CklocpR,Rdq Ñ Ck`1loc pR,Rdq,
for given k P NY t0u.
Lemma 3.3. Let Ψ P Ψh and k P t0, . . . , 3u, and let punqn Ă CklocpR,Rdq be a sequence converging to u8
in CklocpR,Rdq. Suppose furthermore that supn }un}Wk,8pR,Rdq ă 8. Then Ψpunq Ñ Ψpu8q in Ck`1loc pR,Rdq
as nÑ8.
Proof. By definition of Ψ, we have the decomposition
Ψpuq “
ÿ
θPΘh
Ψθpuq, Ψθpuq|x “ αθ ˚ ψθpuq|px,xq .
Differentiation under the sum and convolution term are possible by the rapid decay rate of αθ and uniform
convergence of the sum. Indeed, inspecting the definition of ψθ, we see that given R ą 0 there existsCR ą 0
so that for k P t0, . . . , 3u
sup
}u}Wk,8pR,Rdq6R
}Bkxψθpuq}L8pR2,Rq 6 CR`k, where θ “ p`, z1, z2q P Θh.
It is precisely the uniform estimate, combined with the imposed decay rate of pαθqθ, which justifies the
differentiation under the sum and convolution, yielding
Bk`1x Ψpuq|x “
ÿ
θPΘh
p∇αθq ˚ Bkxψθpuq
ˇˇ
px,xq ,
where the series converges uniformly in }u}Wk,8pR,Rdq 6 R. The conclusion of the lemma then follows by
applying Lemma 3.1.
Continuity of (TWN). Finally, we combine all these results to arrive at the following continuity theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let k P t0, . . . , 3u. Suppose punqn is convergent in Ck`1loc pR,Rdq, and supn }un}Wk,8pR,Rdq ă
8, and pΨnqn is convergent in Ψh. Then the sequence
u1n ` Φpunq ` Ψnpunq
is convergent in CklocpR,Rdq.
Proof. Convergence of the sequence pu1n ` Φpunqqn follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. Let Ψ8 be the
limit point of pΨnqn. Then, for x P R,
|Ψ8pu8qpxq ´ Ψnpunqpxq| 6 |Ψ8pu8qpxq ´ Ψ8punqpxq| ` |Ψ8punqpxq ´ Ψnpunqpxq|
6 |Ψ8pu8qpxq ´ Ψ8punqpxq| ` }Ψ8 ´ Ψn}Ψh .
By Lemma 3.3, the first term tends to 0 as n Ñ 8, uniformly for x in compact subsets of R. The final
term converges by assumption. This proves that pΨnpunqqn converges in C0locpR,Rdq towards Ψ8pu8q.
Convergence in CklocpR,Rdq is obtained similarly, exploiting the linear dependence on Ψ of the term Ψpuq.
3.2 Uniform continuity
We now study the restriction of the map Bx`Φp¨q`Ψp¨q to spaces of uniformly bounded functions. Denote
by L8pR,Rdq the Banach space of essentially bounded measurable functions u : R Ñ Rd. For k P N, the
Sobolev space Wk,8pR,Rdq consists of measurable functions u : RÑ Rd for which the norm
}u}Wk,8pR,Rdq “ }u}L8pR,Rdq ` }Bxu}L8pR,Rdq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` }Bkxu}L8pR,Rdq
is finite.
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The term Φ. We first focus on the properties of the map Φ.
Lemma 3.5. Given R > 0 there exists CR ą 0 such that for k P t0, . . . , 3u we have the uniform bound
}Φpuq}Wk,8pR,Rdq 6 CR whenever }u}Wk,8pR,Rdq 6 R.
Proof. By Young’s convolution inequality, the nonlocal operator N maps bounded subsets of Wk,8pR,RDq
into bounded subsets of Wk,8pR,RDq, for any k P NYt0u. Since the map Φ consists of the composition of
pointwise evaluations by C3 smooth functions and linear nonlocal operationsN , the result follows readily.
In particular, we obtain a map Φ : L8pR,Rdq Ñ L8pR,Rdq. We now inspect the regularity of this
function.
Lemma 3.6. The map Φ : L8pR,Rdq Ñ L8pR,Rdq is C3.
Proof. The continuity of the nonlocal term N follows from Young’s convolution inequality. Since Φ con-
sists of the composition of pointwise evaluations by C3 smooth functions and linear nonlocal operations N ,
the result follows.
The term Ψ. We now inspect the map Ψ.
Lemma 3.7. Given R > 0 there exists CR ą 0 such that for k P t0, . . . , 3u and Ψ P Ψh we have the uniform
bound
}Ψpuq}Wk`1,8pR,Rdq 6 CR}Ψ}Ψh , whenever }u}Wk,8pR,Rdq 6 R.
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 3.3 we derived that, for k P t0, . . . , 3u, we have the identity
Bk`1x Ψpuq|x “
ÿ
θPΘh
p∇αθq ˚ Bkxψθpuq
ˇˇ
px,xq .
By Young’s convolution inequality it follows that
sup
}u}Wk,8pR,Rdq6R
}Bk`1x Ψpuq}L8pR,Rdq 6 CR
ÿ
θ“p`,z1,z2qPΘh
`k}∇αθ}L1pR2,MatdˆdpRqq
6 CR}Ψ}Ψh .
We thus obtain the function Ψ : L8pR,Rdq Ñ L8pR,Rdq.
Lemma 3.8. The map Ψ : L8pR,Rdq Ñ L8pR,Rdq is C3.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we make use of the representation
Ψpuq “
ÿ
θPΘh
Ψθpuq, Ψθpuq|x “ αθ ˚ ψθpuq|px,xq .
We note that ψθ : L8pR,Rdq Ñ L8pR2,Rq is smooth, and straightforward computations show that, for any
given k P t0, . . . , 3u and a radius R ą 0, there exists CR ą 0 such that
sup
}u}L8pR,Rdq6R
}Dkψθpuq}LpL8pR,Rdqk ,L8pR2,Rqq 6 CRlk, where θ “ p`, z1, z2q.
The uniformity of this estimate justifies the differentiation under the sum and convolution term appearing
in Ψ. It follows that
DkΨpuqrv1, . . . , vks
ˇˇ
x “
ÿ
θPΘh
αθ ˚ Dkψθpuqrv1, . . . , vks
ˇˇ
px,xq
for v1, . . . , vk P L8pR,Rdq, with the estimate
sup
}u}L8pR,Rdq6R
}DkΨpuq}LpL8pR,Rdqk ,L8pR,Rdqq 6 CR
ÿ
θ“p`,z1,z2qPΘh
`k}αθ}L1pR2,Rdq
6 CR}Ψ}Ψh .
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Continuity of (TWN). Finally, we combine all these results to arrive at the following continuity theorem.
Theorem 3.9. The map
W1,8pR,Rdq ˆΨh Ñ L8pR,Rdq, pu,Ψq ÞÑ u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq
is C3.
Proof. The argument is identical to the proof of Theorem 3.4, with the only modification being the uniform
estimate holding over R instead of over compact intervals.
3.3 Restriction to path space
Given z´, z` P critphq, i.e., hyperbolic constant solutions of (TWN), we define the path space Ppz´, z`q to
be the W1,2 Sobolev completion of smooth maps u : RÑ Rd with upxq Ñ z˘ and u1pxq Ñ 0 as xÑ ˘8.
Stated differently, the path space can be defined as the affine Hilbert manifold
Ppz´, z`q “ z`W1,2pR,Rdq,
where z : RÑ Rd is a chosen smooth path with zpxq “ z´ for x 6 ´1 and zpxq “ z` for x > 1.
We now study some of the properties of the map Bx`Φp¨q`Ψp¨q restricted to the path space Ppz´, z`q.
The map Φ. We consider the restriction of the map Φ : C0locpR,Rdq Ñ C0locpR,Rdq to the path space
Ppz´, z`q.
Lemma 3.10. The function Φ restricts to a map Φ : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rdq.
Proof. Recall that
∇ghpuq “ ∇gS puqT rNS puq ` ∇gFpuq, rN “ ż
R
Npxq dx`
ÿ
jPZ
N j.
Let z : RÑ Rd be a smooth path with zpxq “ z´ for x 6 ´1 and zpxq “ z` for x > 1. Then
∇gS puqT
ˆ
NrS puqs ´ rNS puq˙ “ ∇gS puqT`N ´ rN˘“S puq ´ S pzq‰` ∇gS puqTPz,
Pz “
`N ´ rN˘S pzq.
Now
Φpuq “ ∇gS puqT
`N ´ rN˘“S puq ´ S pzq‰` ∇ghpuq ` ∇gS puqTPz.
Since z´, z` are hyperbolic critical points of h, the map u ÞÑ ∇ghpuq is C3 smooth from Ppz´, z`q into
L2pR,Rdq, see also [29]. So we just have to prove the mapping property for ∇gS puqT
`N´ rN˘“S puq´S pzq‰
and the remainder term ∇gS puqTPz.
For both these terms, we remark that the prefactor ∇gS puqT is a C3 smooth map from Ppz´, z`q into
L8pR,MatdˆDpRqq. Indeed, by Morrey’s inequality the inclusion Ppz´, z`q ãÑ L8pR,Rdq is a smooth
map. By the hypotheses on g and S , the map ∇gS p¨qT : Rd Ñ MatdˆDpRq is C3 smooth. Hence the
Nemytskii operator
∇gS p¨qT : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L8pR,MatdˆDpRqq, upxq ÞÑ ∇gS pupxqqT
is C3 smooth. It thus suffices to check that the functions
`N´ rN˘“S puq´S pzq‰ and Pz map Ppz´, z`q into
L2pR,RDq.
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Let R :“ }u´z}L8pR,Rdq`}z}L8pR,Rdq, and LS ,R :“ sup|v|6R }DS pvq}, so that by the mean value theorem
we obtain the Lipschitz estimate
|S pupxqq ´ S pzpxqq| 6 LS ,R|upxq ´ zpxq|.
By Young’s convolution inequality, we have››`N ´ rN˘“S puq ´ S pzq‰››L2pR,RDq 6 C}S puq ´ S pzq}L2pR,RDq
6 CLS ,R}u´ z}L2pR,Rdq ă 8,
(7)
where
C “ }Np¨q}L1pR,MatdpRqq ` }pN jq j}`1pZ,MatdpRqq ` } rN}.
Hence u ÞÑ `N ´ rN˘“S puq ´ S pzq‰ maps Ppz´, z`q into L2pR,RDq.
For the remainder term Pz, remark that for any x 6 ´1 one has
Pzpxq “ NrS pzqspxq ´ rNS pz´q “ NrS pzq ´ S pz´qspxq
“
ż x`1
´8
Npyq`S pzpx´ yqq ´ S pz`q˘ dy` ÿ
jPZ
λ jăx`1
N j
`
S pzpx´ λ jqq ´ S pz`q
˘
,
so that, in light of the exponential localisation of Np¨q and pN jq j, we obtain the estimate }Pz}L2pp´8,´1q,RDq ă
8. Similarly we obtain }Pz}L2pp1,8q,RDq ă 8. Clearly }Pz}L2pp´1,1q,RDq 6 2}Pz}L8pp´1,1q,RDq ă 8. We con-
clude that Pz P L2pR,RDq, as desired.
Lemma 3.11. The map Φ : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rdq is C3.
Proof. Again we make use of the decomposition
Φpuq “ ∇gS puqT
`N ´ rN˘“S puq ´ S pzq‰` ∇ghpuq ` ∇gS puqTPz.
We already remarked that ∇ghp¨q : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rdq is C3 smooth. Likewise, we argued that
∇gS p¨qT : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L8pR,MatdˆDpRqq is C3 smooth. The remainder Pz is independent of u hence
trivially depends smoothly on u.
Finally, consider the map
`N ´ rN˘“S p¨q ´ S pzq‰ : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,RDq. Let R :“ 2}u0}L8pR,Rdq,
and LS ,R :“ sup|v|6R }DS pvq}. Using an estimate identical to (7), we find that whenever u P Ppz´, z`q is
such that }u´ u0}L8pR,Rdq 6 }u0}L8pR,Rdq, it follows that››››`N ´ rN˘“S puq ´ S pzq‰´ `N ´ rN˘“S pu0q ´ S pzq‰››››
L2pR,Rdq
“ }`N ´ rN˘“S puq ´ S pu0q‰}L2pR,Rdq
6 CLS ,R}u´ u0}L2pR,Rdq.
This established continuity. Finally, C3 smoothness of the map
`N ´ rN˘“S p¨q ´ S pzq‰ : Ppz´, z`q Ñ
L2pR,RDq is established by differentiation under the integral sign, which is justified by the rapid decay of
the convolution kernels.
The map Ψ. By definition, any Ψ P Ψh is a map Ψ : C0locpR,Rdq Ñ C1locpR,Rdq. As such, it can be
restricted to the path space Ppz´, z`q. We now consider some of the properties of this restriction.
Lemma 3.12. Any Ψ P Ψh restricts to a map Ψ : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rdq.
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Proof. Recall from (6) that Ψ can be written as
Ψpuq “
ÿ
θPΘh
Ψθpuq, Ψθpuq|x “ αθ ˚ ψθpuq|px,xq ,
where
ψθpuq|pξ1,ξ2q “ σ`,z1puq|ξ1 σ`,z2puq|ξ2 , θ “ p`, z1, z2q P Θh.
By definition we have 0 6 σ`,z2puq 6 1, which allows us to estimate
| Ψθpuq|x | 6 βθ ˚ σ`,z1puq|x , βθprq :“
ż
R
|αθpr, sq| ds.
Applying Young’s convolution inequality, we have
}Ψθpuq}L2pR,Rdq 6 }βθ ˚ σ`,z1puq}L2pR,Rdq 6 }αθ}L1pR2,Rdq}σ`,z1puq}L2pR,Rq,
where we used }βθ}L1pR,Rdq “ }αθ}L1pR2,Rdq. We will now bound }σ`,z1puq}L2pR,Rq, uniformly in ` and z1. Set
R :“ }u}L8pR,Rdq, let ρ : critphq Ñ p0,8s be as given in (4), and define
ρR :“ inf
zPcritphq
|z|6R
ρpzq.
The definition of σ`,z1 ensures that, whenever infzPcritphq |upxq ´ z| ă ρR, it follows that σ`,z1puq|x “ 0.
Therefore,
}σ`,z1puq}L2pR,Rq 6
d
vol
ˆ"
x P R : inf
zPcritphq
|upxq ´ z| > ρR
*˙
.
The right hand side is finite since u P Ppz´, z`q. Hence the series Ψpuq “ řθPΘh Ψθpuq converges in
L2pR,Rdq, and
}Ψpuq}L2pR,Rdq 6 }Ψ}Ψh
d
vol
ˆ"
x P R : inf
zPcritphq
|upxq ´ z| > ρR
*˙
.
In fact, this estimate holds uniformly in u, whenever }u}L8pR,Rdq 6 R.
Lemma 3.13. The map Ψ : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rdq is C3.
Proof. Let us first address continuity. Let punqn Ă Ppz´, z`q be a sequence, converging to u8 P Ppz´, z`q.
Then
Ψpu8q|x ´ Ψpunq|x “
ÿ
θPΘh
αθ ˚ pψθpu8q ´ ψθpunqq|px,xq .
Note that, with θ “ p`, z1, z2q,
pψθpu8q ´ ψθpunqq|pξ1,ξ2q “ pσ`,z1pu8q ´ σ`,z1punqq|ξ1 σ`,z2pu8q|ξ2
` σ`,z1punq|ξ1 pσ`,z2pu8q ´ σ`,z2punqq|ξ2 .
As each term in the right hand side is the product of bounded functions in ξ1 with bounded functions in ξ2,
we may use an identical estimate as the one used in the proof of Lemma 3.12 to derive that
}Ψpu8q ´ Ψpunq}L2pR,Rdq 6
ÿ
θ“p`,z1,z2qPΘh
}αθ}L1pR2,Rdq}σ`,z1pu8q ´ σ`,z1punq}L2pR,Rq
`
ÿ
θ“p`,z1,z2qPΘh
}αθ}L1pR2,Rdq}σ`,z2pu8q ´ σ`,z2punq}L2pR,Rq.
(8)
Now remark that the Nemytskii operator
σ`,zip¨q : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rq, upxq ÞÑ σ`,zipupxqq
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is smooth. This follows from the pointwise smoothness of σ`,zi : Rd Ñ R, and the fact that σ`,zi maps
Ppz´, z`q into compactly supported functions. We now conclude from (8) that Ψpunq Ñ Ψpu8q in
L2pR,Rdq as nÑ8.
As for the smoothness of Ψ, recall from Lemma 3.8 that Ψ : L8pR,Rdq Ñ L8pR,Rdq is C3 smooth,
with for k P t0, . . . , 3u
DkΨpuqrv1, . . . , vks
ˇˇ
x “
ÿ
θPΘh
αθ ˚ Dkψθpuqrv1, . . . , vks
ˇˇ
px,xq (9)
for v1, . . . , vk P L8pR,Rdq. It thus suffices to check that the series in the right hand side of (9) converges
in L2pR,Rdq, whenever u P Ppz´, z`q and v1, . . . , vk P W1,2pR,Rdq, and depends continuously on u.
Here we note that, just like ψθpuq|pξ1,ξ2q, the expression Dkψθpuqrv1, . . . , vks
ˇˇ
pξ1,ξ2q can be written as (linear
combination of) products of compactly supported functions in ξ1 and compactly supported functions in
ξ2. We can thus apply estimates identical to those used in proving the continuity of Ψ to conclude Ψ :
Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rdq is C3 smooth.
Smoothness of (TWN) on path space. Combining the previous lemmata, we obtain the following.
Theorem 3.14. The map
Ppz´, z`q ˆΨh Ñ L2pR,Rdq, pu,Ψq ÞÑ u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq
is C3.
Proof. Smoothness of the map u ÞÑ u1 ` Φpuq is already established in Lemma 3.11. By Lemma 3.13 the
map
Ppz´, z`q ˆΨh Ñ L2pR,Rdq, pu,Ψq ÞÑ Ψpuq
is C3 in u. Since this map depends linearly on Ψ, the C3 smoothness follows from a diagonal argument,
comparable to the proof of Lemma 3.4.
3.4 Fredholm indices
We will now investigate Fredholm properties of the map
Bx ` Φp¨q ` Ψp¨q : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rdq.
We first consider the case where z´ “ z`. We recall from Definition 2.2 that a critical point z P critphq is
said to be hyperbolic if the Hessian matrix Hessg hpzq is nondegenerate.
Lemma 3.15. A critical point z P critphq is hyperbolic if and only if
Bx ` DΦpzq : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq
has a bounded inverse.
Proof. Using the Fourier transform, solving v1 ` DΦpzqv “ w is equivalent to solving
LV “ W, x¨yVp¨q P L2pR,Cdq, W P L2pR,Cdq, (10)
where xξy “ a1` |ξ|2 and L : RÑ LpCd,Cdq is the multiplication operator defined by
Lpξqv “ iξv` ∇gS pzqT pNpξqrDS pzqvs ` Pzv,
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with Pz P LpCd,Cdq defined by
Pzv “
`
Dr∇gS T spzqv
˘ rNS pzq ` Dr∇gFspzqv,
and pNpξq “ ż
R
Npxqe´ixξ dx`
ÿ
jPZ
N je´iλ jξ.
The exponential localisation in Hypothesis (N) ensures that pN P W1,2pR,MatDˆDpCqq. Thus by Morrey’s
inequality pN is continuous and } pNpξq}L8pR,MatDˆDpCqq ă 8. Consequently, L is continuous. Invertibility of
(10) thus implies that Lp0q is invertible. Now note that
Lp0q “ ∇gS pzqT rNDS pzq ` `Dr∇gS T spzqr¨s˘ rNS pzq ` Dr∇gFspzq “ Dr∇ghspzq,
which is invertible if and only if Hessg hpzq is invertible. Thus invertibility of
Bx ` DΦpzq : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq
implies hyperbolicity of z as a critical point of h.
Now suppose z is a hyperbolic critical point of h. As we saw, this is equivalent to Lp0q being in-
vertible. Then, by a Von Neumann series, there exists ε so that Lpξq is invertible, for |ξ| ă ε, with
sup|ξ|ăε }Lpξq´1} ă 8. Since by Hypothesis (N) we have Nprq “ Np´rq, N j “ N´ j, and λ j “ ´λ´ j,
we find that Im pNpξq “ 0 for any ξ P R. Hence Im Lpξq “ ξ id is a nonzero multiple of the identity for
ξ , 0. Thus Lpξq is invertible for all values of ξ P R. Since Lpξq ´ iξ id is uniformly bounded in ξ P R,
it follows that for large values of |ξ| the operator Apξq :“ ξ´1Lpξq is a small perturbation of the identity.
Hence }Apξq´1} 6 2 for sufficiently large values of |ξ|. It follows that }Lpξq´1} 6 2{|ξ| for sufficiently
large ξ. We conclude that
}Lpξq´1} 6 C
1` |ξ| , ξ P R
for some C ą 0. This implies (10) is solvable, hence proves that hyperbolicity of z as a critical point of h is
sufficient to ensure invertibility of the map Bx ` DΦpzq.
Since we assume h is a Morse function, all critical points of h are hyperbolic, so that by the preceding
lemma the linearisation of (TWN) around a constant solution is always invertible.
The following lemma indicates that Bx`Φp¨q`Ψp¨q and Bx`Φp¨q belong to the same Fredholm region.
Lemma 3.16. For any u P Ppz´, z`q, the linearisation DΨpuq : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq is a compact
operator.
Proof. By (the proof of) Lemma 3.13, we have DΨpuq “ řθPΘh DΨθpuq, where the series converges in the
operator norm. Hence it suffices to see that DΨθpuq is compact. Now DΨθpuq is given by
DΨθpuqv|x “ αθ ˚
“
Dψθpuqv
‰ˇˇ
px,xq , v P W1,2pR,Rdq, x P R,
where the convolution with αθ defines a bounded linear map from L2pR2,Rq into L2pR2,Rdq. Hence it
suffices to see that Dψθpuq : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR2,Rq is compact. With θ “ p`, z1, z2q, we have
Dψθpuqv|pξ1,ξ2q “ σ`,z2puq|ξ2
“
Dσ`,z1puqv
‰ˇˇ
ξ1
` σ`,z1puq|ξ1
“
Dσ`,z2puqv
‰ˇˇ
ξ2
. (11)
By Morrey’s inequality, the function u : R Ñ Rd is 12 -Hölder continuous. Let B Ă Rd be a bounded
neighbourhood of upRq. Then the function Dσ`,zi : Rd Ñ LpRd,Rq, with i P t1, 2u, restricts to a smooth
bounded Lipschitz map Dσ`,zi |B : B Ñ LpRd,Rq. Hence the composition Dσ`,zipuq : R Ñ LpRd,Rq is
1
2 -Hölder continuous and uniformly bounded. Moreover, the fact that upxq Ñ z˘ as x Ñ ˘8, combined
with the definition of σ`,zi , ensures that Dσ`,zipuq is compactly supported.
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Now let pvnqn Ă W1,2pR,Rdq be a bounded sequence. By Morrey’s inequality, there exists R, L ą 0 so
that
sup
n
}vn}L8pR,Rdq 6 R, sup
n
|vnpxq ´ vnpyq| 6 L|x´ y|1{2.
With i P t1, 2u, we now have supn }Dσ`,zipuqvn}L8pR,Rdq ă 8 and
|Dσ`,zipupxqqvnpxq ´ Dσ`,zipupyqqvnpyq| 6 }Dσ`,zipupxqq}|vnpxq ´ vnpyq|
` }Dσ`,zipupxqq ´ Dσ`,zipupyqq}|vnpyq|
6 C|x´ y|1{2,
for some C ą 0 independent of n. Since supppDσ`,zipuqvnq Ă r´r, rs for some r ą 0 independent of n,
we now find by the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem that pDσ`,zipuqvnqn converges uniformly over a subsequence.
Consequently pDσ`,zipuqvnqn converges over a subsequence in L2pR,Rq. This shows that the map v ÞÑ
Dσ`,zipuqv is compact from W1,2pR,Rdq into L2pR,Rq. Consequently, recalling (11), we see that
Dψθpuq : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR2,Rq
is compact. It follows that DΨpuq : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq is compact, as claimed.
We can now establish the Fredholm alternative for Bx ` Φp¨q ` Ψp¨q. We recall that a nonlinear map
f : X Ñ Y , with X, Y connected smooth manifolds, is said to be a Fredholm map if it is C1 and Df pxq :
TxX Ñ T f pxqY is a Fredholm operator, for each x P X. By continuity the index is then independent of the
basepoint x P X.
Theorem 3.17. The function
Bx ` Φp¨q ` Ψp¨q : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rdq
is a Fredholm map, with index given by
ind
`Bx ` Φp¨q ` Ψp¨q˘ “ mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q,
where mh denotes the Morse index defined in Section 2.2.
Proof. Pick arbitrary u P Ppz´, z`q. By Lemma 3.16 the Fredholm properties of the map Bx ` DΦpuq `
DΨpuq are the same as those of Bx ` DΦpuq. The operator
Bx ` DΦpuq : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq
fits within the framework of [15]. The asymptotic operators Bx ` DΦpz˘q are invertible by Lemma 3.15,
hence it now follows from [15] that Bx ` DΦpuq is Fredholm. Furthermore, the index depends only on the
asymptotic operators DΦpz˘q, i.e., there exists a relative index νp¨, ¨q such that
indpBx ` DΦpuqq “ νpDΦpz´q,DΦpz`qq, for all u P Ppz´, z`q.
This shows that linear map Bx ` DΦpuq ` DΨpuq is Fredholm, and as the index only depends on the
asymptotic operators DΦpz˘q, the function Bx ` Φp¨q ` Ψp¨q is a Fredholm map.
Left to prove is the expression of the Fredholm index in terms of classical Morse indices. We will
show this by means of a continuation argument. For β P r0, 1s define the linear map T˘β : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ
L2pR,Rdq by
T˘β v :“ ∇gS pzqT
`
βN ` p1´ βq rN˘“DS pz˘qv‰` Pz˘v,
where
Pz˘v “
`
Dr∇gS T spz˘qv
˘ rNS pz˘q ` Dr∇gFspz˘qv.
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Then T˘0 “ DΦpz˘q and T˘1 “ Dr∇ghpz˘qs.
Now choose a smooth function β : R Ñ r0, 1s with βpxq “ 1 for x 6 ´1 and βpxq “ 0 for x > 1, and
define the operators T˘ : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq by
T˘rvspxq “ T˘
βpxqrvspxq.
Now the results from [15] are applicable to operators Bx ` T˘, showing that Bx ` T˘ are Fredholm with
indpBx ` T˘q “ νpT˘´8,T8˘ q “ νpDΦpz˘q,Dr∇ghspz˘qq.
Classical Morse theory tells us that
indpBx ` Dr∇ghspuqq “ mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q,
see for instance [26, 29]. By transitivity of the relative index we have
indpBx ` DΦpuqq “ νpDr∇ghspz´q,Dr∇ghspz`qq ` νpDΦpz´q,Dr∇ghspz´qq
` νpDr∇ghspz`q,DΦpz`qq
“ indpBx ` Dr∇ghspuqq ` indpBx ` T´q ´ indpBx ` T`q.
Combining there observations yields
indpBx ` DΦpuqq “ mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q ` indpBx ` T´q ´ indpBx ` T`q.
Left to prove is that indpBx ` T˘q “ 0. The spectral flow formula developed in [15] shows that the
Fredholm index of Bx `T˘ is computable by counting the spectral crossings of the homotopy of operators
pT˘β qβ. That is, as we vary β we need to count roots ξ of the equation
det
ˆ
iξ id`yT˘β pξq˙ “ 0, ξ P R, (12)
where yT˘β pξq “ ∇gS pz˘qT`β pNpξq ` p1´ βq rN˘DS pz˘q ` Pz˘ ,
with pNpξq “ pNpξq `ÿ
jPZ
N je´λ jξ.
Since by Hypothesis (N) we have Nprq “ Np´rq, N j “ N´ j, and λ j “ ´λ´ j, we find that Im pNpξq “ 0
for any ξ P R. Hence the only possible solution of (12) would be ξ “ 0. Now we note
yT˘β p0q “ ∇gS pz˘qT rNDS pz˘q ` Pz˘ “ Dr∇ghspz˘q,
so that by hyperbolicity of z´ and z` we conclude that (12) does not have any solutions. This is true for
arbitrary β P r0, 1s, which implies there are no spectral crossings. It follows from the spectral flow formula
that indpBx ` T˘q “ 0.
4 Some convergence results
In this section we will study various convergence and compactness properties of solutions of (TWN) which
are bounded in L8.
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4.1 Approximate solutions and Palais–Smale sequences
We start out by defining the notion of approximate solutions of (TWN)
Definition 4.1 (Approximate solutions). Given δ ą 0, a function u P C1locpR,Rdq is said to be a δ-
approximate solution of (TWN) if
}u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq}L8pR,Rdq 6 δ.
We may also consider sequences of approximate solutions. If δÑ 0 along such a sequence, we call it a
Palais–Smale sequence.
Definition 4.2 (Palais–Smale sequences). A sequence punqn Ă C1locpR,Rdq is said to be a Palais–Smale
sequence provided that
sup
n
}un}L8pR,Rdq ă 8
and
}u1n ` Φpunq ` Ψpunq}L8pR,Rdq Ñ 0, as nÑ8.
We now state a regularity result for approximate solutions of (TWN).
Theorem 4.3. Let δ ą 0 and suppose punqn Ă C1locpR,Rdq is a sequence of δ-approximate solutions of
(TWN). Assume further that
sup
n
}un}L8pR,Rdq ă 8.
Then
sup
n
}un}W2,8pR,Rdq ă 8.
Furthermore, there exists a subsequence punkqk such that unk Ñ u8 in C1locpR,Rdq as k Ñ 8, where u8
is another δ-approximate solution of (TWN). If we assume moreover that punqn is Palais–Smale, then the
limit u8 is a solution of (TWN).
Proof. In light of Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.7, we find that
sup
n
}Φpunq ` Ψpunq}L8pR,Rdq ă 8.
Since ´u1n “ Φpunq ` Ψpunq we thus obtain a uniform bound
sup
n
}un}W1,8pR,Rdq ă 8.
Applying Lemmata 3.5 and 3.7 once again, we now obtain a uniform bound
sup
n
}un}W2,8pR,Rdq ă 8.
Combining these bootstrap estimates with the Arzelà–Ascoli theorem, we extract a subsequence punkqk
converging in C1locpR,Rdq to u8. Theorem 3.4 implies that, for any bounded interval I Ă R, we have
}u18 ` Φpu8q ` Ψpu8q}L8pI,Rdq “ limkÑ8 }u
1
nk ` Φpunkq ` Ψpunkq}L8pI,Rdq
6 lim sup
kÑ8
}u1nk ` Φpunkq ` Ψpunkq}L8pR,Rdq
6 δ.
Hence u8 is a δ-approximate solution of (TWN). The statement about Palais–Smale sequences readily
follows from this estimate.
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4.2 Asymptotics
As we lack the notion of a phase space, we first introduce the notion of α- and ω-limit sets in our setup.
Definition 4.4 (α- and ω-limit sets). Given E Ă C1locpR,Rdq, we define αpEq to be the α-limit set of E
with respect to the shift dynamics on C1locpR,Rdq. Thus, αpEq consists of the accumulation points of
tτ ¨ u : τ ă 0, u P Eu. Similarly, the ω-limit set ωpEq is defined as the set of accumulation points of
tτ ¨ u : τ ą 0, u P Eu.
Given a measurable subset B Ď R, we define the restricted kinetic energy Ekinp¨|Bq by
Ekinpu|Bq :“ 12
ż
B
gupxqpu1pxq, u1pxqq dx.
We are now prepared to study the asymptotic behaviour of approximate solutions with finite kinetic energy.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose u P C1locpR,Rdq is a δ-approximate solution of (TWN), which satisfies Ekinpu|p0,8qq ă
8. Then ωpuq is nonempty and consists of δ-approximate constant solutions of (TWN). Likewise, if
Ekinpu|p´8, 0qq ă 8, then αpuq is nonempty and consists of δ-approximate constant solutions of (TWN).
Proof. We discuss here the case where Ekinpu|p0,8qq ă 8; the argument for the other case is identical.
By definition, an element z P ωpuq is the limit in C1locpR,Rdq of a sequence unpxq :“ upx ` τnq, for
some sequence pτnqn Ă R with τn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. In light of Theorem 4.3 the sequence punqn has
a subsequence converging to a δ-approximate solution u8 of (TWN). Since C1locpR,Rdq is Hausdorff it
follows that z “ u8. Thus any element of ωpuq is a δ-approximate solutions of (TWN). The same argument
(using, say, the sequence τn “ n) shows that ωpuq ,H.
To see that any z P ωpuq is constant, we further exploit the energy bound. First we set R :“ }u}L8pR,Rdq.
After recalling that
gupv1, v2q :“
@
v1,Gpuqv2
D
, v1, v2 P TuRd “ Rd,
we find that
|u1pxq|2 “ gupxq
`
u1pxq,Gpupxqq´1u1pxq˘ 6 sup
|v|6R
}Gpvq´1} gupxqpu1pxq, u1pxqq.
Consequently
}u1}2L2pp0,8q,Rdq 6 2 sup|v|6R }Gpvq
´1} Ekinpu|p0,8qq ă 8.
Now, for any L ą 0 ż L
´L
|z1|2 dx “ lim
nÑ8
ż L
´L
|u1px` τnq|2 dx 6 lim
nÑ8
ż 8
τn´L
|u1|2 dx “ 0.
As z is C1, it follows that z1 “ 0 everywhere. Hence z is a constant δ-approximate solution of (TWN).
When u is a solution, instead of an approximate solution, we obtain a slightly more detailed description
of the limit sets of u
Lemma 4.6. Let R > 0 and suppose Ψ is R-admissible. Suppose u P C1locpR,Rdq is solution of (TWN) with
}u}L8pR,Rdq 6 R and Ekinpu|p0,8qq ă 8. Then there exists a constant solution z` of (TWN) such that`
upxq, u1pxq˘Ñ `z`, 0˘, as xÑ8.
Likewise, if Ekinpu|p´8, 0qq ă 8, there exists a constant solution z´ of (TWN) such that`
upxq, u1pxq˘Ñ `z´, 0˘, as xÑ ´8.
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Proof. We consider only the case there Ekinpu|p0,8qq ă 8; the argument for the other case is identical.
The proof of Lemma 4.5 shows that ωpuq consists of constant solutions of (TWN). We now observe that
ωpuq is necessarily a path connected subset ofC1locpR,Rdq. As ωpuq consist of constant solutions of (TWN),
the evaluation map
u ÞÑ up0q, C1locpR,Rdq Ñ Rd
sets up a continuous bijection from ωpuq onto its image. Path connectedness is preserved under this identifi-
cation. Henceforth we consider ωpuq as subsets of Rd. Since Ψ is R-admissible we find that ωpuq Ď critphq,
and since h is assumed to be a Morse function, critphq is a discrete subset of Rd. Hence ωpuq is a path
connected subset of a discrete space, which implies that ωpuq “ tz`u.
4.2.1 Decay rates
We have established that bounded solutions of (TWN) with bounded kinetic energy converge towards con-
stant solutions of (TWN). We now further investigate the rate at which this convergence takes place. We
start out with a convergence result for the linearised equation.
For the moment, assume u P L8pR,Rdq, without imposing asymptotics as x Ñ ˘8. We define
Lu : W1,8pR,Rdq Ñ L8pR,Rdq to be the linearisation of (TWN) around u,
Lurvspxq :“ v1pxq ` Dr∇gFspupxqqvpxq `
`
Dr∇gS T spupxqqvpxq
˘NrS puqspxq
` ∇gS puqTNrDS puqvspxq `
ÿ
θPΘh
αθ ˚
`
Dψθpuqv
˘ˇˇ
px,xq .
(13)
Before stating the next lemma, we introduce exponentially weighted Lp spaces. Given η P R and a
normed vector space V , we denote by LpηpRm,Vq “ Lppdµm,Vq the space of functions f P L1locpRm,Vq
which are p-integrable with respect to the measure dµmpxq “ eη|x| dλmpxq, where λm is the m-dimensional
Lebesgue measure on Rm. Exponentially weighted `p spaces `pη pZ,Vq and Sobolev spaces Wk,pη pRm,Vq “
Wk,ppdµm,Vq are defined in a similar manner.
Lemma 4.7. For η P r´η0, η0s, where η0 is as in Hypothesis (N), the linear map Lu defined in (13) extends
to a bounded linear operator Lu,η : W1,2η pR,Rdq Ñ L2ηpR,Rdq.
Proof. The term Bx maps W1,2η pR,Rdq continuously into L2ηpR,Rdq. The exponential weight factors through
the multiplication operators Dr∇gFspup¨qq and Dr∇gS T spup¨qq, so that these mapW1,2η pR,Rdq into L2ηpR,Rdq
and L2ηpR,MatdˆDpRqq, respectively.
Left to verify is the mapping property of the last two terms appearing in (13). This is slightly more
involved, as these terms depend nonlocally on v. Using the triangle inequality, for any η1 P R we have
η1|x| 6 η1|x´ y| ` |η1||y|.
Hence, for any w P W1,2
η1 pR,RDq we find
eη
1|x||Nrwspxq| 6
ż
R
ˆ
e|η1||y|}Npyq}
˙ˆ
eη
1|x´y||wpx´ yq|
˙
dy
`
ÿ
jPZ
ˆ
e|η1||λ j|}N j}
˙ˆ
eη
1|x´λ j||wpx´ λ jq|
˙
.
(14)
Let ´η0 6 η 6 η0, set η1 “ η{2, and apply Young’s convolution inequality to (14) to obtain
}Nrws}L2ηpR,RDq 6 C}w}L2ηpR,RDq
where
C “ }N}L1|η|{2pR,MatDˆDpRqq ` }pN jqn}`1|η|{2pZ,MatDˆDpRqq.
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The decay rate imposed on Np¨q and pN jq j in Hypothesis (N) ensures the constant C is finite. With w “
DS puqv, we find
}∇gS puqTNrDS puqvs}L2ηpR,Rdq 6 C1}v}L2ηpR,Rdq
for some C1 > 0 depending continuously on u P L8pR,Rdq.
To deal with the final term in (13), we note that, with θ “ p`, z1, z2q,
rDψθpuqvs|pξ1,ξ2q “ rDσ`,z1puqvs|ξ1 σ`,z2puq|ξ2 ` σ`,z1puq|ξ1 rDσ`,z2puqvs|ξ2 .
By definition we have 0 6 σ`,zipuq 6 1, which allows us to estimate
| αθ ˚ pDψθpuqvq|px,xq | 6 β1,θ ˚ |Dσ`,z1puqv||x ` β2,θ ˚ |Dσ`,z2puqv||x ,
where
β1,θprq :“
ż
R
|αθpr, sq| ds, β2,θprq :“
ż
R
|αθps, rq| ds.
Incorporating exponential weights into these convolution operators, as we did in (14), and applying Young’s
convolution inequality, we find that
} αθ ˚ pDψθpuqvq|px,xq }L2ηpR,Rdq 6 }αθ}L1|η|{2pR2,Rdq}Dσ`,z1puqv}L2ηpR,Rq
` }αθ}L1|η|{2pR2,Rdq}Dσ`,z2puqv}L2ηpR,Rq,
where we used that }βi,θ}L1|η|{2pR,Rdq 6 }αθ}L1|η|{2pR2,Rdq for i P t1, 2u. Recalling the definition of σρ,zi , we find
that there exists CR > 0, depending on R :“ }u}L8pR,Rdq, so that
} αθ ˚ pDψθpuqvq|px,xq }L2ηpR,Rdq 6 2CR`}αθ}L1|η|{2pR2,Rdq}v}L2ηpR,Rdq
Hence ›››››ÿ
θPΘh
αθ ˚
`
Dψθpuqv
˘ˇˇ
px,xq
›››››
L2ηpR,Rdq
6 2C}Ψ}Ψh}v}L2ηpR,Rdq.
This establishes the bounded mapping of the nonlocal parts appearing in (13).
Let mη : Wk,2η pR,Rdq Ñ Wk,2pR,Rdq denote the multiplication operator u ÞÑ eηx¨yu, where xxy :“a
1` |x|2. This defines a linear isomorphism, and as such we can relate Lu,η to the conjugate operator
Lupηq :“ mη ˝ Lu,η ˝ m´η : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq.
The following is then a straighforward consequence of the exponential localisation of the convolution terms
appearing in (13).
Lemma 4.8. The map
L8pR,Rdq ˆ p´η0, η0q Ñ LpW1,2pR,Rdq, L2pR,Rdqq, pu, ηq ÞÑ Lupηq
is continuous. Furthermore, for fixed u, the operator Lupηq depends analytically on η.
Proof. Continuous dependence of Lu,η on u follows with the aid of Young’s inequality, using estimates
identical as those in the proofs of Lemma 3.10, Lemma 3.13, and Lemma 3.12. Since Lupηq is obtained by
conjugating Lu,η with a map which is independent of u, the continuous dependence of Lupηq on u readily
follows. As for analytic dependence on η, observe that
Lu,´η0 |W1,2η pR,Rdq “ Lu,η, for any η P p´η0, η0q,
so that
Lupηq “ mη ˝ Lu,´η0 ˝ m´η.
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Now choose arbitrary v P W1,2pR,Rdq, w P L2pR,Rdq, and η1 P p´η0, η0q. Then note that
xLupηqv,wyL2pR,Rdq “
ż
R
mη
`
Lu,´η0rm´ηvspxq
˘ ¨ wpxq dx
“
ż
R
8ÿ
n1“0
xxyn1
n1!
pη´ η1qn1
˜
Lu,´η0
« 8ÿ
n2“0
´x¨yn2
n2!
pη´ η1qn2v
ff
pxq
¸
¨ wpxq dx
“
ÿ
pn1,n2qPN2
1
n1!n2!
pη´ η1qn1`n2
ż
R
xxyn1`Lu,´η0 r´x¨yn2vs pxq˘ ¨ wpxq dx,
hence Lupηq depends analytically on η in the weak operator topology. Analyticity in the operator norm then
follows from standard results in analytic perturbation theory [23].
Now suppose that u P L8pR,Rdq satisfies`
upxq, u1pxq˘Ñ `z˘, 0˘, as xÑ ˘8,
where z´, z` are critical points of h. Then for any ε there exists u˚ P Ppz´, z`q such that }u´u˚}L8pR,Rdq ă
ε. In light of Theorem 3.17 the operator Lu˚p0q is Fredholm, hence by continuity of the Fredholm index,
Lup0q is also Fredholm. As Lu,η is conjugate to Lupηq, and the latter depends continuous on η, we find that
for small values of η the operator Lu,η belongs to the same Fredholm region as Lup0q. We let Ru Ă R denote
this Fredholm region, i.e., it is the connected neighbourhood around 0 consisting of values η for which the
Fredholm index of Lu,η is constant.
In fact we can show that the kernel ker Lu,η is independent of η P Ru. To make this statement precise,
note that for any η1 ą η2 we have the natural inclusion map
ιη1,η2 : W
1,2
η1
pR,Rdq ãÑ W1,2η2 pR,Rdq.
Lemma 4.9. Let η1, η2 P Ru, and suppose η1 ą η2. Then the inclusion map ιη1,η2 defines a bijection from
ker Lu,η1 onto ker Lu,η2 .
Proof. First remark that ιη1,η2 is injective from ker Lu,η1 into ker Lu,η2 . Since Ru is connected, it thus suffices
to show that dim ker Lu,η is locally constant. Essentially this now follows from analytic dependence of
ker Lu,η on η.
To obtain such an analytic description of ker Lu,η, we make use of a Lyapunov–Schmidt reduction on
the conjugate operator Lupηq. Pick any η1 P Ru, and let P and Q be orthogonal projections only ker Lupη1q
and coker Lupη1q, respectively. Letting v0 :“ Pv and vh :“ p1´ Pqv, we find that solving Lupηqv “ 0 for η
near η1 is equivalent to solving
QLupηqpv0 ` vhq “ 0, p1´ QqLupηqpv0 ` vhq “ 0.
The second equation allows us to solve vh “ Aupηqv0, where Aupηq is analytic and Aupη1q “ 0. Substituting
into the first equation, we find that
ker Lupηq “ tv0 ` Aupηqv0 : v0 P ker Bupηqu ,
where Bupηq “ QLupηqp1` Apηqq is a linear map from ker Lupη1q into coker Lupη1q. This shows that
dim ker Lupηq 6 dim ker Lupη1q, η near η1.
However, by the injectivity of the inclusion ιη1,η for η 6 η1 we have
dim ker Lupηq > dim ker Lupη1q, η 6 η1.
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Hence dim ker Lupηq “ dim ker Lupη1q for η 6 η1. This can only occur if Bupηq “ 0 for η 6 η1. By analyt-
icity we find that Bupηq “ 0 in a neighbourhood of η1, hence dim ker Lupηq is constant in a neighbourhood
of η1. Equivalently, dim ker Lu,η is constant in a neighbourhood of η1. As η1 P Ru was chosen arbitrary the
claim follows.
Since ker Lu,η1 and ker Lu,η2 are finite dimensional, the inclusion map between the kernels ιη1,η2 : ker Lu,η1 ãÑ
ker Lu,η2 is bijective, with bounded linear inverse. The norm of the inverse of this map depends, in principle,
on the choices of u, η1, and η2. We now set out to further analyse this dependence.
Denote by Vu Ă W1,8pR,Rdq the kernel of Lu considered as a map on W1,8pR,Rdq, i.e.,
Vu :“
 
v P W1,8pR,Rdq : Luv “ 0
(
.
Given η P Ru with η ą 0, define the inclusion Wηpuq : Vu ãÑ L8η pR,Rdq by first choosing η1 P Ru with
η1 ă 0, and then considering the commuting diagram
Vu ker Lu,η1 ker Lu,η L8η pR,Rdq.
Wηpuq
ι´1
η,η1
The final arrow on the bottom row is induced by the Sobolev embedding W1,2pR,Rdq ãÑ L8pR,Rdq
combined with the isomorphism of weighted Sobolev spaces induced by the multiplication map mη.
Lemma 4.10. The map Wηpuq is well-defined, i.e., independent of η1.
Proof. Let η1, η2 P Ru with η2 ă η1 ă 0. A diagram chase then shows the following diagram commutes
ker Lu,η1
Vu ker Lu,η
ker Lu,η2
ι´1
η,η1
ιη1 ,η2
ι´1
η,η2
from which the independence of Wηpuq from η1 follows.
We now define wη : W1,8pR,Rdq Ñ R by equating wηpuq to the operator norm of the linear map Wηpuq,
and investigate the dependence of wηpuq on u. This is easier than to study the dependence of Wηpuq on u
directly, since the domain of definition Vu of Wηpuq depends on u, possibly in a discontinuous manner, as
the dimension of Vu may vary with u. Suppose punqn Ă L8pR,Rdq converges uniformly towards u8, with
for each n `
unpxq, unpxq
˘Ñ `z˘, 0˘, as xÑ ˘8,
where z´, z` are critical points of h. Let η P Ru8 with η ą 0. By continuity of the Fredholm index, we
then have η P Run for sufficiently large n. Thus for each such n, we have associated a map wηpunq. This
map turns out to be upper semicontinuous.
Lemma 4.11. Let punqn and u8 be as described above. Then, for each η P Ru8 with η ą 0, we have
lim sup
nÑ8
wηpunq 6 wηpu8q.
Proof. The norms of the maps
Vu ãÑ ker Lu,η1 , keru,η Ñ L8η pR,Rdq
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are both independent of u, so that upper semicontinuity of the norm of Wηpuq is equivalent to upper semi-
continuity of the norm of ι´1
η,η1 : ker Lu,η1 Ñ ker Lu,η. This in turn is equivalent to upper semicontinuity
of the norm of the linear map fu : ker Lupη1q Ñ ker Lupηq defined by fu :“ mη ˝ ι´1η,η1 ˝ m´η1 . Using a
Lyapunov–Schmidt reduction around u “ u8, η “ 0, with notation as in the proof of Lemma 4.9, we
obtain maps
Aupηq, Bupηq : ker Lu8p0q Ñ coker Lu8p0q
and orthogonal projections P and Q onto ker Lu8p0q and coker Lu8p0q, respectively, such that the following
diagram commutes
Xupη1q Xupηq
ker Lupη1q ker Lu8p0q ker Lupηq
ker Bupη1q ker Bupηq
ϕu
fu

id`Aupη1q
P
id`Aupηq
P
id`Aupη1q
P
id`Aupηq
P
where
Xupηq “ im
`
id`Aupηq
˘
.
Here all spaces in the diagram are to be considered subspaces of W1,2pR,Rdq. The map ϕu is defined by this
commuting diagram. The spaces Xupηq and the norm of ϕu depend continuously on u. Note that fu8 “ ϕu8 .
Since ker Lupη1q can be a proper subspace of Xupη1q, we have } fu} 6 }ϕu}, with possibly a strict inequality.
It follows that
lim sup
nÑ8
} fun} 6 lim sup
nÑ8
}ϕun} “ }ϕu8} “ } fu8}.
The upper semicontinuity of wη follows from this.
We are now prepared to prove exponential decay of bounded solutions to (TWN).
Theorem 4.12. Let z´, z` be critical points of h, and suppose u is a solution of (TWN) with
`
upxq, u1pxq˘Ñ`
z˘, 0
˘
as xÑ ˘8. Then for any η P Ru with η ą 0, there exists C ą 0 such that
|upxq ´ z´| ` |u1pxq| 6 Ce´η|x|, x ă 0,
|upxq ´ z`| ` |u1pxq| 6 Ce´η|x|, x > 0.
Furthermore, if punqn is a sequence of solutions of (TWN), each of which satisfying
`
unpxq, u1npxq
˘ Ñ`
z˘, 0
˘
as xÑ ˘8, and the sequence punqn is convergent in L8pR,Rdq, then the constant C can be chosen
independent of n.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, the derivative u1 is bounded in W1,8pR,Rdq. Hence u1 lies in the domain of
definition of Wηpuq, and we find that
}u1}L8η pR,Rdq “ }Wηpuqru1s}L8η pR,Rdq 6 wηpuq}u1}W1,8pR,Rdq.
Hence u1 P W1,2η2 pR,Rdq, so that u1 P ker Lu,η2 . By Lemma 4.9 we conclude that u1 P ker Lu,η1 , This
establishes that
|u1pxq| 6 e´η|x|wηpuq}u1}W1,8pR,Rdq.
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In light of this decay estimate the function u1 is integrable over R, hence
upxq ´ z´ “
ż x
´8
u1psq ds.
Consequently, for x ă 0 we find
|upxq ´ z´| 6
ż x
´8
|u1psq| ds 6
ˆ
sup
xPR
eη|x||u1pxq|
˙ż x
´8
e´η|s| ds
6 η´1e´η|x|wηpuq}u1}W1,8pR,Rdq,
and similarly |upxq ´ z`| 6 η´1e´η|x|wηpuq}u1}W1,8pR,Rdq for x > 0. This establishes that
|upxq ´ z´| ` |u1pxq| 6 Cηpuqe´η|x|, x ă 0,
|upxq ´ z`| ` |u1pxq| 6 Cηpuqe´η|x|, x > 0,
where Cηpuq “ pη´1 ` 1qwηpuq}u1}W1,8pR,Rdq. This proves the theorem for a fixed u. The fact that C can be
chosen independent of n for a convergent sequence punqn follows from the upper semicontinuity of wηpuq
as established in Lemma 4.11.
4.3 A kinematic estimate on Ψpuq
The aim of this section is to estimate the L2 norm of Ψpuq in terms of the kinetic energy of u, where u is a
δ-approximate solution of (TWN). Such a kinematic estimate of Ψpuq turns out to be fundamental in order
to ensure persistence of uniform kinetic energy bounds and gradient-like behaviour of (TWN) under small
perturbations Ψ, discussed in Section 5 and Section 6. Looking back at the proof of Lemma 3.12, we see
that we are naturally led to study, for given ρ ą 0 and a δ-approximate solution u of (TWN), sets of the type
Aρpuq :“
"
x P R : inf
zPcritphq
|upxq ´ z| > ρ
*
.
Interpreting x as a time-like variable, the set Aρpuq consists of the “times” at which u sojourns a distance
larger than ρ away from the constant solutions of (TWN). Hence we refer to Aρpuq as a sojourn set. In this
section we will derive estimates on the sizes of the sojourn sets in terms of kinetic energy. This then allows
us to obtain L2pR,Rdq bounds on Ψpuq in terms of kinetic energy.
4.3.1 Breaking of solutions
Let us now introduce a notion of noncompactness of solutions.
Definition 4.13 (Breaking sequences). Let punqn Ă C1locpR,Rdq. We say the sequence punqn breaks along
pτ0nqn towards z0 if the following holds:
(1) the translated sequence pτ0n ¨ unqn converges to a constant function z0, and
(2) there exists sequences pτn´ qn, pτn` qn Ă R, with τn´ ă τ0n ă τn` , so that the sequences pτn˘ ¨ unqn
converge over a subsequence towards v˘, with Ekinpv˘q ą 0, and
(3)
`
v´pxq, v1´ pxq
˘Ñ `z0, 0˘ as xÑ8, whilst `v`pxq, v1` pxq˘Ñ `z0, 0˘ as xÑ ´8.
The breaking of solutions is of importance in the construction of Conley-Floer homology, as it is pre-
cisely this type of noncompactness which is encoded in the boundary operator of the chain complex. Usually
the breaking of orbits is studied in the context of gradient-like systems. This we will do towards the end
of Section 5. Here, we study the breaking of orbits in a nongeneric setup without exploiting gradient-like
dichotomies.
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Given a measurable subset B Ď R, define the convex hull of B by
convpBq :“
č
pa,bqĎR
BĎpa,bq
pa, bq.
We now present a result relating the breaking of orbits with the sets Aρpunq.
Lemma 4.14. Let R > 0 and suppose Ψ is an R-admissible perturbation. Let punqn Ă C1locpR,Rdq be a
Palais–Smale sequence. For each n P N, let Bn Ď Aρpunq be a measurable subset. Assume that
sup
n
}un}L8pR,Rdq 6 R, sup
n
Ekinpun| convpBnqq ă 8.
Suppose limnÑ8 diam Bn “ 8. Then there exists pτ0nqn Ă R, with τ0n P convpBnq, such that punqn breaks
along a subsequence of pτ0nqn.
Proof. Let Bn Ď Aρpunq with limnÑ8 diam Bn “ 8. Denote by
τLn :“ inf Bn, τRn :“ sup Bn,
so that convpBnq “ rτLn , τRn s and τRn ´ τLn Ñ8 as nÑ8.
First assume there exists a sequence pτ0nqn Ă R such that τLn ă τ0n ă τRn and the translated sequence
pτ0n¨unqn converges over a subsequence to a constant solution z0 of (TWN). We will then construct sequences
pτn˘ qn and functions v˘ satisfy Definition 4.13, thus showing that punqn breaks along a subsequence of pτ0nqn.
Choose
0 ă δ ă min
$’&’%ρ, infz´,z`Pcritphq|z´|,|z`|6R |z´ ´ z`|
,/./- .
Such a δ exists by hyperbolicity of the critical points of h. Then let
τn´ :“ sup
 
τ P Aδpunq : τ ă τ0n
(
, τn` :“ inf
 
τ P Aδpunq : τ0n ă τ
(
.
Since
Aδpunq X pτLn , τ0nq Ą Aρpunq X pτLn , τ0nq ,H,
Aδpunq X pτ0n, τRn q Ą Aρpunq X pτ0n, τRn q ,H,
the supremum and infimum in the definition of τn´ and τn` , respectively, are finite. Recall that, per assump-
tion, pτ0n ¨ unqn converges to z0 over a subsequence. By Theorem 4.3 the translated sequences pτn˘ ¨ unqn
converges over a further subsequence pnkqk towards solutions v˘ of (TWN).
Notice that
inf
zPcritphq
|v˘p0q ´ z| > lim sup
kÑ8
inf
zPcritphq
|unkpτn˘kq ´ z| > δ ą 0,
hence Ekinpv˘q ą 0. Also note that limkÑ8 |τn˘k ´ τ0nk | “ 8. Indeed, if this where not the case, then at least
one of the sequences pτn´k ¨ unkqk or pτn`k ¨ unkqk would accumulate (over a subsequence) onto z0 as k Ñ 8,
so that v´ “ z0 or v` “ z0, contradicting Ekinpv˘q ą 0.
Since τ0nk ´ τn´k Ñ8 as kÑ8 and pτn´k , τ0nkq Ă convpBnkq, using Fatou’s lemma we obtain the estimate
Ekinpv´|p0,8qq “ 12
ż
R
lim
kÑ8 1p0,τ0nk´τn´k qgτn´k ¨unk pτn´k ¨ unk , τn´k ¨ unkq dx
6 lim inf
kÑ8 Ekinpτn´k ¨ unk |p0, τ
0
nk ´ τn´kqq
“ lim inf
kÑ8 Ekinpunk |pτn´k , τ
0
nkqq
6 lim inf
kÑ8 Ekinpunk | convpBnkqq.
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It thus follows from the hypothesis of the lemma that Ekinpv´|p0,8qq ă 8, and similarly, Ekinpv`|p´8, 0qq ă
8. By Lemma 4.6 `v´pxq, v1´ pxq˘Ñ `z1, 0˘ as xÑ 8 and `v`pxq, v1` pxq˘Ñ `z2, 0˘ as xÑ ´8, where
z1 and z2 are constant solutions of (TWN).
Left to verify is that z0 “ z1 “ z2. For any x ą 0, we have τn´k ` x ă τ0nk for sufficiently large k. By
definition of pτn´kqk we then have τn´k ` x < Aδpunkq. Consequently
|v´pxq ´ z0| “ lim
kÑ8 |unkpτn´k ` xq ´ z0| 6 δ.
Letting xÑ8, we find that |z1´z0| 6 δ. Similarly one shows that |z2´z0| 6 δ. Since δ is chosen such that
the only constant solution of (TWN) in a δ-neighbourhood of z0 is z0 itself, we conclude that z0 “ z1 “ z2.
This shows that pτn˘ qn, pτ0nqn, and v˘ satisfy Definition 4.13.
We will now construct the sequence pτ0nqn. Define vn :“ τLn ¨ un. By Theorem 4.3 the sequence pvnqn
converges over a subsequence (which we again denote by pvnqn) to a solution v8 of (TWN). By the max-min
inequality
inf
zPcritphq
|v8p0q ´ z| > lim sup
nÑ8
inf
zPcritphq
|unpτLnq ´ z| > ρ,
so that v8 is not a constant solution of (TWN). Since τRn ´ τLn Ñ 8 as k Ñ 8 and pτLn , τRn q Ă convpBnq,
using Fatou’s lemma we obtain the estimate
Ekinpv8|p0,8qq “ 12
ż
R
lim
nÑ8 1p0,τRn´τLnqgτLn ¨unk pτ
L
n ¨ un, τLn ¨ unq dx
6 lim inf
nÑ8 Ekinpτ
L
n ¨ un|p0, τRn ´ τLnqq
6 lim inf
nÑ8 Ekinpun| convpBnqq.
By hypothesis of the lemma it now follows that Ekinpv8|p0,8qq ă 8, hence by Lemma 4.6 we find that`
v8pxq, v18pxq
˘Ñ `z0, 0˘ as xÑ8, for some z0 P critphq.
For given x > 0, by theC1locpR,Rdq convergence of vn towards v8 we may choose a sequence pτnpxqqn Ă
R such that
τLn ă τnpxq, sup
n
|τnpxq ´ τLn | ă 8, limnÑ8 upτnpxqq “ vpxq.
Then since τRn ´ τLn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, for fixed x > 0 one has τnpxq P convpBnq for all sufficiently large
n. Hence, letting x “ k where k P N, we may choose a sequence pnkqk Ă N so that τnpkq P convpBnkq for
all k P N. We now define the sequence pτ0nqn on the subsequence pnkqk by setting τ0nk :“ τnkpkq. On the
complement of the subsequence pnkqk we may choose τ0n arbitrary. This establishes the sequence pτ0nqn with
τLn ă τ0n ă τRn , limnÑ8 |τ
0
n ´ τLn | “ limnÑ8 |τ
0
n ´ τRn | “ 8,
such that pτ0n ¨ unqn converges over the subsequence pnkqk towards the constant solution z0 of (TWN).
Lemma 4.15. Given R1,R2 > 0, ρ ą 0, and an R1-admissible perturbation Ψ, there exist D ą 0, δ ą 0
such that the following holds. Let u be a δ-approximate solution of (TWN). Suppose B Ď Aρpuq is a
connected subset, and
}u}L8pR,Rdq 6 R1, Ekinpu|Bq 6 R2.
Then diampBq 6 D.
Proof. Given δ ą 0, let Dδ denote the supremum of diampBq, ranging over all sets B as in the hypothesis
of the lemma. Now, arguing by contradiction, suppose lim supδÑ0 Dδ “ 8. We then obtain a Palais–Smale
sequence punqn, and connected subsets Bn Ď Aρpunq, such that
sup
n
}un}L8pR,Rdq 6 R1, sup
n
Ekinpun|Bnq 6 R2,
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but limnÑ8 diampBnq “ 8. Then, by Lemma 4.14, we obtain a sequence pτ0nqn with τ0n P Bn, such that
pτ0n ¨ unqn converges over a subsequence pnkqk towards a constant solution z0 of (TWN). However,
inf
zPcritphq
|z0 ´ z| > lim sup
kÑ8
inf
zPcritphq
|unkpτ0nkq ´ z| > ρ ą 0,
since τ0n P Aρpunq. This contradicts with z0 being a constant solution of (TWN). We conclude that
lim supδÑ0 Dδ ă 8, from which the conclusion of the lemma follows.
4.3.2 Minimal energy quanta
In Lemma 4.15 we saw that bounds on kinetic energy of a δ-approximate u over an interval B Ď Aρpuq
lead to bounds on the diameter of B. In this section we will show, loosely speaking, that given ρ ą 0 there
is a minimal amount of energy ~ required for any δ-approximate solution of (TWN) to sojourn a distance
ρ away from the constant solutions of (TWN). This then provides us with “minimal energy quanta” into
which we can decompose the sojourn sets.
Lemma 4.16. Given R > 0, r1, r2 ą 0 with r1 , r2, and an R-admissible perturbation Ψ, there exist δ ą 0
and εr1,r2 ą 0 such that the following holds. Suppose u is a δ-approximate solution of (TWN), such that
}u}L8pR,Rdq 6 R. Suppose ´8 6 a ă b 6 8 are such that
lim
xÑa infzPcritphq
|upxq ´ z| “ r1, lim
xÑb infzPcritphq
|upxq ´ z| “ r2.
Then
Ekinpu|pa, bqq > εr1,r2 .
Proof. First note, if pa, bq “ R, it follows from Lemma 4.6 that Ekinpu|pa, bqq “ 8. Now assume pa, bq ,
R. We will prove the energy estimate assuming that a ą ´8, which we may do without loss of generality,
since in case a “ ´8 but b ă 8 the result can be applied to uˇpxq :“ up´xq. Then, since Ekinpu|pa, bqq “
Ekinpa ¨ u|p0, b´ aqq, we may as well assume a “ 0. Let
Σ :“
$’’’&’’’%pu, sq P C
1
locpR,Rdq ˆ r0,8s :
}u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq}L8pR,Rdq 6 δ
}u}L8pR,Rdq 6 R
infzPcritphq |up0q ´ z| “ r1
limxÑs infzPcritphq |upxq ´ z| “ r2
,///.///- ,
where r0,8s “ r0,8q Y t8u is the one-point compactification of r0,8q. In light of Theorem 4.3,
the set Σ is precompact in C1locpR,Rdq ˆ r0,8s; we denote by Σ the closure of Σ. We will show that
infpu,sqPΣ Ekinpu|p0, sqq ą 0.
The key properties for the remainder of the argument are that, in light of Theorem 4.3, Σ is compact and
suppu,sqPΣ }u}W1,8pR,Rdq ă 8. Furthermore, given pu, sq P Σ, we claim that u1 , 0 on some open subset of
p0, sq. To see why, we need to consider two cases, s ă 8 and s “ 8.
When s ă 8, we use the fact that u is the limit in C1locpR,Rdq of a sequence punqn, whereas s is the limit
in p0,8q of a bounded sequence psnqn. This ensures that unpsnq Ñ upsq, hence
inf
zPcritphq
|upsq ´ z| “ lim
nÑ8 infzPcritphq
|unpsnq ´ z| “ r2.
Here we used that u is uniformly bounded and h is Morse, so that the infima are in fact minima over finite
sets, hence they depend continuously on upsq. Since it also holds that infzPcritphq |up0q ´ z| “ r1 , r2, we
find that up0q , upsq, so that u1 , 0 on some open subset of p0, sq.
If, on the other hand, s “ 8, it may happen that limxÑs infzPcritphq |upxq ´ z| , r2, or even that this limit
does not exist. Thus, in this case, we need a different argument to conclude that u1 , 0 on an open subset of
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p0, sq. It is at this stage that we specify the constant δ ą 0. Using the fact that Ψ is R-admissible, we may
choose δ ą 0 sufficiently small such that for any v P Rd
|v| 6 R and |∇ghpvq ` Ψpvq| 6 δ ùñ inf
zPcritphq
|v´ z| ă r1.
With this choice of δ ą 0 established, we will now show that u1 , 0 on an open subset of p0, sq “ p0,8q.
We argue by contradiction, assuming u1 “ 0 on p0,8q. By exponential decay of the convolution kernels
appearing in the nonlocal operators Φ and Ψ, we have
Φpup0qq “ lim
xÑ8Φpuqpxq, Ψpup0qq “ limxÑ8Ψpuqpxq.
Since ∇ghpup0qq “ Φpup0qq, and using that u is a δ-approximate solution of (TWN), we thus have
|∇ghpup0qq ` Ψpup0qq| “ lim
xÑ8 |u
1pxq ` Φpuqpxq ` Ψpuqpxq| 6 δ.
But then infzPcritphq |up0q ´ z| ă r1, contradicting the fact that pu,8q P Σ. Hence we conclude that u1 , 0
on an open subset of p0,8q.
Since Ekin is not continuous with respect to the topology of C1locpR,Rdq, we introduce the regularised
energy
En : ΣÑ r0,8s, Enpu, sq :“ 12
ż s
0
gupxqpu1pxq, u1pxqq
1` |x|2{n dx.
By continuity and compactness there exists pun, snqn Ă Σ such that
Enpun, snq “ inf
pu,sqPΣ
Enpu, sq for all n P N.
Since u1n , 0 on some open subset of p0, snq, we find that Enpun, snq ą 0. Furthermore, the minimising
property of pun, snq and the definition of En ensure that
Enpun, snq 6 Enpun`1, sn`1q 6 En`1pun`1, sn`1q for all n P N.
We thus find that
inf
pu,sqPΣ
Ekinpu|p0, sqq > lim
nÑ8Enpun, snq “ supn Enpun, snq ą 0.
Lemma 4.17. Given R > 0, ρ1 ą ρ2 ą 0, and an R-admissible perturbation Ψ, there exists δ ą 0 and
~ ą 0 such that the following holds. Suppose u is a δ-approximate solution of (TWN), with }u}L8pR,Rdq 6 R
and Ekinpuq ă 8. Let B Ď Aρ{2puq be a connected component and suppose B1 :“ BX Aρpuq ,H. Then
Ekinpu|B r B1q > ~.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 the limit sets αpuq and ωpuq consist of δ-approximate constant solutions of (TWN).
Using the fact that Ψ is R-admissible, we may choose δ ą 0 sufficiently small such that for any v P Rd
|v| 6 R and |∇ghpvq ` Ψpvq| 6 δ ùñ inf
zPcritphq
|v´ z| ă ρ2.
With this choice of δ, we thus find
αpuq X Aρ2puq “ H, ωpuq X Aρ2puq “ H.
The definition of B, B1 now ensures there exist ´8 ă a ă b 6 a1 ă b1 ă 8 such that
pa, bq Y pa1, b1q Ď B1 r B,
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ρ{2
ρ
infzPcritphq |upxq ´ z|
x
6 D~I1, . . . , IN
Ekinpu|¨q > ~
Figure 3: Covering the sojourn set by minimal energy quanta I1, . . . , In with Ekinpu|Ikq “ ~.
and
inf
zPcritphq
|upbq ´ z| “ inf
zPcritphq
|upa1q ´ z| “ ρ1,
inf
zPcritphq
|upaq ´ z| “ inf
zPcritphq
|upb1q ´ z| “ ρ2.
After decreasing the value of δ ą 0, we may apply Lemma 4.16, which yields
Ekinpu|B r B1q > Ekinpu|pa, bqq ` Ekinpu|pa1, b1qq > ερ2,ρ1 ` ερ1,ρ2 ,
where εr1,r2 are as in Lemma 4.16. This proves the lemma, with ~ “ ερ2,ρ1 ` ερ1,ρ2 .
4.3.3 Bounding the volume of sojourn sets
We are now prepared to derive a fundamental relation between sojourn sets and kinetic energy.
Theorem 4.18. Given R > 0, ρ ą 0, and an R-admissible perturbation Ψ, there exist CR,ρ ą 0 and δ ą 0
such that the following holds. Suppose u is a δ-approximate solution of (TWN), and }u}L8pR,Rdq 6 R. Then
volpAρpuqq 6 CR,ρEkinpuq.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume Ekinpuq ă 8. Let δ ą 0 and ~ ą 0 be as specified by Lemma
4.17 with ρ1 “ ρ and ρ2 “ ρ{2. Let B consist of the connected components of Aρ{2puq. Pick B P B,
suppose BX Aρpuq ,H, and let I1, . . . , In Ă Aρ{2puq be intervals such that
BX Aρpuq Ă
nď
k“1
Ik Ă B, Ekinpu|Ikq “ ~.
See also Figure 3. With regards to the maximum number n of intervals required for such a covering, we see
from Lemma 4.17 that
n “
R
1
~
Ekinpu|BX Aρpuqq
V
6
R
1
~
ˆ
Ekinpu|Bq ´ ~
˙V
6
1
~
Ekinpu|Bq.
By Lemma 4.15, applied with ρ{2 instead of ρ and R2 “ ~, there exists a constant D~ ą 0, independent of
u, such that
diampIkq 6 D~.
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Combining these estimates, we obtain
volpBX Aρpuqq 6
nÿ
k“1
diampIkq 6 D~
~
Ekinpu|Bq.
Note that this estimate trivially extends to B P B for which BXAρpuq “ H. Finally, since Aρpuq Ă Aρ{2puq,
we obtain
volpAρpuqq “
ÿ
BPB
volpBX Aρpuqq 6 D~
~
Ekinpuq.
We remark that the essential ingredient which allows for uniformity in this estimate is the existence of the
lower bound ~ for the kinetic energy.
4.3.4 The estimate on Ψpuq
Using the bounds on the sojourn set, we now obtain the following kinematic estimate on Ψpuq.
Theorem 4.19. Given R > 0 and an R-admissible perturbation Ψ0, there exist CR,Ψ0 ą 0 and δ ą 0 such
that the following holds. Suppose u is a δ-approximate solution of (TWN) with Ψ “ Ψ0, and }u}L8pR,Rdq 6
R. Then, for any Ψ P Ψh we have
}Ψpuq}L2pR,Rdq 6 CR,Ψ0}Ψ}Ψh
b
Ekinpuq.
Proof. We recall from Lemma 3.12 the estimate
}Ψpuq}L2pR,Rdq 6 }Ψ}Ψh
d
vol
ˆ"
x P R : inf
zPcritphq
|upxq ´ z| > ρR
*˙
“ }Ψ}Ψh
b
volpAρRpuqq.
(15)
This was derived in the context of path spaces. However, the only point in the proof of Lemma 3.12 where
the assumption u P Ppz´, z`q is used is to ensure the volume of the sojourn set AρRpuq is finite. Instead, we
now assume u is a δ-approximate solution of (TWN). The result then follows by combining estimate (15)
with Theorem 4.18.
4.4 Isolating trajectory neighbourhoods
Since equation (TWN) is not formulated on a phase space, we cannot use the standard definition of iso-
lating neighbourhoods and isolated invariant sets. Therefore, we introduce here a new notion, that of
isolating trajectory neighbourhoods, which isolate bounded solutions without exploiting pointwise phase
space considerations. Results in Section 8 on isolating blocks will show that this is, indeed, an appropriate
generalisation of isolating neighbourhoods.
Definition 4.20 (Isolating trajectory neighbourhood). A subset E Ă C1locpR,Rdq is called an isolating
trajectory neighbourhood provided that
(1) E is translation invariant, and
(2) E is open in the induced topology of W1,8pR,Rdq, and bounded in L8pR,Rdq, and
(3) the closure of E in C1locpR,Rdq coincides with the closure of E in W1,8pR,Rdq, and
(4) there exists δ ą 0 such that E r E does not contain any δ-approximate solutions of (TWN).
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We define the invariant set of E by
InvpEq :“ tu P E : u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq “ 0u .
A set I is called an isolated invariant set if it can be written as I “ InvpEq for some isolating trajectory
neighbourhood E.
Remark 4.21. The definition of an isolating invariant set is rather technical and warrants some further
motivation. The difficulty stems from the fact that the natural space to deal with compactness issues of
(TWN) is C1locpR,Rdq. However, open neighbourhoods in C1locpR,Rdq are much too large to allow for
localisation around bounded solutions; for this, uniform bounds are much more appropriate. Thus we need
to relate these modes of convergence. We cannot exploit any pointwise considerations, and so we need to
impose a compatibility conditions between the topologies, which is done with property (3).
Sets which do not satisfy property (3) are easily constructed. Consider, for example, the open annulus
A “  u P C1locpR,Rdq : r1 ă }u}L8pR,Rdq ă r2( .
The closure A of A in W1,8pR,Rdq is the closed annulus, but the C1locpR,Rdq closure of A is the closed ball
of radius r2. This is related to a fundamental difference in the characterisation of the boundary components
of A: given u P A, to verify whether }u}L8pR,Rdq “ r2 it suffices to prove existence of a single x0 P R such
that |upx0q| “ r2; however, verifying that }u}L8pR,Rdq “ r1 requires inspecting |upxq| for all values of x P R.
Property (3) may thus be loosely interpreted as generalising the idea of E r E having a localised, almost
pointwise, characterisation. 
Our first result is a characterisation of isolated invariant sets.
Lemma 4.22. Let
Σ :“
#
u P C1locpR,Rdq :
u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq “ 0
}u}L8pR,Rdq ă 8
+
.
Suppose I Ď Σ is such that:
(1) The set I is invariant under translation, τ ¨ u P I for any u P I and τ P R.
(2) The set I is isolated and bounded in Σ with respect to the topology of L8pR,Rdq.
(3) The set I is compact in the topology of C1locpR,Rdq.
Then there exists ε ą 0 so that
E :“  v P C1locpR,Rdq : Du P I such that }u´ v}L8pR,Rdq ă ε(
is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood, with InvpEq “ I.
Proof. It is clear that properties (1) and (2) in the definition of an isolating trajectory neighbourhood are
satisfied. Isolation of I in Σ ensures that with ε ą 0 sufficiently small, the set E r I does not contain any
solutions of (TWN). In particular we have InvpEq “ I. Left to prove is that properties (3) and (4) from
Definition 4.20 are satisfied.
To see why property (3) from Definition 4.20 holds, let pvnqn Ă E be a sequence converging towards v8
in the topology ofC1locpR,Rdq. By definition of E we can find punqn Ă I such that }un´vn}L8pR,Rdq ă ε. By
the compactness assumption on I, after choosing a subsequence, we may assume punqn converges towards
u8 P I in the topology ofC1locpR,Rdq. Thus the sequence pun´vnqn converges (over a subsequence) towards
u8 ´ v8, again in the topology of C1locpR,Rdq. But then }u8 ´ v8}L8pR,Rdq 6 ε, hence v8 belongs to the
closure of E in the topology of W1,8pR,Rdq.
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Now to prove property (4) from Definition 4.20, first define
δ :“ inf
uPErE
}v1 ` Φpvq ` Ψpvq}L8pR,Rdq,
and let pvnqn Ă E r E be such that
lim
nÑ8 }v
1
n ` Φpvnq ` Ψpvnq}L8pR,Rdq “ δ. (16)
We will prove that δ ą 0, and argue by contradiction, assuming δ “ 0. Then (16) tells us that pvnqn is a
Palais–Smale sequence. For each n, there exists sequences pxn,kqk Ă R and pun,kqk Ă I so that
|un,kp0q ´ vnpxn,kq| Ñ ε as kÑ8.
Moreover, |un,kpxq ´ vnpxq| 6 ε for any x P R and k P N. Let kn P N be such that
ε´ 1
n
6 |un,kp0q ´ vnpxn,kq| 6 ε for k > kn.
Then let wn :“ xn,kn ¨ vn. Now, by translation invariance of (16), using that δ “ 0 per assumption, pwnqn is a
Palais–Smale sequence as well. By Theorem 4.3 there exists a subsequence along which pwnqn accumulates
onto a solution w8 of (TWN). Moreover, by compactness of I there exists a subsequence along which
pun,knqn accumulates onto u8 P I. By construction of the sequences pun,knqn and pwnqn, we then have
|u8p0q ´ w8p0q| “ ε, and |u8pxq ´ w8pxq| 6 ε for all x P R.
Hence we have constructed a solution w8 P E r E of (TWN). However, since I is isolated in Σ, the set
E r I does not contain any solutions of (TWN). We thus arrived at a contradiction, and must conclude that
δ ą 0.
The downside of this characterisation of isolating trajectory neighbourhoods is that we need prior knowl-
edge about the invariant set I. In applications we usually do not have such knowledge. In Section 8 we will
describe a subclass of isolating trajectory neighbourhoods for which such prior knowledge is not needed.
In the remainder of this section we present two lemmata which demonstrate the relevance of isolating tra-
jectory neighbourhoods in the study of moduli spaces.
Lemma 4.23. Let E be an isolating trajectory neighbourhood. Then InvpEq is compact in C1locpR,Rdq.
Proof. Let punqn Ă InvpEq be an arbitrary sequence. By Theorem 4.3 the sequence punqn converges over
a subsequence towards u8, where u8 is another solution of (TWN). We need to verify that u8 P InvpEq.
Since u8 P EC
1
locpR,Rdq, if follows by property (3) in the definition of an isolating trajectory neighbourhood
that u8 P EW
1,8pR,Rdq
. Since by definition E r E does not contain solutions of (TWN), it follows that
u8 P E. Consequently, u8 P InvpEq.
Definition 4.24. A sequence of functions puωqωPΩ is called an s-parameter family if Ω Ď Rs is connected,
intΩ “ Ω, and ω ÞÑ uω is continuous from Ω into W1,8pR,Rdq.
Lemma 4.25. Suppose E is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood, and puωqωPΩ, an s-parameter family of
solutions of (TWN). Then if uω0 P E for some ω0 P Ω, it follows that uω P E for all ω P Ω. In particular,
an isolated invariant set is translation invariant.
Proof. Denote by p : ΩÑ W1,8pR,Rdq the map ppωq :“ uω. Since uω is a solution of (TWN) and E is an
isolating trajectory neighbourhood, we have uω P E Y EC . Hence ppΩq Ď E Y EC . But as Ω is connected
and p is continuous, the image ppΩq is connected. Furthermore, ppΩq X E ,H by assumption. Hence
ppΩq Ď E, completing the proof.
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5 Heteroclinic solutions
In this section we study conditions on Ψ that ensure that solutions (TWN) which are bounded in L8 are
heteroclinics.
5.1 Tame solutions and perturbations
We will now introduce the notion of tame solutions and perturbations. These should be interpreted as a
notion of smallness of solutions with respect the perturbation Ψ, and by duality a notion of smallness of the
perturbation Ψ with respect to solutions, under which the gradient-like behaviour of (TWN) persists.
Definition 5.1 (Ψ-tame solutions). A subset E Ă C1locpR,Rdq with
R “ sup
uPE
}u}L8pR,Rdq ă 8,
is called Ψ-tame provided
(1) Ψ is R-admissible, and
(2) there exist 0 6 β ă 1 and δ ą 0 such that, for any u P E which satisfies
}u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq}L8pR,Rdq 6 δ
it holds that ż
R
|gupΨpuq, u1q| dx 6 βEkinpuq.
A solution u of (TWN) is called Ψ-tame if the singleton set E “ tuu is Ψ-tame.
Dual to the notion of solutions being Ψ-tame, we have the notion of a perturbation being tame with
respect to bounded solutions.
Definition 5.2 (E-tame perturbations). Suppose E Ă C1locpR,Rdq is such that
sup
uPE
}u}L8pR,Rdq ă 8.
A perturbation Ψ P Ψh is called E-tame provided that the set E is Ψ-tame.
In light of Theorem 4.19 these conditions are not unreasonable. In Section 6.2 we will show that for
isolating neigbourhoods E, the E-tame perturbations form an open subset of the perturbation space Ψh. In
particular, as clearly any bounded sequence of solutions corresponding to the unperturbed equation (TWN)
with Ψ “ 0 is tame, this demonstrates that E-tame perturbations are in abundance.
Remark 5.3. To retain gradient-like behaviour of (TWN), it suffices to have the estimateż
R
|gupΨpuq, u1q| dx 6 Ekinpuq
for any u P E which is a solution of (TWN). The reason we require 0 6 β ă 1 and δ-approximate solutions
are taken into consideration is to ensure that E-tame perturbations are open in Ψh, see Section 6.2. 
5.2 Quasi-Lyapunov function
The fundamental structure which will be studied in this section is the quasi-Lyapunov function for (TWN).
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Definition 5.4 (Quasi-Lyapunov). Let L : W1,8pR,Rdq Ñ R be given by
Lpuq :“
ˆ
1
2
S puq ¨NrS puqs ` Fpuq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
0
´ Bpuq.
Here
Bpuq “ 1
2
ż
R
ż y
0
S pupx´ yqq ¨ NpyqDS pupxqqu1pxq dx dy
` 1
2
ÿ
jPZ
ż λ j
0
S pupx´ λ jqq ¨ N jDS pupxqqu1pxq dx.
Furthermore, define L´puq, L`puq by
L´puq :“ lim inf
τÑ´8 Lpτ ¨ uq, L`puq :“ lim supτÑ8 Lpτ ¨ uq.
In light of Theorem 4.3 any solution u of (TWN) with }u}L8pR,Rdq ă 8 is in fact an element of
W1,8pR,Rdq. Hence L is defined on bounded solutions of (TWN). We now present an integral identity for
(TWN), which is a variation of the nonlocal Noether theorem developed in [5].
Lemma 5.5. Suppose u P C1locpR,Rdq solves (TWN) and satisfies }u}L8pR,Rdq ă 8. Then the following
identity holds: ż b
a
gu
`
u1 ` Ψpuq, u1˘ dx “ Lpa ¨ uq ´Lpb ¨ uq, ´8 ă a 6 b ă 8.
Proof. Let
Abapuq :“
ż b
a
ˆ
1
2
S puq ¨NrS puqs ` Fpuq
˙
dx,
where N is as in Hypothesis (N), i.e.,
Nrvspxq “
ż
R
Npyqvpx´ yq dy`
ÿ
jPZ
N jvpx´ λ jq.
Since u is a L8 bounded solution of (TWN), Theorem 4.3 implies that }u}W1,8pR,Rdq ă 8. We are thereby
allowed to differentiate the map τ ÞÑ Abapτ ¨ uq under the integral sign. Differentiating the identity Abapuq “
Ab´τa´τpτ ¨ uq with respect to τ yields
0 “ ´
ˆ
1
2
S puq ¨NrS puqs ` Fpuq
˙ˇˇˇˇb
a
` 1
2
ż b
a
DS puqu1 ¨NrS puqs dx`
ż b
a
DFpuqu1 dx
` 1
2
ż b
a
S puq ¨NrDS puqu1s dx
“ ´
ˆ
1
2
S puq ¨NrS puqs ` Fpuq
˙ˇˇˇˇb
a
`
ż b
a
DS puqu1 ¨NrS puqs dx`
ż b
a
DFpuqu1 dx
` 1
2
ż b
a
S puq ¨NrDS puqu1s dx´ 1
2
ż b
a
DS puqu1NrS puqs dx.
(17)
By definition of the Riemannian metric g and using that u solves (TWN) we haveż b
a
DS puqu1 ¨NrS puqs dx`
ż b
a
DFpuqu1 dx “
ż b
a
gu
ˆ
∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq, u1
˙
dx
“ ´
ż b
a
gu
ˆ
u1 ` Ψpuq, u1
˙
dx.
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Substituting this back into (17) and rearranging terms givesż b
a
gu
`
u1 ` Ψpuq, u1˘ dx “ ´ ˆ1
2
S puq ¨NrS puqs ` Fpuq
˙ˇˇˇˇb
a
` I|ba puq,
where
I|ba puq :“
1
2
ż b
a
ż
R
S pupxqq ¨ NpyqDS pupx´ yqqu1px´ yq dy dx
´ 1
2
ż b
a
ż
R
DS pupxqqu1pxq ¨ NpyqS pupx´ yqq dy dx,
` 1
2
ż b
a
ÿ
jPZ
S pupxqq ¨ N jDS pupx´ λ jqqu1px´ λ jq dx
´ 1
2
ż b
a
ÿ
jPZ
DS pupxqqu1pxq ¨ N jS pupx´ λ jqq dx.
We thus need to verify that
I|ba puq “ Bpb ¨ uq ´ Bpa ¨ uq.
This can be interpreted as a nonlocal analogue of Green’s formula, as in [5, 18].
The term I|ba puq fits within the more general class of functions of the form
Iµ|ba puq :“
1
2
ż b
a
ż
R
S pupxqq ¨ KpyqDS pupx´ yqqu1px´ yq dµpyq dx
´ 1
2
ż b
a
ż
R
DS pupxqqu1pxq ¨ KpyqS pupx´ yqq dµpyq dx,
where µ is a Radon measure on R. In light of the symmetry and decay imposed by Hypothesis (N), we may
assume µpBq “ µp´Bq for any Borel set B Ď R, and the map K : RÑ MatDˆDpRq satisfies
Kpyq “ Kp´yq “ KpyqT ,
ż
R
p1` |y|q}Kpyq} dµpyq ă 8.
Note that by Fubini’s theorem and the symmetry imposed on K and µ, we have
Iµ|ba puq “
1
2
ż
R
ż b
a
S pupxqq ¨ KpyqDS pupx´ yqqu1px´ yq dx dµpyq
´ 1
2
ż
R
ż b
a
DS pupxqqu1pxq ¨ KpyqS pupx´ yqq dx dµpyq,
“ 1
2
ż
R
ż b
a
S pupxqq ¨ KpyqDS pupx` yqqu1px` yq dx dµpyq
´ 1
2
ż
R
ż b
a
S pupx´ yqq ¨ KpyqDS pupxqqu1pxq dx dµpyq.
A change of variables x{ x´ y in the first term in the right hand side yields
Iµ|ba puq “
1
2
ż
R
ˆż b`y
a`y
´
ż b
a
˙
S pupx´ yqq ¨ KpyqDS pupxqqu1pxq dx dµpyq.
Note that ˆż b`y
a`y
´
ż b
a
˙
S pupx´ yqq ¨ KpyqDS pupxqqupxq dx
“
ż b`y
b
S pupx´ yqq ¨ KpyqDS pupxqqupxq dx
´
ż a`y
a
S pupx´ yqq ¨ KpyqDS pupxqqupxq dx.
(18)
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Since }u}W1,8pR,Rdq ă 8, there exists a constant C ą 0 so that for any τ P Rż
R
ˇˇˇˇż τ`y
τ
S pupx´ yqq ¨ KpyqDS pupxqqupxq dx
ˇˇˇˇ
dµpyq 6 C
ż
R
|y|}Kpyq} dµpyq ă 8.
Hence the terms in the right hand side of (18) are integrable. We find that
Iµ|ba puq “
1
2
ż
R
ż b`y
b
S pupx´ yqq ¨ KpyqDS pupxqqupxq dx dµpyq
´ 1
2
ż
R
ż a`y
a
S pupx´ yqq ¨ KpyqDS pupxqqupxq dx dµpyq
“ Bµpb ¨ uq ´ Bµpa ¨ uq,
where
Bµpuq “ 12
ż
R
ż y
0
S pupx´ yqq ¨ KpyqDS pupxqqu1pxq dx dµpyq.
We then retrieve I|ba puq “ Bpb ¨ uq ´ Bpa ¨ uq by letting
µ “ λ1 `
ÿ
jPZ
δλ j ,
where λ1 be the Lebesgue measure on R, and
Kpyq “
#
Npyq ` N j if y “ λ j,
Npyq otherwise.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose u is a Ψ-tame solution of (TWN) with Ekinpuq ă 8. Then
Ekinpuq 6 L´puq ´L`puq.
Proof. By Lemma 5.5 we haveż b
a
gupu1 ` Ψpuq, u1q dx “ Lpa ¨ uq ´Lpb ¨ uq, ´8 ă a 6 b ă 8.
Note that ż b
a
gupu1, u1q dx´
ż b
a
|gupΨpuq, u1q| dx 6
ż b
a
gupu1 ` Ψpuq, u1q dx.
Combining these identities, we obtain the inequalityż b
a
gupu1, u1q dx´
ż b
a
|gupΨpuq, u1q| dx 6 Lpa ¨ uq ´Lpb ¨ uq. (19)
The integrals on the left hand side are estimated byż b
a
gupu1, u1q dx 6
ż
R
gupu1, u1q dx “ 2Ekinpuq ă 8,
and ż b
a
|gupΨpuq, u1q| dx 6
ż
R
|gupΨpuq, u1q| dx 6 βEkinpuq ă 8,
where we used the fact that u is Ψ-tame and Ekinpuq ă 8. These estimates ensure we can apply the
dominated convergence theorem in (19) to take the limit inferior as aÑ ´8 and bÑ8, to findż
R
gupu1, u1q dx´
ż
R
|gupΨpuq, u1q| dx 6 L´puq ´L`puq.
Finally, since u is Ψ-tame we have
Ekinpuq 6
ż
R
gupu1, u1q dx´
ż
R
|gupΨpuq, u1q| dx.
Combining these estimates yields the desired bound.
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We finish this section with a continuity result for the quasi-Lyapunov function.
Lemma 5.7. Let punqn Ă C1locpR,Rdq be a convergent sequence, with limit point u8, and suppose that
sup
n
}un}W1,8pR,Rdq ă 8.
Then
lim
nÑ8Lpunq “ Lpu8q.
Proof. Convergence of the sequence
ˆ
1
2S punq ¨NrS punqs ` Fpunq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
0
follows form Lemma 3.1. To estab-
lish the continuity of L, we thus need to prove convergence of the boundary terms
Bcpunq “ 12
ż
R
ż y
0
S punpx´ yqq ¨ NpyqDS punpxqqu1npxq dx dy,
and
Bdpunq “ 12
ÿ
jPZ
ż λ j
0
S punpx´ λ jqq ¨ N jDS punpxqqu1npxq dx.
Using the uniform bound on }un}W1,8pR,Rdq, we find there exists C ą 0 such that the inner integral in Bcpunq
is bounded by ˇˇˇˇż y
0
S punpx´ yqq ¨ NpyqDS punpxqqu1npxq dx
ˇˇˇˇ
6 C|y|}Npyq},
and similarly the inner integral in Bdpunq is bounded byˇˇˇˇż λ j
0
S punpx´ λ jqq ¨ N jDS punpxqqu1npxq
ˇˇˇˇ
6 C|λ j|}N j}.
By Hypothesis (N) these upper bounds C|y|}Npyq} and C|λ j|}N j} are integrable and summable, respec-
tively. This ensures we can apply the dominated convergence theorem to take the limit n Ñ 8 under the
integral signs and sums appearing in Bcpunq and Bdpunq. Hence Bcpunq Ñ Bcpu8q and Bdpunq Ñ Bdpu8q,
and consequently Lpunq Ñ Lpu8q as nÑ8, as required.
5.3 Gradient-like dichotomy
We are now prepared to prove the gradient-like dichotomy for (TWN).
Theorem 5.8. Suppose u is a Ψ-tame solution of (TWN) with Ekinpuq ă 8. Then u is either constant,
or there exist constant solutions z´, z` of (TWN), with z´ , z`, such that
`
upxq, u1pxq˘ Ñ `z˘, 0˘ as
xÑ ˘8. Furthermore, the kinetic energy satisfies the explicit bound
Ekinpuq 6 Lpz´q ´Lpz`q “ hpz´q ´ hpz`q.
Proof. Assume u is nonconstant. Since }u}L8pR,Rdq ă 8 we have |L˘puq| ă 8, so that by Lemma 5.6 we
find that Ekinpuq ă 8. By Lemma 4.6 we find that
`
upxq, u1pxq˘ Ñ `z˘, 0˘ as x Ñ ˘8, where z´, z` are
constant solutions of (TWN). Left to prove is that z´ , z`.
By Theorem 4.3 we have }u}W1,8pR,Rdq ă 8. Thus Lemma 5.7 is applicable to the sequences pn ¨ uqnPN
and pp´nq ¨ uqnPN of translated solutions. By the definition of L˘ and Lemma 5.7 we then have
L´puq “ lim
nÑ8Lpp´nq ¨ uq “ Lpz´q, L`puq “ limnÑ8Lpn ¨ uq “ Lpz`q.
Combined with Lemma 5.6, using that u is nonconstant so that Ekinpuq ą 0, we then find that
Lpz`q “ L`puq ă L´puq “ Lpz´q.
It follows that z´ , z`. The estimate on Ekinpuq now follows from Lemma 5.6, combined with the obser-
vation that Lpzq “ hpzq for any constant z P Rd.
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Remark 5.9. We have done our analysis under the assumption that all constant solutions of (TWN) are
hyperbolic. In fact, the construction of the perturbation Ψ only makes sense under this assumption. How-
ever, in the absence of the perturbation Ψ, i.e., assuming Ψ “ 0, equation (TWN) makes sense even without
assuming hyperbolicity. The gradient-like dichotomy extends to this situation to obtain the following result.
For any bounded solution u the limit sets αpuq, ωpuq are connected and consist of constant solutions of
(TWN). Furthermore, if u is nonconstant, then αpuq X ωpuq “ H. 
5.4 Moduli spaces
Let z´, z` be critical points of h. Denote by
MΦ,Ψpz´, z`q “
#
u P C1locpR,Rdq :
u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq “ 0`
upxq, u1pxq˘Ñ `z˘, 0˘ as xÑ ˘8
+
the moduli space of solutions of (TWN) connecting z´ with z`. Given an isolating trajectory neighbourhood
E, we define
MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq :“ E XMΦ,Ψpz´, z`q.
We assume from here on out that Ψ is R-admissible, where R “ supuPE }u}L8pR,Rdq. Whenever the choice
of Φ and/or Ψ is clear from the context, we shall suppress them in the notation.
In light of Theorem 4.12 the moduli spaces Mpz´, , z`q is a subspace of the path space Ppz´, z`q.
As such, there are now various relevant modes of convergence on Mpz´, z`q, namely, the convergence in
C1locpR,Rdq, uniform convergence, and the convergence in the affine Hilbert space topology ofPpz´, z`q. In
this section we further investigate the relations between these modes of convergens, and use this knowledge
to classify the boundaries of noncompact components of moduli spaces.
5.4.1 Chains of broken solutions
We already inspected the breaking of sequences in Section 4.3. Now, with the gradient-like structure of
(TWN) established, we consider the breaking of solutions once again, this time to characterise noncom-
pactness of moduli spaces.
Theorem 5.10. Suppose Ψ is R-admissible, with R “ supuPE }u}L8pR,Rdq. Given a sequence punqn Ă
Mpz´, z`; Eq, there exists k P N Y t0u and constant solutions z0, z1, . . . , zk, zk`1 of (TWN), with z0 “ z´
and zk`1 “ z`, such that the following holds:
(1) The constant solutions are distinct and satisfy
Lpz´q ą Lpz1q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Lpzkq ą Lpz`q.
(2) For each j P t1, . . . , ku there exist a sequence pτ0j,nqn Ă R, such that punqn breaks along a subsequence
of pτ0j,nqn towards z j, in the sense of Definition 4.13.
(3) For each j P t0, . . . , ku there exists a sequence pτ`j,nqn Ă R, such that pτ`j,n ¨ unqn converges over a
subsequence in C1locpR,Rdq towards a solution v j of (TWN), with
lim
xÑ´8
`
v jpxq, v1jpxq
˘ “ `z j, 0˘, lim
xÑ8
`
v jpxq, v1jpxq
˘ “ `z j`1, 0˘.
We call such a pk ` 1q-tuple pv0, . . . , vkq a k-fold broken chain of solutions.
Proof. In light of the exponential decay Theorem 4.12, one has Ekinpunq ă 8 for each n. Consequently,
the gradient-like dichotomy Theorem 5.8 gives the explicit and uniform upper bound
sup
n
Ekinpunq 6 Lpz´q ´Lpz`q.
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Now we can argue as in the proof of Lemma 4.14. This gives an iterative procedure of constructing a broken
chain. Theorem 5.8 ensures that property (1) is satisfied along any broken chain. Since E is an isolating
trajectory neighbourhood and h is Morse, there are only finitely many combinations of constant solutions
zi P E of (TWN) which satisfy property (1). Therefore the iterative procedure of constructing a broken
chain must terminate after finitely many steps.
5.4.2 Modes of convergence
We now investigate the relation between the various modes of convergence on Mpz´, z`; Eq.
Theorem 5.11. Suppose Ψ is R-admissible, with R “ supuPE }u}L8pR,Rdq. Given punqn ĂMpz´, z`; Eq the
following statements are equivalent:
(1) punqn converges to u8 PMpz´, z`; Eq in the topology of Ppz´, z`q,
(2) punqn converges to u8 PMpz´, z`; Eq in the topology of W1,8pR,Rdq,
(3) punqn converges to u8 PMpz´, z`; Eq in the topology of C1locpR,Rdq.
Proof. We will show (1)ðñ(2) and (2)ðñ(3).
(1) ùñ (2). Differentiating (TWN) and rearranging terms, we find
´pu28 ´ u2nq “ DΦpu8qu18 ´ DΦpunqun ` DΨpu8qu18 ´ DΨpunqu1n.
By Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.13, and using the assumption that }u8 ´ un}W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, we
find that }u28 ´ u2n}L2pR,Rdq Ñ 0 as nÑ 8, hence }u8 ´ un}W2,2pR,Rdq Ñ 0 as nÑ 8. In light of Morrey’s
inequality this implies }u8 ´ un}W1,8pR,Rdq Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
(2) ùñ (1). By Theorem 4.12, given η P Ru8 with η ą 0 there exists C ą 0 and n0 P N such that for
n > n0
|unpxq ´ z´| ` |u1npxq| 6 Ce´η|x|, x ă 0,
|unpxq ´ z`| ` |u1npxq| 6 Ce´η|x|, x > 0.
Thus, given ε ą 0 we may choose L ą 0 so that
}u8 ´ un}2W1,2pRrr´L,Ls,Rdq ă ε2{2, n > n0.
Moreover, by uniform convergence combined with the dominated convergence theorem, there exists n1 P N
so that
}u8 ´ un}2W1,2pr´L,Ls,Rdq ă ε2{2, n > n1.
Hence, for n > maxtn0, n1u we find
}u8 ´ un}W1,2pR,Rdq “
b
}u8 ´ un}2W1,2pRrr´L,Ls,Rdq ` }u8 ´ un}2W1,2pr´L,Ls,Rdq ă ε.
(2) ùñ (3). This implication is trivial.
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(3) ùñ (2). Pick any 0 ă ε ă |z` ´ z´|. In light of the exponential decay Theorem 4.12, one has
Ekinpunq ă 8 for each n. Consequently, the gradient-like dichotomy Theorem 5.8 gives the explicit and
uniform upper bound
sup
n
Ekinpunq 6 Lpz´q ´Lpz`q.
Hence that Lemma 4.14 is applicable with ρ “ ε{2 and Bn “ Aρpunq. Since punqn converges to another
element of Mpz´, z`; Eq, Theorem 5.10 ensures punqn cannot break along any sequence pτ0nqn. It follows
from Lemma 4.14 that there exists L ą 0 so that
sup
n
diam
"
x P R : inf
zPcritphq
|unpxq ´ z| > ε2
*
6 L.
Hence there exists a sequence pτnqn Ă R such that"
x P R : inf
zPcritphq
|unpxq ´ z| > ε2
*
Ď rτn ´ L{2, τn ` L{2s.
We claim that pτnqn is bounded. If not, we could find a subsequence pτnkqk which grows unbounded,
say, τnk Ñ8 as kÑ8. But then, for any x P R,
|u8pxq ´ z´| 6 |u8pxq ´ unpxq| ` |unpxq ´ z´| ă ε
for n sufficiently large. Hence }u8 ´ z´}L8pR,Rdq ă ε ă |z` ´ z´|. But by assumption u8 PMpz´, z`q,
so that u8pxq Ñ z` as xÑ 8, hence }u8 ´ z´}L8pR,Rdq > |z` ´ z´|. A similar contraction is obtained if
τnk Ñ ´8 as kÑ8. We conclude that pτnqn is indeed bounded.
We thus find that
Aε{2 :“
ď
n
"
x P R : inf
zPcritphq
|unpxq ´ z| > ε2
*
is a bounded subset of R, say, Aε{2 Ď r´R,Rs, for some R ą 0. Then
}u8 ´ un}L8pRrr´R,Rs,Rdq ă ε, for all n.
Moreover, by C1locpR,Rdq convergence, we can find n0 P N so that
}u8 ´ un}L8pr´R,Rs,Rdq ă ε, n > n0.
Hence
}u8 ´ un}L8pR,Rdq ă ε, n > n0.
Convergence in W1,8pR,Rdq then follows from Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.8 using a bootstrap argument.
5.4.3 Classification of moduli spaces
We now wish to exploit the fact that Mpz´, z`q is obtained as the zero level set of the map
Bx ` Φp¨q ` Ψp¨q : Ppz´, z`q Ñ L2pR,Rdq.
To do so, we first introduce the notions of transverse maps and E-transverse perturbations.
Definition 5.12 (Transverse maps). Equation (TWN) is said to be transverse on Mpz´, z`q if for any
u PMΦ,Ψpz´, z`q the linearisation
Bx ` DΦpuq ` DΨpuq : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq
is surjective.
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Definition 5.13 (E-transverse perturbations). Let E be an isolating trajectory neighbourhood. A per-
turbation Ψ is said to be E-transverse up to index k provided that for any pair z´, z` P E of constant
solutions to (TWN) with mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q 6 k, equation (TWN) with this perturbation Ψ is transverse on
MΦ,Ψpz´, z`q.
We will show in Section 6 that E-transverse perturbations up to index 2 are generic.
Suppose (TWN) is transverse on Mpz´, z`q. Surjectivity of the linearisation combined with the Fred-
holm property allows us to choose a bounded right inverse to
Bx ` DΦpuq ` DΨpuq : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq, u PMpz´, z`q.
We can therefore apply the implicit function theorem to find that Mpz´, z`q is a C3 smooth finite dimen-
sional manifold of dimension dimMpz´, z`q “ mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q.
The classification of MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq up to dimension 2, for E-transverse perturbations Ψ, then follows
a geometric construction which is typical in Morse theory. Since this argument is well-documented, see
e.g. [2, 27, 29, 32], we do not give details here but only summarise the results. Essential is the proper
and free R-action on MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq given by u ÞÑ τ ¨ u, for τ P R. We then obtain C1 manifolds
MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq{R of dimension mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q ´ 1. This reduction on the dimension allows for the
exploitation of the classification of 1-dimensional manifolds without boundary.
By transversality the Morse index mh acts like a discrete Lyapunov function. Thus the statement of
Theorem 5.10 may be supplemented with the estimate
mhpz´q ą mhpz1q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą mhpzkq ą mhpz`q.
Hence, when mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q “ 1, there cannot be any broken chains in the closure of MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq.
Combined with Theorem 5.11 this then shows the 0 dimensional quotient manifold Mpz´, z`; Eq{R is
compact (hence finite). If mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q “ 2, then either punqn converges to another element of
MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq, or it converges to a 1-fold broken chain of solutions. Finally, by heteroclinic glueing,
any 1-fold broken chain of solution in fact occurs in the boundary of a unique connected component of a 2
dimensional moduli space MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq.
This leads to the following classification.
Theorem 5.14. Let E be an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN). Assume that Ψ is E-tame and
E-transverse. Let O ĎMΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq be a connected component. Then
(1) if mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q “ 1, then the set O{R is finite.
(2) if mhpz´q´mhpz`q “ 2, then either O{R is compact and homeomorphic to S1, or O{R is noncompact
and homeomorphic to p0, 1q. The noncompact endpoints 0 and 1 correspond to distinct 1-fold broken
chain of solutions. Conversely, any 1-fold broken chain of solutions is a boundary component of a
moduli space of dimension 2. In particular, 1-fold broken chains of solutions always occur in pairs
inside E.
6 Generic properties of Ψ
In order to apply the results from the previous section, we need to choose Ψ which are both E-tame and E-
transverse. The aim is to achieve this via small perturbations Ψ of a given perturbation Ψ0. Then we need to
ensure that E remains an isolating trajectory neighbourhood under these perturbations. This last property we
call E-stability of Ψ. The strategy is now as follows. We first show that E-stable and E-tame perturbations
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both form open subsets of the perturbation space Ψh. Then, if our initial perturbation Ψ0 is both E-stable
and E-tame (e.g. Ψ “ 0, for which E-admissibility is trivial), we obtain an open neighbourhood of Ψ0 on
which both these desirable properties hold. We can then apply a Sard–Smale transversality construction
on this open neighbourhood, to obtain a residual subset of perturbations which are E-stable, E-tame, and
E-transverse.
6.1 E-stable perturbations
Definition 6.1 (E-stable perturbations). Let Ψ0 P Ψh and suppose E is an isolating trajectory neighbour-
hood for (TWN) with Ψ “ Ψ0. Then a perturbation Ψ1 P Ψh said to be an E-stable perturbation of Ψ0 if E
is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN) with Ψ “ Ψ1.
We will now prove that any small perturbation of Ψ0 is in fact E-stable.
Theorem 6.2. Let Ψ0 P Ψh, and suppose E is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN) with
Ψ “ Ψ0. Then there exists ε ą 0 such that any Ψ P Ψh which satisfies }Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψh ă ε is E-stable.
Proof. Since E is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN) with Ψ “ Ψ0, there exists δ ą 0 such
that
}u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψ0puq}L8pR,Rdq ą δ, for any u P E r E.
Now invoke Lemma 3.7 to obtain a constant C ą 0 such that
sup
uPE
}Ψpuq}L8pR,Rdq 6 C}Ψ}Ψh , for all Ψ P Ψh.
Then set ε “ δ{p2Cq and suppose Ψ P Ψh is such that }Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψh ă ε. Then for any u P E r E one has
}u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq}L8pR,Rdq > }u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψ0puq}L8pR,Rdq ´ }Ψpuq ´ Ψ0puq}L8pR,Rdq
ą δ´C}Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψh
ą δ{2.
Thus E r E does not contain any δ{2-approximate solutions of (TWN) with perturbation Ψ, whenever
}Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψ ă ε. This shows that E is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for any such Ψ.
6.2 E-tame perturbations
Theorem 6.3. Let Ψ0 P Ψh, and suppose Ψ0 is an E-tame perturbation. Then there exists ε ą 0 such that
any Ψ P Ψh with }Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψh ă ε is an E-tame perturbation.
Proof. Since Ψ0 is E-tame, there exist δ0 ą 0 and 0 6 β0 ă 1 such that for any u P E which satisfies
}u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψ0puq}L8pR,Rdq 6 δ0, (20)
it follows that ż
R
ˇˇ
gu
`
Ψ0puq, u1
˘ˇˇ
dx 6 β0Ekinpuq.
By Theorem 4.19, after decreasing δ0 if necessary, there exists CR,Ψ0 ą 0 such that for any u P E which
satisfies (20), and for any Ψ P Ψh, we have
}Ψpuq ´ Ψ0puq}L2pR,Rdq 6 CR,Ψ0}Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψh
b
Ekinpuq.
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Consequently, by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, and using the definition of the Riemannian metric g,
there exists C ą 0 such thatż
R
|gupΨpuq ´ Ψ0puq, u1q| dx 6 C}Ψ´ Ψ0}ΨhEkinpuq. (21)
Let β0 ă β ă 1 and choose ε ă mintδ0{2, pβ ´ β0q{Cu. In light of Lemma 2.5 we can choose ε
sufficiently small so that any Ψ P Ψh with }Ψ´Ψ0}Ψh ă ε is R-admissible, where R “ supuPE }u}L8pR,Rdq.
Now choose any 0 ă δ ă δ0{2 and Ψ P Ψh with }Ψ´ Ψ0}Ψh ă ε, and suppose that u P E is such that
}u1 ` Φpuq ` Ψpuq}L8pR,Rdq 6 δ. (22)
Then u satisfies (20) and consequently, in light of (21), we haveż
R
|gupΨpuq ´ Ψ0puq, u1q| dx 6 pβ´ β0qEkinpuq.
Consequently, for any u P E satisfying (22) we haveż
R
|gupΨpuq, u1q| dx 6
ż
R
|gupΨ0puq, u1q| dx`
ż
R
|gupΨpuq ´ Ψ0puq, u1q| dx
6 βEkinpuq.
This shows that Ψ is E-tame.
6.3 E-transverse perturbations
Let Ψ0 P Ψh, and suppose that Ψ0 is E-tame and E is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN) with
Ψ “ Ψ0. We now denote by ΨhpE,Φ ` Ψ0q the open connected subset of Ψh containing Ψ0, consisting of
those perturbations Ψ which are E-stable and E-tame. In light of Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 6.3 this set is
nonempty. In this section we will construct a residual subset Ψth pE,Φ ` Ψ0q of ΨhpE,Φ ` Ψ0q consisting
of perturbations Ψ which are E-transverse.
Given Z2 Ď pE X critphqq2, let
ΘpZ2q :“  θ “ p`, pz´, z`qq P Nˆ Z2 : z´ , z`( ,
and define a linear subspace ΨhpZ2q of Ψh by
ΨhpZ2q :“
#
Ψ P Ψh : Ψpuq|x “
ř
θPΘpZ2q αθ ˚ ψθpuq|px,xq
αθ P W1,2η0 pR2,Rdq, θ P ΘpZ2q
+
.
We then define a subspace ΨhpZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q of ΨhpE,Φ` Ψ0q by
ΨhpZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q :“ ΨhpE,Φ` Ψ0q XΨhpZ2q.
Note that ΨhpZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q is an open subset of ΨhpZ2q.
Lemma 6.4. Let z´, z` P E be constant solutions of (TWN), with z´ , z`, and pick any path u P
Ppz´, z`q. Let Z2 :“ tpz´, z`qu. Then the map
ΨhpZ2q Ñ L2pR,Rdq, Ψ ÞÑ Ψpuq
has dense image.
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Proof. Recall from Section 2 that, with θ “ p`, z´, z`q, where ` P N, we have
ψθpuq|ξ :“ σ`,z´puq
ˇˇ
ξ1
σ`,z`puq
ˇˇ
ξ2
.
Hence it suffices to verify that the image of the map P : W1,2η0 pR2,Rdq ˆ NÑ L2pR,Rdq, given by
Ppα, `q :“
"
R2
α
`
ξ1, ξ2
˘
σ`,z´puq
ˇˇ
x´ξ1 σ`,z`puq
ˇˇ
x´ξ2 dξ1 dξ2,
has dense image.
The main property of the maps σ`,z´puq and σ`,z`puqwhich we will exploit is that we have the pointwise
limit
lim
`Ñ8 σ`,z˘puq
ˇˇ
x “ 1Dz˘ puqpxq, (23)
where
Dz˘puq :“ tx P R : ρpz˘q ă |upxq ´ z˘| ă 2ρpz˘qu ,
where we recall ρpz´q and ρpz`q are given by
ρpz˘q “ 13 infzPcritphq
z,z˘
|z´ z˘|.
In particular, |z` ´ z´| ą 2 maxtρpz`q, ρpz´qu. Since u : R Ñ Rd defines a smooth path connecting z´
with z`, it follows that Dz´puq and Dz`puq are bounded and nonempty open subsets of R.
We now observe the following. As Dz´puq and Dz`puq are bounded, nonempty, and open, they have
positive Lebesgue measures, and thus
xL :“ ess inf Dz´puq, xR :“ ess supDz`puq
define numbers ´8 ă xL ă xR ă 8. Let ε0 ą 0 be such that
pxL, xL ` ε0q Ă Dz´puq, pxR ´ ε0, xRq Ă Dz`puq.
Then, for any x0 P R and 0 ă ε ă ε0, define
ξ1px0, εq “ x0 ´ xL ´ ε, ξ2px0, εq “ x0 ´ xR ` ε.
It follows that
1Dz´ puqpx´ ξ1px0, εqq1Dz` puqpx´ ξ2px0, εqq “ 1px0´ε,x0`εqpxq. (24)
We also refer back to Figure 2 from Section 2.
In order to verify density of the image of P in L2pR,Rdq, it suffices to see that impPqK “ t0u. Thus,
assuming v P L2pR,Rdq is such that xPpα, `q, vyL2pR,Rdq “ 0 for all pα, `q P W1,2η0 pR2,RdqˆN, we will show
that v “ 0.
First, for given x0 P R, and w P Rd, and sufficiently small ε ą 0, we construct a sequence ppαn, `nqqn Ă
W1,2η0 pR2,Rdq ˆ N for which we have the weak convergence in L2pR,Rdq
Ppαn, `nq á w 1px0´ε,x0`εq, as nÑ8. (25)
First, by letting ` Ñ 8 using the dominated convergence theorem, we find using (23) that for any α P
W1,2η0 pR2,Rdq
Ppα, `q á
"
R2
αpξ1, ξ2q1Dz´ puqpx´ ξ1q1Dz` puqpx´ ξ2q dξ1 dξ2, `Ñ8. (26)
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Choose a sequence pβnqn Ă W1,2η0 pR2,Rq of such that we have convergence of distributions
βn á δ`
ξ1px0,εq,ξ2px0,εq
˘, as nÑ8,
where δξ denotes the Dirac delta in ξ P R2. Then define αn :“ wβn. Using (26) and a diagonal argument,
we obtain a sequence pαn, `nqn Ă W1,2η0 pR2,Rdq ˆ N such that
Ppαn, `nq á w 1Dz´ puqpx´ ξ1px0, εqq1Dz` puqpx´ ξ2px0, εqq, as nÑ8.
Combined with (24) we now recover (25), as desired.
Now, if v P L2pR,Rdq is such that xPpα, `q, vyL2pR,Rdq “ 0 holds for all elements pα, `q P W1,2η0 pR2,Rdqˆ
N, we obtain ż x0`ε
x0´ε
w ¨ vpxq dx “ lim
nÑ8xPpαn, `nq, vyL2pR,Rdq “ 0, x0 P R, ε ą 0.
By the Lebesgue differentiation theorem it follows that w ¨ vpx0q “ 0 for x0 P R r Apwq, where Apwq is
of measure zero. Letting tw1, . . . ,wdu be a basis for Rd, we find that vpx0q “ 0 for x0 P R r A, where
A “ Ťdi“1 Apwiq is of measure zero. Thus v “ 0 P L2pR,Rdq.
We are now prepared to prove the genericity of E-transverse perturbations.
Theorem 6.5. Given a subset Z2 Ď pE X critphqq2, there exists a dense subset
Ψth pZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q Ă ΨhpZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q,
residual in the sense of Baire spaces, so that for any pair pz´, z`q P Z2 whose Morse indices satisfy
mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q 6 2, and any Ψ P Ψth pZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q, equation (TWN) is transverse on MΦ,Ψpz´, z`q.
In particular, we obtain a dense subset
Ψth pE,Φ` Ψ0q Ă ΨhpE,Φ` Ψ0q,
residual in the sense of Baire spaces, such that any Ψ P Ψth pE,Φ` Ψ0q is E-transverse up to index 2.
Proof. With the density of the perturbations established by Lemma 6.4, the remainder of the proof now
follows a standard transversality argument, see for example [29]. Fix pz´, z`q P Z2 and define the universal
moduli space
Munivpz´, z`q :“
 pu,Ψq P Ppz´, z`q ˆΨhpZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q : pu,Ψq solves (TWN)( .
We will denote by
MΦ,Ψpz´, z`q :“ tu : pu,Ψq PMunivpz´, z`qu
the moduli space of heteroclinics from z´ to z` corresponding to a fixed perturbation Ψ. Finally, let
MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq :“ E XMΦ,Ψpz´, z`q
denote the moduli space of heteroclinics in E from z´ to z` corresponding to a fixed perturbation Ψ.
First note that, in light of the gradient-like dichotomy Theorem 5.8, and since the perturbations Ψ P
ΨhpZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q are E-tame, we have
MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq “ tzu whenever z´ “ z` “ z.
Consequently, by Lemma 3.15 the moduli space MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq satisfies the transversality condition
whenever z´ “ z` and Ψ P ΨhpZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q.
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Now assume z´ , z`. We note thatMunivpz´, z`q is the zero set of the mapΛpu,Ψq “ u1`Φpuq`Ψpuq.
For pu,Ψq PMunivpz´, z`q, the linearisation of Λ around pu,Ψq takes the form
DΛpu,Ψqrδu, δΨs “ Arδus ` BrδΨs,
where
A : W1,2pR,Rdq Ñ L2pR,Rdq, Arδus “ rδus1 ` DΦpuqrδus ` DΨpuqrδus,
B : ΨhpZ2q Ñ L2pR,Rdq, BrδΨs “ rδΨspuq.
By Theorem 3.17 the map A is Fredholm of index indpAq “ mhpz´q´mhpz`q, and by Lemma 6.4 the map B
has dense image (in fact, it suffices to restrict B to the subspaceΨhptz´, z`uq Ď ΨhpZ2q). Consequently the
map DΛpu,Ψq has a bounded right inverse dependingC3 smoothly on the basepoint pu,Ψq PMunivpz´, z`q,
and we can therefore apply the implicit function theorem to derive thatMunivpz´, z`q is aC3 smooth Hilbert
manifold.
Now consider the projection
pi : Munivpz´, z`q Ñ ΨhpZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q, pu,Ψq ÞÑ Ψ.
By a standard transversality argument [23] this defines a C3 smooth Fredholm map of index indppiq “
indpAq “ mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q. By the Sard–Smale theorem [31] the regular values of pi are residual (i.e.
comeager) whenever indppiq is lower than the degree of smoothness of pi. Thus, we obtain a residual subset
Ψ
z´,z`
h Ď ΨhpZ2, E,Φ ` Ψ0q of regular values whenever mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q 6 2. For any Ψ P Ψz´,z`h ,
it follows that MΦ,Ψpz´, z`q “ pi´1pΨq is a C3 smooth manifold. Since MΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eq is an isolated
subset ofMΦ,Ψpz´, z`q, it follows that the transversality condition is satisfied onMΦ,Ψpz´, z`; Eqwhenever
Ψ P Ψz´,z`h .
Now define
Ψth pZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q :“
č
pz´,z`qPZ2
Ψ
z´,z`
h .
This being the finite intersection of residual subsets ofΨhpZ2, E,Φ`Ψ0q, we find that the setΨth pZ2, E,Φ`
Ψ0q is residual. By construction, for any pz´, z`q P Z2 with mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q 6 2, and any Ψ P
Ψth pZ2, E,Φ` Ψ0q, equation (TWN) is transverse on Mpz´, z`; Eq. In particular, if we define
Φth pE,Φ` Φ0q :“ Ψth pZ2max, E,Φ` Φ0q, Z2max “ pE X critphqq2,
it follows that any Ψ P Ψth pE,Φ` Ψ0q is E-transverse up to index 2.
7 Conley–Floer homology
We are now prepared to construct the Conley–Floer homology groups. We first outline the construction
of the homology based on generic perturbations Ψ P Ψth pE,Φq. Then we show that, up to canonical
isomophisms, the resulting homology groups are in fact independent of the particular choice of Ψ. This
results in the definition of Conley–Floer homology groups for the unperturbed equation (TWN). Finally,
towards the end of this section we give conditions under which the homology groups depend continuously
on Φ.
7.1 Homology groups for generic data
Assume E is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN) with Ψ “ 0. Clearly, Ψ “ 0 is an E-
tame perturbation, hence ΨhpE,Φq is nonempty. We now choose a Ψ P Ψth pE,Φq, which now gives us an
E-stable, E-tame, E-transverse perturbation.
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We now go though the usual steps in the construction of Floer homology. We refer to [2, 29, 32] for
details. Let
CnpE,Φq “
#ÿ
j
α jz j : α j P Z2, z j P critphq X E, mhpzq “ n
+
denote the vector space with Z2 coefficients generated by z P critphq X E with mhpzq “ n. Then introduce a
linear map
Bn : CnpE,Φq Ñ Cn´1pE,Φq,
defined on generators z P critphq of CnpE,Φq by
Bnz “
ÿ
z1PcritphqXE
mhpz1q“n´1
npz, z1qz1, (27)
where npz, z1q is the binary count of the number of elements of MΦ,Ψpz, z1; Eq{R. By Theorem 5.14 this
map is well defined. Additionally, this theorem shows that BnBn`1 “ 0, since this composition encodes a
binary count of 1-fold broken chains of solutions, which by Theorem 5.14 always occur in pairs trapped by
the isolating trajectory neighbourhood E. We arrive at the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. For any Ψ P Ψth pE,Φq, the boundary operator Bn, defined by (27), satisfies the fundamental
relation
BnBn`1 “ 0.
Consequently, the Conley–Floer homology groups for (TWN) with generic perturbations Ψ
HCFnpE,Φ,Ψ;Z2q :“ ker Bnim Bn`1
are well-defined.
7.2 Continuation results
In this section we collect various results on how the homology groups depend on the data E, Φ, and Ψ. We
do so, for the most part, by studying maps between homology groups induced by homotopies of Φ. Since
we have not specified a topology on the space of nonlinearities Φ, we need to specify what we mean by a
homotopy.
Definition 7.2 (Homotopy of Φ). Let E Ă C1locpR,Rdq. Suppose that, for each β P r0, 1s, we have a map
Φβ of the form
Φβpuq “ ∇gβS βpuqTNβrS βpuqs ` ∇gβFβpuq,
satisfying the hypotheses of Section 2 (with the exception of the hyperbolicity assumption in Definition 2.2).
Then Φβ is said to be a homotopy over E provided that, for any β0 P r0, 1s, we have
lim
βÑβ0
sup
uPE
}Φβ0puq ´ Φβpuq}L8pR,Rdq “ 0,
and furthermore, the Riemannian metric gβ varies continuously with β.
Note that the individual maps Nβ, S β, and Fβ are not assumed to depend continuously on β. In particular,
the “intermediate dimension” D used in the definition of N and S may vary with β; this is an idea we
will exploit in Section 7.2.1. The quasi-Lyapunov functions may therefore also depend discontinuously
on β. However, the continuity assumption on g ensures continuity of the kinetic energy functional, and in
particular uniformity in the estimates of the gradient-like dichotomy of Theorem 5.8.
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Definition 7.3 (Relation by continuation). We sayΦ0 andΦ1 are related by continuation over E Ă W1,8pR,Rdq,
if there exists a homotopy Φβ between Φ0 and Φ1, such that for each β P r0, 1s the set E is an isolating
trajectory neighbourhood for
u1 ` Φβpuq “ 0.
We will show that, for maps which are related by continuation, the induced homology groups are iso-
morphic. To do so, we first present a local continuation result in Section 7.2.1, which shows that the
Conley–Floer homology is invariant under small perturbations of Φ and Ψ. We do so by studying appro-
priately constructed “continuation systems”, which are essentially higher-dimensional version of (TWN)
which encode the homotopy in the dynamics. This is where the bulk of the technical work is located. In
Section 7.2.2 we use these results to define the homology groups for arbitrary Φ, without assuming the
Morse property, and with Ψ Ñ 0. We then prove a global continuation result in Section 7.2.3. Finally, in
Section 7.2.4 we consider the effect of perturbing the isolating trajectory neighbourhood E.
7.2.1 Local continuation
In this section, we study the effect of small perturbations Φε of Φ. We first specify what we mean by a
“small perturbation”.
Definition 7.4 (ε-perturbation). We say Φε is an ε-perturbation of Φ over E, provided that
sup
uPE
}Φεpuq ´ Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq ă ε,
and
sup
uPE
sup
v1,v2PRd|v1|“|v2|“1
}gε,upv1, v2q ´ gupv1, v2q}L8pR,Rq ă ε.
Now suppose Φ0 and Φ1, given by
Φipuq “ ∇giS ipuqTNirS ipuqs ` ∇giFipuq, i P t0, 1u,
are both ε-perturbations of some fixed Φ. Note that the “indermediate dimension” D used in the definition
ofNi and S i may be different for i “ 0 and i “ 1. To study the effect of these perturbations on the homology
groups, we modify the geometric approach outlined in [32]. The idea is to construct a “continuation system”
of the type (TWN) which contains the chain complexes corresponding to Φ0 and Φ1. The relation BnBn`1 “
0 on the continuation system then induces a map between the Conley–Floer homologies, which turns out to
be an isomorphism for ε ą 0 sufficiently small.
We start out with specifying an appropriate homotopy between Φ0 and Φ1. First, for given 0 6 β 6 1,
we define
N “
˜
N0 0
0 N1
¸
, Sβpuq “
˜a
1´ βS 0puq?
βS 1puq
¸
and
Fβ “ p1´ βqF0 ` βF1, gβ “ p1´ βqg0 ` βg1.
Then let
Φβpuq :“ ∇gβSβpuqTNrSβpuqs ` ∇gβFβpuq. (28)
Now Φβ defines a homotopy between Φ0 and Φ1, and our first result is that, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small,
this homotopy induces a relation by continuation.
Lemma 7.5. Let Φ be as specified in Section 2, and let E be an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for
(TWN). There exists ε ą 0 such that if Φ0 and Φ1 are both ε-perturbations of Φ, then Φ0 and Φ1 are
related by continuation over E, via the homotopy given by (28).
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Proof. Note that (28) can be written as
Φβpuq “ p1´ βqΦ0puq ` βΦ1puq
` p1´ βq
ˆ`∇gβ ´ ∇g0˘S 0puqN0rS 0puqs ` `∇gβ ´ ∇g0˘F0puq˙
` β
ˆ`∇gβ ´ ∇g1˘S 1puqN1rS 1puqs ` `∇gβ ´ ∇g1˘F1puq˙.
Hence, when g0 “ g1, the homotopy (28) is convex, and it follows immediately that }Φβpuq´Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq ă
ε, uniformly over u P E and β P r0, 1s. When g0 , g1 we get additional correction terms, which are of
order ε by the smallness assumption on the Riemannian metrics combined with the uniform boundedness
of E. Thus
sup
βPr0,1s
sup
uPE
}Φβpuq ´ Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq “ Op|ε|q, εÑ 0,
for arbitrary ε-perturbations Φ0 and Φ1 of Φ. Let δ0 :“ infuPErE }u1 ` Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq, which is strictly
positive by our assumptions. Choosing ε ą 0 sufficiently small, we may assume that
sup
βPr0,1s
sup
uPE
}Φβpuq ´ Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq ă δ0{2.
It follows that
inf
uPErE
}u1 ` Φβpuq}L8pR,Rdq > inf
uPErE
}u1 ` Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq
´ sup
uPE
}Φβpuq ´ Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq > δ0{2,
uniformly in β P r0, 1s. This proves that Φ0 and Φ1 are related by continuation over E, via the homotopy
given by (28).
We now select ε-perturbations as in Lemma 7.5, and construct the continuation system, first without
any perturbation Ψ. Let P : RÑ R be the cubic polynomial given by
Ppλq :“ λpλ2 ´ 3q.
Choose a smooth function β : R Ñ r0, 1s with βpλq “ 0 for λ 6 ´1{2 and βpλq “ 1 for λ > 1{2, with
sufficiently rapid convergence so that the composition maps
?
β : R Ñ r0, 1s and a1´ β : R Ñ r0, 1s
are smooth. Now, given µ ą 0 (which later on will be chosen sufficiently small), consider the system of
equations $’’’’’&’’’’’%
´u1 “ Φβpλqpuq,
´λ1 “ µ
ˆ
1
2
S 1puq ¨N1rS 1puqs ´ 12S 0puq ¨N0rS 0puqs
˙
β1pλq
` µ
ˆ
F1puq ´ F0puq
˙
β1pλq ` P1pλq.
(29)
Remark that this is, in fact, again an equation of the type (TWN), namely
u1 `Φpuq “ 0,
where
u “
˜
u
λ
¸
, Φpuq “ ∇gSpuqTNrSpuqs ` ∇gFpuq.
Here
N “
˜
N0 0
0 N1
¸
, Spuq “ Sβpλqpuq “
˜a
1´ βpλqS 0puqa
βpλqS 1puq
¸
,
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and
Fpuq “ Fβpλqpuq ` µ´1Ppλq, g “ gβpλq ` µ´1 dλb dλ.
Let
E :“
#
u “ pu, λq P W1,8pR,Rd`1q : u P E
λ P W1,8pR,Rq with }λ}L8pR,Rq ă 2
+
.
Lemma 7.6. For sufficiently small µ ą 0 the set E is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (29).
Proof. Note that E “ E ˆ B, where
B “
"
λ P W1,8pR,Rq : sup
xPR
|λpxq| ă 2
*
.
As such, it is clear that E is open in W1,8pR,Rdq and bounded in L8pR,Rd`1q. Furthermore, the closure
of B in C1locpR,Rq is given by
B “
"
λ P W1,8pR,Rq : sup
xPR
|λpxq| 6 2
*
,
hence coincides with the closure in W1,8pR,Rq. Consequently, the closure of E in C1locpR,Rd`1q coincides
with the closure in W1,8pR,Rd`1q. Left to prove is that, for sufficiently small δ ą 0, the boundary
E r E “
ˆ`
E r E
˘ˆ B˙Y ˆE ˆ `B r B˘˙ (30)
does not contain δ-approximate solutions of (29), with µ ą 0 sufficiently small.
As we established in the proof of Lemma 7.5, there exists δ ą 0, independent of β P r0, 1s, such that
E r E does not contain any δ-approximate solutions of (TWN) with Φ “ Φβ. With this choice of δ fixed,
will now show that E r E does not contain any δ-approximate solutions for sufficiently small µ. Pick any
u “ pu, λq P E r E. Suppose first that u P E r E. Then
}u1 `Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq > inf
06β61
}u1 ` Φβpuq}L8pR,Rdq ą δ.
This estimate is uniform in µ ą 0. Now suppose that u P E. In light of (30) we then have λ P Br B. Hence
there exists a sequence pxnqn Ă R such that
lim
nÑ8 |λpxnq| “ 2, limnÑ8 |λ
1pxnq| “ 0.
Then
}λ1 ` P1pλq}L8pR,Rdq > limnÑ8 |λ
1pxnq ` P1pλpxnqq| “ |P1p˘2q|.
Now
}u1 `Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq > }λ1 ` P1pλq}L8pR,Rdq ´ µCE > |P1p˘2q| ´ µCE,
where
CE “ sup
pu,λqPE
››››ˆ12S 1puq ¨N1rS 1puqs ´ 12S 0puq ¨N0rS 0puqs
˙
β1pλq
››››
L8pR,Rdq
` sup
pu,λqPE
››››ˆF1puq ´ F0puq˙β1pλq››››
L8pR,Rdq
.
Hence, whenever µ ă p|P1p˘2q| ´ δq{CE we find that E r E does not contain any δ-approximate solutions
of (TWN).
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For each 0 6 β 6 1, we have a function hβ : Rd Ñ R (not necessarily Morse) associated with Φβ, given
by
hβpzq “ p1´ βqh0pzq ` βh1pzq “ 12Sβpzq ¨NrSβpzqs ` Fβpzq.
For µ ą 0 we define h : Rd`1 Ñ R by
hpzq “ hβpλqpzq ` µ´1Ppλq, z “ pz, λq P Rd ˆ R.
Lemma 7.7. For sufficiently small µ ą 0, any z “ pz, λq P critphqwith |z| 6 R, where R “ supuPE }u}L8pR,Rdq,
satisfies one of the following:
(1) z P critph0q ˆ t´1u, and mhpzq “ mh0pzq ` 1, or
(2) z P critph1q ˆ t1u, and mhpzq “ mh1pzq.
In particular, h is a Morse function on BRp0q ˆ R, and
CnpE,Φq  Cn´1pE,Φ0q ‘CnpE,Φ1q.
Proof. Evaluating Bλhpz, λq “ 0, we obtain the identity
´µ´1P1pλq “
ˆ
1
2
S 1pzq ¨N1rS 1pzqs ´ 12S 0pzq ¨N0rS 0pzqs
˙
β1pλq
`
ˆ
F1pzq ´ F0pzq
˙
β1pλq.
(31)
For λ < r´1{2, 1{2s we have β1pλq “ 0, hence the right hand side vanished for those values of λ. However,
the left hand side is nonzero unless λ “ ˘1. Now define µ0pRq ą 0 by
µ0pRq´1 :“ max|z|6R
|λ|61{2
ˇˇˇˇ
β1pλq
P1pλq
ˆ
1
2
S 1pzq ¨N1rS 1pzqs ´ 12S 0pzq ¨N0rS 0pzqs
˙ˇˇˇˇ
` max
|z|6R
|λ|61{2
ˇˇˇˇ
β1pλq
P1pλq
ˆ
F1pzq ´ F0pzq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
.
Then for any µ ă µ0pRq, equation (31) does not admit any solution with |z| 6 R and λ < t´1, 1u.
The critical points of h at λ “ ´1 correspond to critical points of h0. Inspecting (29) we find there is
one additional unstable direction, corresponding to Bλ, which results in a shift in the Morse index. At λ “ 1
the critical points correspond to the critical points of h1, and there are no additional unstable directions,
hence the Morse index remains unchanged.
Thus far we have constructed the continuation system without perturbation Ψ. Since the space Ψhβ is
only defined when hβ is Morse, there is no clear-cut way to incorporate a homotopy of Ψ in (28). Neverthe-
less, now that a continuation system without perturbations is defined, we can construct perturbations of the
continuation system which have the properties required by the continuation theorem.
Lemma 7.8. For sufficiently small µ ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 such that the following holds. Suppose
Ψi P ΨthipE,Φiq, with }Ψi}Ψhi ă δ, where i P t0, 1u. Then there exists Ψ P Ψth pE,Φq such that, concerning
the perturbed continuation system
u1 `Φpuq `Ψpuq “ 0, (32)
the following holds.
(1) If u “ pu, λq P E is a heteroclinic solution of (32), then either λ is contant (and equal to ´1 or 1), or
λpxq Ñ ˘1 as xÑ ˘8.
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(2) There is a 1-to-1 correspondence between solutions u “ pu, λq P E of (32) with λ “ ´1, or λ “ 1,
and solutions u P E of
u1 ` Φ0puq ` Ψ0puq “ 0, or u1 ` Φ1puq ` Ψ1puq “ 0,
respectively.
Proof. We will first construct a perturbationΨ P ΨhpE,Φq. We then verify that properties (1) and (2) hold.
Finally, we verify that the constructed perturbation Ψ is indeed E-transverse up to index 2.
The perturbations Ψ0 and Ψ1 are of the form
Ψipuq|x “
ÿ
θPΘhi
αiθ ˚ ψθpuq
ˇˇ
px,xq , i P t0, 1u,
where ψθ is as defined in Section 2.3, and αiθ : R
2 Ñ Rd. Now define Ψ0 P Ψh by
Ψ0puq|x “
ÿ
θPΘh
αθ ˚ ψθpuq|px,xq ,
where
ψθpuq :“ ψp`,z1,z2qpuq, when θ “ p`, pz1, λ1q, pz2, λ2qq, u “ pu, λq,
and αθ : R2 Ñ Rd`1 is given by
αθ :“
$’’&’’%
`
α0p`,z1,z2q, 0
˘
when θ “ p`, pz1,´1q, pz2,´1qq,`
α1p`,z1,z2q, 0
˘
when θ “ p`, pz1, 1q, pz2, 1qq,
0 otherwise.
Note that }Ψ0}Ψh “ }Ψ0}Ψh0 ` |Ψ1}Ψh1 ă 2δ. Hence, for sufficiently small δ, it follows from Theorem 6.2
and Theorem 6.3 that Ψ0 P ΨhpE,Φq, i.e. Ψ0 is E-stable and E-tame. Let
Z2 :“  pz´, z`q P pEX critphqq2 : z´ “ pz´,´1q, z` “ pz`, 1q( ,
and invoke Theorem 6.5 to obtain a perturbationΨ1 P Ψth pZ2, E,Φ`Ψ0q, which we may choose arbitrarily
small. Explicitly, Ψ1 is of the form
Ψ1puq|x “
ÿ
θPΘh
βθ ˚ ψθpuq|px,xq ,
where ψθ is an arbitrary basic perturbation as defined in Section 2.3, and βθ : R2 Ñ Rd`1 satisfies
βθ “ 0 when θ “ p`, pz´,´1q, pz`,´1qq or θ “ p`, pz´, 1q, pz`, 1qq.
Hence for any θ P Θh, we have either αθ “ 0, or βθ “ 0 (and possibly αθ “ βθ “ 0). Now define
Ψ :“ Ψ0 `Ψ1.
We still need to specify µ ą 0, for which we require some auxiliary definitions. Define V : L8pR,Rdˆ
Rq Ñ L8pR,Rq by
Vpu, λq :“
ˆ
1
2
S 1puq ¨N1rS 1puqs ´ 12S 0puq ¨N0rS 0puqs
˙
β1pλq
`
ˆ
F1puq ´ F0puq
˙
β1pλq,
so that for solutions u “ pu, λq P E of the unperturbed continuation system (29), we have´λ1 “ µVpu, λq`
P1pλq. Since V is bounded on E, and since P1psq ă 0 for ´1{2 6 s 6 1{2, there exists L ą 0 so that for
µ ą 0 sufficiently small we have
µVpu, λq ` P1psq 6 L, pu, λq P E, s P r´1{2, 1{2s.
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This established the choice of µ ą 0. Note that we may assume that }Ψ1}Ψh ă L{2.
We now prove that property (1) holds. Suppose u “ pu, λq P E is a heteroclinic solution of (32). We note
here that pid`1Ψ0 “ 0, where pii : Rd`1 Ñ R denotes the orthogonal projection onto the i-th component, so
that
´λ1 “ µVpu, λq ` P1pλq ` pid`1Ψ1pu, λq.
Suppose x0 P R is such that |λpx0q| ă 1{2. Then our choices of µ and Ψ1 imply that
´λ1px0q “ µVpu, λqpx0q ` P1pλpx0qq ` pid`1Ψ1pu, λqpx0q 6 L{2 ă 0.
Since u is assumed to be a heteroclinic, it follows from Lemma 7.7 that λpxq must accumulate onto t´1, 1u
as xÑ ˘8. Hence, if |λpx0q| ă 1{2 for some x0 P R, it must be that λpxq Ñ ˘1 as xÑ ˘8.
Now assume that |λpxq| > 1{2 for all x P R. Then either λpxq Ñ ´1 as x Ñ ˘8, or λpxq Ñ 1 as
x Ñ ˘8, i.e., λ is constant or homoclinic to either ´1 or 1. Note that Vpu, λq “ 0, since by construction
βpλq is constant for |λ| > 1{2. Inspecting the construction of the maps
ψθpuq|pξ1,ξ2q “ σ`,z1puq|ξ1 σ`,z2puq|ξ2 , u “ pu, λq
in Section 2, we find that
σ`,z1pu, λq “ 0, if infxPR λpxq ą 1{2,
σ`,z2pu, λq “ 0, if sup
xPR
λpxq ă ´1{2,
whenever z1 “ pz1,´1q and z2 “ pz2, 1q, with z1 P critph0q and z2 P critph1q. We thus find that, whenever
}λ}L8pR,Rq > 1{2 and µ ą 0 is sufficiently small, we have
ψθpu, λq “ 0 when θ , p`, pz´,˘1q, pz`,˘1qq.
From this we find that Ψ1pu, λq “ 0 for such λ. Hence ´λ1 “ P1pλq, which excludes the possibility of λ
being homoclinic to either ´1 or 1. We conclude that λ “ ´1 or λ “ 1, which verifies property (1).
We now verify property (2) holds. Again inspecting the construction of the maps ψθ and ψθ in Section
2, we see that, with µ ą 0 sufficiently small, for any u P E we have
ψθpu,˘1q “
#
ψp`,z1,z2qpuq when θ “ p`, pz1,˘1q, pz2,˘1qq,
0 otherwise.
This results in
Ψpu,´1q “ pΨ0puq, 0q, Ψpu, 1q “ pΨ1puq, 0q.
From this, property (2) follows.
Left to verify is that this perturbation Ψ is E-transverse up to index 2. Suppose that u “ pu, λq is a
solution of (32) with
`
upxq,u1pxq˘ Ñ `z˘, 0˘ as x Ñ ˘8. When z´ “ pz´,´1q and z` “ pz`, 1q, with
mhpz´q ´ mhpz`q 6 2, it follows by the construction of Ψ (and particularly, the choice of Ψ1) that (TWN)
is transverse on MΦ,Ψpz´, z`;Eq. Now consider the case where z˘ “ pz˘,´1q, with z˘ P critph0q. As
we have just seen, it now follows that λ “ ´1, and Ψpuq “ pΨ0puq, 0q. The linearisation of (32) around
u P Ppz´, z`q now attains the form
Bx `
˜
DΦ0puq ` DΨ0puq 0
0 P2p´1q
¸
: W1,2pR,Rd ‘ Rq Ñ L2pR,Rd ‘ Rq,
which is surjective whenevermhpz´q´mhpz`q “ mh0pz´q´mh0pz`q 6 2, since we assumeΨ0 P Ψth0pE,Φ0q
and ´1 is a nondegenerate critical point of P. Likewise, when z˘ “ pz˘, 1q with z˘ P critph1q, surjectivity
of the linearisation follows from E-transversality of Ψ1 and nondegeneracy of 1 P critpPq. We conclude
that Ψ P Ψth pE,Φq. This completes the proof.
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This establishes the continuation system. We are now prepared to prove the local continuation property
of HCF˚.
Theorem 7.9. Let Φ be as specified in Section 2, and let E be an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for
(TWN). Then there exist δ ą 0 and ε ą 0 such that the following holds. Suppose Φ0 and Φ1 are ε-
perturbations of Φ. Choose arbitrary Ψi P ΨthipE,Φiq with }Ψi}Ψhi ă δ, for i P t0, 1u. Then there exist
canonical isomorphisms
Θ1,0n : HCFnpE,Φ0,Ψ0;Z2q Ñ HCFnpE,Φ1,Ψ1;Z2q, n P N.
Moreover, suppose Φ0, Φ1, and Φ2 are all ε-perturbations of Φ, and select perturbations Ψi P ΨthipE,Φiq
with }Ψi}Ψhi ă δ, for i P t0, 1, 2u. Then the induced maps on homology satisfy the transitive relation
Θ2,0n “ Θ2,1n Θ1,0n .
Proof. Now that the construction of a continuation system for (TWN) is established, we can follow the
geometric idea outlined in [32]. Let µ ą 0 be sufficiently small, select ε ą 0 as specified by Lemma 7.5,
and choose δ ą 0 as specified by Lemma 7.8. Then Φ0 and Φ1 are related by continuation over E, so
that we obtain a corresponding continuation system. Choose a perturbation Ψ P Ψth pE,Φq as specified by
Lemma 7.8, so that the perturbed continuation system
u1 `Φpuq `Ψpuq “ 0
is E-transverse up to index 2. Hence the Conley–Floer homology groups are well-defined for the perturbed
continuation system. In particular, we now obtain boundary operators ∆1,0n : CnpE,Φq Ñ Cn´1pE,Φqwhich
satisfy the fundamental relation ∆1,0n ∆
1,0
n`1 “ 0.
With regards to the splitting of the critical groups obtained in Lemma 7.7, the boundary operator ∆1,0n is
now given by
∆1,0n “
˜
B0n´1 0
Θ
1,0
n´1 B1n
¸
.
By Lemma 7.8 there are no heteroclinic connections from pz, 1q to pz1,´1q, which is why the upper right
corner of the matrix ∆1,0n is 0. The map B0n counts heteroclinic connections from pz,´1q to pz1,´1q with
mh0pzq “ mh0pz1q ` 1. Likewise, B1n counts heteroclinic connections from pz, 1q to pz1, 1q with mh1pzq “
mh1pz1q ` 1. In light of Lemma 7.8, these maps Bin are nothing but the boundary operators corresponding to
u1 ` Φipuq ` Ψipuq “ 0, i P t0, 1u.
Finally, the map Θ1,0˚ counts isolated heteroclinic connections from pz,´1q to pz1, 1q with mh0pzq “ mh1pz1q.
From the fundamental relation ∆1,0n ∆
1,0
n`1 “ 0 we derive that Θ1,0˚ is a chain homomorphism, i.e.,
Θ
1,0
n´1B0n “ B1nΘ1,0n .
Hence Θ1,0˚ induces a homomorphism between the homology groups, which we again denote by the same
symbol,
Θ1,0n : HCFnpE,Φ0,Ψ0;Z2q Ñ HCFnpE,Φ1,Ψ1;Z2q.
As we already know that the Conley–Floer homology groups are independent of the chosen perturbations
Ψ, it now suffices to check that Θ1,0˚ are in fact isomorphisms.
To see that the maps Θ1,0˚ are in fact isomorphisms we now study their dependence on the maps Φi.
Suppose Φ0, Φ1, Φ2 and Φ3 are all ε-perturbations of Φ. For any j, k P t0, . . . , 3u, let us denote by
u1 `Φk, jpuq `Ψk, jpuq “ 0
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the perturbed continuation system induced by the homotopy (28) from Φ j to Φk. Repeating the preceding
construction, for any j, k P t0, . . . , 3u we obtain a map
Θ
k, j
n : CnpE,Φ jq Ñ CnpE,Φkq.
Furthermore, repeating the estimates in Lemma 7.5, decreasing ε ą 0 and µ ą 0 if needed, we find thatΦ1,0
andΦ3,2 are related by continuation over E. Correspondingly, we obtain a higher dimensional continuation
system, for which we again obtain a boundary operator ∆n : Cn Ñ Cn´1. With respect to the splitting
Cn  Cn´2pE,Φ0q ‘Cn´1pE,Φ1q ‘Cn´1pE,Φ2q ‘CnpE,Φ3q
the boundary operator ∆n is represented by
∆n “
¨˚
˚˝˚B
0
n´2 0 0 0
Θ
1,0
n´2 B1n´1 0 0
Θ
2,0
n´2 0 B2n´1 0
Λ
3,0
n´2 Θ
3,1
n´1 Θ
3,2
n´1 B3n
‹˛‹‹‚,
where Λ3,0n´2 counts isolated heteroclinic connections from pz,´1,´1q to pz1, 1, 1q, with mh0pzq “ mh3pz1q ´
1. Evaluating the relation ∆n∆n`1 “ 0 results in the chain homotopy
Λ
3,0
n´2B0n´1 ` B3nΛ3,0n´1 “ Θ3,2n´1Θ2,0n´1 ´ Θ3,1n´1Θ1,0n´1.
This implies that on the level of homology we have
Θ
3,2
˚ Θ
2,0
˚ “ Θ3,1˚ Θ1,0˚ . (33)
If Φ2 “ Φ3 this yields the functorial relation
Θ
2,0
˚ “ Θ2,1˚ Θ1,0˚ ,
where we used that Θ2,2˚ “ id on the level of chain groups. Letting Φ2 “ Φ0 we then see that Θ1,0˚ is an
isomorphism on the level of homology, with inverse given by Θ0,1˚ .
Finally, remark that the construction of Θ1,0˚ required the choice of a β : R Ñ r0, 1s and µ ą 0, and
strictly speaking we should denote this map by Θ1,0˚ pβ, µq. For different choices rβ : R Ñ r0, 1s and rµ ą 0,
we obtain a map Θ1,0˚ prβ,rµq, which on the level of chain groups may be distinct from Θ1,0˚ pβ, µq. From (33),
with Θ1,0˚ “ Θ1,0˚ pβ, µq, and Θ2,0˚ “ Θ1,0˚ prβ,rµq, and Φ1 “ Φ2 “ Φ3, we find that on the level of homology
groups
Θ
1,0
˚ pβ, µq “ Θ1,0˚ prβ,rµq.
Hence on the level of homology groups, the map Θ1,0˚ is canonically defined by the “endpoints” pΦ0,Ψ0q
and pΦ1,Ψ2q.
7.2.2 Homology groups for arbitrary data
We may now define the Conley–Floer homology groups for nonlinearitiesΦ for which the constant solutions
of (TWN) are degenerate (i.e. not hyperbolic). For this we use the following stability result for isolating
trajectory neigbhourhoods.
Lemma 7.10. Let Φ be as described in Section 2, with the exception of the Morse property imposed in
Section 2.2. Suppose E is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN). For sufficiently small ε ą 0
there exists an ε-perturbation Φε of Φ, for which the following properties hold:
(1) The set E is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN) with Φ “ Φε.
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(2) All constant solutions z P E of (TWN) with Φ “ Φε are hyperbolic.
A perturbation which satisfies these properties is said to be stable and regular with respect to E.
Proof. Remark that, by Thom transversality, given ε ą 0, the local potential F appearing in
Φpuq “ ∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq
may be perturbed slightly into Fε, with
}Fε ´ F}L8pRd ,Rq ` }∇gFε ´ ∇gF}L8pRd ,Rdq ă ε,
to ensure all constant solutions of (TWN) which lie in E are hyperbolic. This results in a perturbed nonlin-
earity Φε, defined by
Φεpuq “ ∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFεpuq.
Clearly this is an ε-perturbation of Φ. Property (2) follow immediately from the definition of Φε. Since E is
an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for the unperturbed equation (TWN), there exists δ ą 0 so that E r E
does not contain any δ-approximate solutions of the unperturbed equation (TWN). If we let 0 ă ε ă δ{2,
it follows from property (1) that E r E does not contain any δ{2-approximate solutions of (TWN) with
Φ “ Φε. Hence for sufficiently small ε ą 0, property (1) is also satisfied.
As a consequence of the preceding lemma, for a given stable and regular ε-perturbation Φε, and Ψε P
ΨthεpE,Φεq, the homology HCF˚pE,Φε,Ψε;Z2q is well-defined for sufficiently small ε ą 0. The local
continuation property of HCF˚ ensures that, up to canonical isomorphism, this homology is independent of
the choice of Φε and Ψε. We then define HCF˚pE,Φ;Z2q as the isomorphism type of such perturbations.
Definition 7.11 (Conley–Floer homology with arbitrary data). Suppose Φ satisfies the Hypotheses from
Section 2, but E contains constant solutions of (TWN) which are not hyperbolic. Given an isolating trajec-
tory neighbourhood E, the Conley–Floer homology groups for the pair pE,Φq are defined by
HCF˚pE,Φ;Z2q :“ limÐÝHCF˚pE,Φε,Ψε;Z2q,
where the inverse limit is taken over all perturbations Φε of Φ satisfying properties (1)–(3) from Lemma
7.10, and all Ψε P ΨthεpE,Φq.
7.2.3 Global continuation
We now arrive at a global continuation theorem for the Conley–Floer homology.
Theorem 7.12. Suppose Φβ with 0 6 β 6 1 is a homotopy over E, which defines a relation by continuation
over E. Then the homotopy induces an isomorphism
HCF˚pE,Φ0;Z2q  HCF˚pE,Φ1;Z2q.
Proof. Given β P r0, 1s, denote by δpΦβq ą 0 and εpΦβq ą 0 the values of δ ą 0 and ε ą 0 prescribed
by Theorem 7.9 with Φ “ Φβ. By compactness we may select β1, . . . , βn P r0, 1s, with β1 “ 0 and
βn “ 1, so that Φβk`1 is an εpΦβkq-perturbation of Φβk , for k P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u, and vice versa. Analogous
to Lemma 7.10, we may slightly perturb the homotopy so that the maps Φβ1 , . . . ,Φβn are regular over E,
while preserving the isolating property of E. Since, up to canonical isomorphisms, the homologies are
independent of the particular choice of such a perturbation, we again denote this perturbed homotopy by
Φβ. Let δ :“ mintδpΦβ1q, . . . , δpΦβnqu, and for each k P t1, . . . , nu, choose a perturbationΨk P Ψthβk pE,Φβkq
with }Ψk}Ψhβk ă δ. We can now invoke Theorem 7.9 to find that
HCF˚pE,Φβk ,Ψk;Z2q  HCF˚pE,Φβk`1 ,Ψk`1;Z2q, k P t1, . . . , n´ 1u.
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Consequently, we find that
HCF˚pE,Φ0;Z2q  HCF˚pE,Φβ1 ,Ψ1;Z2q  HCF˚pE,Φβ2 ,Ψ2;Z2q  ¨ ¨ ¨
 HCF˚pE,Φβn´1 ,Ψn´1;Z2q  HCF˚pE,Φβn ,Ψn;Z2q
 HCF˚pE,Φ1;Z2q.
The transitive relation of the isomorphisms obtained in Theorem 7.9 ensures that this isomorphism be-
tween HCF˚pE,Φ0;Z2q and HCF˚pE,Φ1;Z2q is independent of the particular choice of intermediate points
β1, . . . , βn P r0, 1s and the corresponding generic perturbations.
7.2.4 Independence of E
Clearly, the construction of the homology for generic data only depends on the invariant set InvpEq, but not
on the particular choice of E. This remains to when considering the homology for nongeneric data.
Lemma 7.13. Suppose that E1 and E2 are isolating trajectory neighbourhoods, with InvpE1q “ InvpE2q.
Then there is a canonical isomorphism
HCF˚pE1,Φ;Z2q  HCF˚pE2,Φ;Z2q.
Proof. We first choose an appropriate perturbed nonlinearity Φε, stable and regular with respect to both E1
and E2, as in Lemma 7.10. We note that, as InvpE1q “ InvpE2q, the intersection Ψth pE1,Φεq XΨth pE2,Φεq
is nonempty. Select a generic perturbation Ψε P Ψth pE1,Φεq X Ψth pE2,Φεq with }Ψε}Ψh ă ε. Now, by
definition of the Conley–Floer homology for nongeneric data, we have canonical isomorphisms
HCF˚pE,Φ;Z2q  HCF˚pE,Φε,Ψε;Z2q, for E “ E1, E2.
Moreover, we have
HCF˚pE1,Φε,Ψε;Z2q “ HCF˚pE2,Φε,Ψε;Z2q,
where the equality holds on the level of chain complexes. As this holds for any such generic perturbations
Φε and Ψε, we obtain the canonical identification of the homology groups for nongeneric data.
7.3 Direct sum formula
We now state an algebraic relation between homology groups induced by set relations on isolating trajectory
neighbourhoods.
Lemma 7.14. Suppose that E1 and E2 are disjoint isolating trajectory neighbourhoods, E1 X E2 “ H.
Then E1 Y E2 is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood, and
HCF˚pE1 Y E2,Φ;Z2q  HCF˚pE1,Φ;Z2q ‘ HCF˚pE2,Φ;Z2q.
Proof. The fact that E1 Y E2 is another isolating trajectory neighbourhood follows directly from the dis-
jointness of E1 and E2. To prove the splitting of the homology, we first choose an appropriate perturbed
nonlinearity Φε, stable and regular with respect to E1 Y E2, as in Lemma 7.10. Then select a generic
perturbation Ψε P Ψth pE1 Y E2,Φεq with }Ψε}Ψh ă ε. Then, by disjointness of E1 and E2, we also have
Ψε P Ψth pE1,ΦεqXΨth pE2,Φεq. Now, by definition of the Conley–Floer homology for nongeneric data, we
have
HCF˚pE,Φ;Z2q  HCF˚pE,Φε,Ψε;Z2q, for E “ E1, E2, E1 Y E2.
On the level of chain complexes, the splitting of chain groups into the direct sum
CnpE1 Y E2,Φεq  CnpE1,Φεq ‘CnpE2,Φεq,
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and the boundary operator Bεn associated with the generic perturbations Φε, Ψε factorises through this split-
ting. Consequently
HCFnpE1 Y E2,Φε,Ψε;Z2q  HCFnpE1,Φε,Ψε;Z2q ‘ HCFnpE2,Φε,Ψε;Z2q.
As this holds for any such generic perturbations Φε, Ψε, we obtain the splitting of the homology for non-
generic data, as well.
8 A Morse isomorphism
In this section we formulate a version of a Morse isomorphism for the Conley–Floer homology developed
in the previous section. This isomorphism relates the Conley–Floer homology groups with the singular
homology of certain subsets of Rd. Before discussing this theorem, we first introduce the notion of isolating
blocks.
8.1 Isolating blocks
In this section we introduce a class of isolating trajectory neighbourhoods, built up from submanifolds of
Rd. Isolating blocks where introduced in [10] in the context of smooth flows. In [35], a subclass of isolating
blocks, so-called isolating blocks-with-corners, was introduced, which provide slightly more regularity
compared to isolating blocks. Here, we generalise the notion of isolating blocks-with-corners, which for
convenience we will refer to as isolating blocks. To do so, we formally interpret Φ as a multivalued vector
field on Rd, with values attainable in a point u0 P Rd given by Φpuqp0q, where u : R Ñ Rd is an arbitrary
curve with up0q “ u0. We point out the obvious similarities to Conley theory for discrete multivalued maps,
introduced in [22].
We first introduce a few notions about continuous vector fields. For a given manifold M, a vector field
along a continuous curve γ : R Ñ M is a continuous map V : R Ñ TM such that Vpxq P TγpxqM. Given
a codimension 1 submanifold without boundary A Ă M, a vector field V along a curve γ is said to be
transverse to A if, whenever γpxq P A, the vector Vpxq P TγpxqM is transverse to TγpxqA.
Given u : R Ñ Rd, we exploit the canonical identification between Rd and TupxqRd to identify Φpuq
with a vector field ϕu along u.
Definition 8.1 (Isolating block). A d-dimensional compact manifold with corners B Ă Rd is said to be an
isolating block for (TWN) provided that the following is true:
(1) The boundary of B decomposes as
BB “ BB` Y BB´ Y BB0,
where BB˘ (when nomemtpy) are compact pd ´ 1q-dimensional submanifolds. There exist open
pd ´ 1q-dimensional submanifolds D˘ Ă Rd such that BB˘ Ă D˘, and the transverse intersection
D` X D´ “ BB0 (when nonempty) is of dimension d ´ 2.
(2) For any given point u0 P BB0, any line segment `pu0q passing through u0 can not be contained in B,
i.e., `pu0q * B.
(3) Given any continuous curve u : RÑ B, the vector field ϕu along u is transverse to both D` and D´,
inward pointing on BB´ r BB0 and outward pointing on BB` r BB0.
(4) There exists an optimal constant CKpB,Φq > 0 so that for any u : RÑ B we have
|ϕupxq ¨ ν˘pupxqq| > CKpB,Φq, whenever upxq P D˘.
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BB´
BB`
BB´
BB`
u1
u2 ϕu2
D´
D` D`
D´
ϕu1
B
CKpB,Φq
CKpB,Φq
CKpB,Φq CKpB,Φq
Figure 4: An isolating block, where Φ is interpreted as a multivalued vector field on BB.
Here ν` and ν´ denote unit normal vector fields (with respect to the Euclidean metric on Rd) along
D` and D´, respectively.
Note that condition (2) implies the isolating block B does not admit any internal tangencies at the corners.
Any solution u of (TWN) which hits the boundary BB must therefore enter B by passing through BB` and
exit B via BB´. The sets BB` and BB´ are called sets of ingress and egress, respectively. A schematic
depiction of an isolating block for (TWN) is given in Figure 4.
Note that isolating blocks are preserved under small perturbations ofΦ, where the smallness is expressed
in terms of the constant CKpB,Φq. We will exploit this property in Section 8.2 and Section 8.3.
We now consider the set
EpBq :“
!
u P C1locpR,Rdq : upRq Ă int B
)
.
Lemma 8.2. Suppose B is an isolating block for (TWN). Then, for any u P EpBq r EpBq, we have
}u1 ` Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq > CKpB,Φq.
In particular, EpBq is an isolating trajectory neighbourhood.
Proof. Choose the unit normal vector fields ν` and ν´ along D` and D´ in such a manner that their
restrictions to BB˘ r BB0 are outward pointing with respect to B. Then
˘`ϕupxq ¨ ν˘pupxqq˘ ą CKpB,Φq, whenever upxq P D˘.
Now let u P EpBq r EpBq. Note that, without loss of generality, we may assume that
}u1 ` Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq ă 8, (34)
for otherwise the desired estimate is trivially satisfied.
Since u P EpBq r EpBq, there exists a sequence pxnqn Ă R such that pupxnqqn accumulates onto BB.Let
un :“ xn ¨ u. In light of (34) and the translational invariance of the L8 norm, we see that punqn is a
sequence of δ-approximate solutions (for sufficiently large δ ą 0). Furthermore, as B is compact, we have
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supn }un}L8pR,Rdq ă 8. Consequently, using Theorem 4.3 we can extract a subsequence, again denoted by
punqn, converging in C1locpR,Rdq to u8 P EpBq. By construction we have u8p0q P BB.
Let us assume u8p0q P D`; the argument for u8p0q P D´ is identical. Then
ϕupxnq ¨ ν`pupxnqq “ ϕunp0q ¨ ν`punp0qq Ñ ϕu8p0q ¨ ν`pu8p0qq > CKpB,Φq.
Hence, given any 0 ă L ă CKpB,Φq, for sufficiently large n we have
Φpuqpxnq ¨ ν`pu8p0qq ą L,
where we used the canonical identification between Rd and Tu8p0q to identify Φpuqpxnq P Rd with a vector
in Tu8p0qRd. Suppose first that u8p0q P BB`. Then u8 must have a tangency to D` at the point u8p0q.
Hence u1pxnq ¨ ν`pu8p0qq Ñ u18p0q ¨ ν`pu8p0qq “ 0. On the other hand, if u8p0q P BB0, then u18p0q “ 0
since B does not admit any internal tangencies at the corners. So again, we find that u1pxnq¨ν`pu8p0qq Ñ 0.
Therefore, we have
}u1 ` Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq > lim sup
nÑ8
`
u1pxnq ` Φpuqpxnq
˘ ¨ ν`pu8p0qq ą L.
Since this holds true for any 0 ă L ă CKpB,Φq, we conclude that
}u1 ` Φpuq}L8pR,Rdq > CKpB,Φq.
8.2 A Morse isomorphism
Compared to a general isolating trajectory neighbourhood, the big advantage of isolating blocks is that it is
relatively straightforward to check whether a given set is an isolating block, without having prior knowledge
about the isolated invariant set InvpEpBqq. After all, it only involves estimates on ϕu along the boundary of
a compact set. The other big advantage is that it allows us to relate the Conley–Floer homology groups to
the singular homology of the isolating block B relative to the set of egress BB´. This Morse isomorphism
indicates the similarity between Conley–Floer homology for nonlocally coupled systems on the one hand,
and on the other hand the homological Conley index for flows.
Before stating and proving a Morse isomorphism for Conley–Floer homology, we note that, in applica-
tions, one could use the estimate
sup
uPEpBqrEpBq
}∇gS puqTNrS puqs}L8pR,Rdq 6 C sup
z1,z2PB
}∇gS pz1q}|S pz2q|,
where the constant C depends on N , only, so that verification of the hypotheses required in the Morse
isomorphism reduce to pointwise considerations.
Theorem 8.3. Consider nonlinearities
Φ0puq “ ∇gFpuq, Φ1puq “ ∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq.
Suppose B is an isolating block for (TWN) with Φ “ Φ1. Assume furthermore that
sup
uPEpBqrEpBq
}∇gS puqTNrS puqs}L8pR,Rdq ă CKpB,Φ0q.
Then Φ0 and Φ1 are related by continuation over EpBq, and
HCF˚pEpBq,Φ1;Z2q  HCF˚pEpBq,Φ0;Z2q  H˚pB, BB´;Z2q,
where H˚ denotes the relative singular homology with Z2 coefficients.
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Proof. We will first verify that Φ0 and Φ1 are related by continuation over EpBq. For 0 6 β 6 1, let
Φβpuq :“ β∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq.
By the hypothesis of the theorem there exists 0 ă ε 6 1 so that for any u P EpBq we have
}Φβpuq ´ Φ0puq}L8pR,Rdq “ β}∇gS puqTNrS puqs}L8pR,Rdq 6 p1´ εqCKpB,Φ0q.
Consequently, using Lemma 8.2 we recover
}u1 ` Φβpuq}L8pR,Rdq > }u1 ` Φ0puq}L8pR,Rdq ´ }Φβpuq ´ Φ0puq}L8pR,Rdq
> CKpB,Φ0q ´ }Φβpuq ´ Φ0puq}L8pR,Rdq
> εCKpB,Φ0q.
This shows that the maps Φ0 and Φ1 are related by continuation over EpBq. Consequently, by Theorem
7.12,
HCF˚pEpBq,Φ0;Z2q  HCF˚pEpBq,Φ1;Z2q.
We will now identify the Conley–Floer homology of pEpBq,Φ0q with the Morse homology of pB, F, gq.
At this stage we perturb F slightly, resulting in a perturbation rΦ0puq :“ ∇g rFpuq of Φ0, where prF, gq is
Morse–Smale on B, i.e., F|B : BÑ R is a Morse function, and for any z0, z1 P critprFq X B, the stable and
unstable manifolds W spz0q and Wupz1q of the negative gradient flow
z1 “ ´∇g rFpzq (35)
intersect transversely. Following results in [3], we may choose such perturbations as small as we wish, thus
ensuring that B is also an isolating block for (TWN) with Φ “ rΦ0, and
HCF˚pEpBq,Φ0;Z2q  HCF˚pEpBq, rΦ0;Z2q.
Now recall that HCF˚pEpBq, rΦ0;Z2q is defined as the isomorphism type of
HCF˚pEpBq, rΦ0,Ψ;Z2q,
for generic perturbations Ψ P Ψth pEpBq, rΦ0q. By the Morse–Smale property, we have 0 P Ψth pEpBq, rΦ0q.
Hence the boundary operator associated with HCF˚pEpBq, rΦ0;Z2q counts the flow lines of the gradient flow
(35). We thus recover the Morse homology of pB, F, gq, i.e.,
HCF˚pEpBq,Φ0;Z2q  HM˚pB, F, g;Z2q.
Combining our observations up to this point, we have the identification
HCF˚pEpBq,Φ1;Z2q  HM˚pB, F, g;Z2q.
The fact that the Morse homology computes the singular homology of B relative to the “exit set” BB´ is a
standard result in Morse theory [29].
8.3 Global Conley–Floer homology
We now introduce a notion of stability of isolating blocks.
Definition 8.4 (Stabilising isolating blocks). A sequence pBRqR>R0 of is said to be a family of stabilising
isolating blocks for (TWN), provided that the following holds.
(1) For each R > R0, the set BR is an isolating block for (TWN).
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(2) The isolating blocks exhaust Rd, in the sense that
BR1 Ď BR2 whenever R0 6 R1 6 R2, and
ď
R>R0
BR “ Rd.
(3) The invariant set captured by the isolating blocks is stable, i.e.,
InvpEpBR1qq “ InvpEpBR2qq, for any R1,R2 > R0.
Note that, in particular, by Lemma 7.13 the homology HCF˚pEpBRq,Φ;Z2q is up to canonical isomorphism
independent of R > R0. This leads us to define the global Conley–Floer homology as the isomorphism type
of HCF˚pEpBR10 ,Φ;Z2q.
Definition 8.5 (Global Conley–Floer homology). Suppose (TWN) admits a family of stabilising isolating
blocks pBRqR>R0 . We then define the global Conley–Floer homology of (TWN) by
HCFglobal˚ pΦ;Z2q :“ limÐÝHCF˚pEpBRq,Φε;Z2q.
where the inverse limit is taken over R > R0 and the associated canonical isomorphisms of the homology
groups.
After Definition 8.1 we already mentioned that isolating blocks are stable with respect to small per-
turbations, where smallness is expressed in terms of the constant CKpB,Φq. Given a family pBRqR>R0 of
stabilising isolating blocks, the perturbation then only has to be small in terms of CKpBR,Φq, for R suffi-
ciently large. Stated differently, families of isolating blocks are stable with respect to perturbations which
are “small at infinity”. This is the content of the next lemma.
Lemma 8.6. Consider nonlinearities Φ0 and Φ1 as defined in Section 2. Suppose pBRqR>R0 is a family of
stabilising isolating blocks for (TWN) with Φ “ Φ0. Assume furthermore that
lim sup
RÑ8
supuPEpBRqrEpBRq }Φ1puq ´ Φ0puq}L8pR,Rdq
CKpBR,Φ0q ă 1.
Then there exists R10 > R0 so that pBRqR>R10 is a family of stabilising isolating blocks for (TWN) withΦ “ Φ1.
Proof. Given R > R0, let u : R Ñ BR be a continuous curve, and identify Φ0puq and Φ1puq with vector
fields ϕ0u and ϕ
1
u along u, respectively. Using the hypothesis of the lemma, we find that there exists 0 6 ε ă 1
and R10 > R0, such that for any R > R
1
0 and any continuous curve u P EpBRq r EpBRq we have
}ϕ1u ´ ϕ0u}L8pR,Rdq “ }Φ1puq ´ Φ0puq}L8pR,Rdq 6 εCKpBR,Φ0q.
Fix R > R10 and denote by DR,˘ the pd ´ 1q-dimensional manifolds from the definition of isolating blocks,
and choose unit normal vector fields νR,˘ on DR,˘ (the choice of orientation is irrelevant). Let u : RÑ BR
be a continuous curve and x P R be such that upxq P DR,˘. Then
|ϕ1upxq ¨ νR,˘pupxqq| > |ϕ0upxq ¨ νR,˘pupxqq| ´ |pϕ1upxq ´ ϕ0upxqq ¨ νR,˘pupxqq|
> CKpBR,Φ0q ´ }ϕ1u ´ ϕ0u}L8pR,Rdq
> p1´ εqCKpBR,Φ0q.
Hence, according to Definition 8.1, BR is an isolating block for (TWN) with Φ “ Φ1.
We are now prepared to formulate and prove a global version of the Morse isomorphism for the Conley–
Floer homology groups of (TWN). As with the local Morse isomorphism, we remark that verification of
the hypotheses required in the global Morse isomorphism reduce to pointwise considerations, by using the
estimate
sup
uPEpBRqrEpBRq
}∇gS puqTNrS puqs}L8pR,Rdq 6 C sup
z1,z2PBR
}∇gS pz1q}|S pz2q|,
where the constant C depends on N , only.
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Theorem 8.7. Consider nonlinearities
Φ0puq “ ∇gFpuq, Φ1puq “ ∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq.
Suppose pBRqR>R0 is a family of stabilising isolating blocks for (TWN) with Φ “ Φ0. Assume furthermore
that
lim sup
RÑ8
supuPEpBRqrEpBRq }∇gS puqTNrS puqs}L8pR,Rdq
CKpBR,Φ0q ă 1.
Then there exists R10 > R0 so that pBRqR>R10 is a family of stabilising isolating blocks for (TWN) withΦ “ Φ1.
Furthermore,
HCFglobal˚ pΦ1;Z2q  H˚pBR, BBR´;Z2q,
where H˚ denotes the relative singular homology with Z2 coefficients.
Proof. By Lemma 8.6 there exists R10 > R0 so that pBRqR>R10 is a family of stabilising isolating blocks for
(TWN) with Φ “ Φ1. After updating the value of R10 if necessary, we may assume
sup
uPEpBR10 qrEpBR10 q
}∇gS puqTNrS puqs}L8pR,Rdq ă CKpBR10 ,Φ0q.
It now follows from Theorem 8.3 that
HCF˚pEpBR10q,Φ1;Z2q  H˚pBR10 , BBR
1
0´ ;Z2q.
This, combined with the definition of the global Conley–Floer homology, concludes the proof.
9 Application to global bifurcation problems
In this section we formulate a “forcing theorem”, deriving lower bounds on the existence and multiplicity
of travelling waves in nonlocal equations. We finish with giving examples of how this theory can be applied
to study travelling waves in neural field equations and nonlocal diffusion equations.
9.1 Detection of heteroclinics
Let E be an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN) with Ψ “ 0, and let Z Ă E consist of hyperbolic
constant solutions of (TWN). We do not assume that Z contains all the hyperbolic constant solutions of
(TWN). Hence such sets can be constructed in applications, either by hand or through rigorous computa-
tional means.
Recall from Section 4.2 the definition of α- and ω-limit sets, and define
W´E pZq :“ t solutions u of (TWN) in E : αpuq P Zu {R,
W`E pZq :“ t solutions u of (TWN) in E : ωpuq P Zu {R,
where the R-action is translation τ ÞÑ τ ¨ u. We denote the equivalence class of u in W´E pZq or W`E pZq by
rus.
Elements rus in the intersection W´E pZq X W`E pZq have the property that u is a heteroclinic solution
of (TWN), connecting distinct hyperbolic endpoints selected from Z. The elements rus of the symmetric
difference W´E pZq4W`E pZq have either αpuq P Z, or ωpuq P Z, but not both. The function u is a generalised
heteroclinic solutions of (TWN), conform Remark 5.9. More precisely, the limit sets αpuq and ωpuq are
nonempty, disjoint, and consist of critical points of h. However, those critical points might be degenerate.
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We can now exploit the properties of the homology to obtain a “forcing theorem”, giving lower bounds
on the number of heteroclinics contained in an isolating trajectory neighbourhood, in terms of prior infor-
mation on constant solutions and the homology groups.
Theorem 9.1. Let E be an isolating trajectory neighbourhood for (TWN) with Ψ “ 0. Let Z Ă E consist
of hyperbolic constant solutions of (TWN) in E. We then have the following Morse inequality:
2 ¨ #rW´E pZq XW`E pZqs ` #rW´E pZq4W`E pZqs > #Z ´ rank HCF˚pE,Φ;Z2q.
In particular
2 ¨ # generalised heteroclinic solutions of (TWN) in E, modulo translation (
> #
 
hyperbolic constant solutions of (TWN) in E
(´ rank HCF˚pE,Φ;Z2q.
Proof. Let us write rpEq :“ rank HCF˚pE,Φ;Z2q. Suppose C Ď Z is a subset of Z such that
#C ´ rpEq ą 0. (36)
We claim that this inequality ensures that C is not isolated in InvpEq with respect to the topology of
L8pR,Rdq. We argue by contradiction, assuming that C is isolated in InvpEq. Let us now enumerate
C “ tz1, . . . , zmu. By Lemma 4.22, the isolation property ensures that we may find mutually disjoint sub-
sets W,V1, . . . ,Vm Ă E, each set being an isolating trajectory neighbourhood of (TWN), with
InvpViq “ tziu, i P t1, . . . ,mu,
and
InvpEq “ InvpWq Y
mď
i“1
InvpViq.
By Lemma 7.14 we have
HCFnpE,Φ;Z2q  HCFnpW,Φ;Z2q ‘
mà
i“1
HCFnpVi,Φ;Z2q.
But now the rank of the homology on the right hand side is at least m “ #C > rpEq`1, whilst by definition
the homology on the left hand side is of rank rpEq. Since we arrived at a contradiction, we conclude that C
is not isolated in InvpEq. More precisely, we find that given any subset C Ď Z satisfying (36), there exists a
solution u P E of (TWN) for which αpuq Ď C or ωpuq Ď C, or possibly both.
We will use this observation to detect the heteroclinic solutions using an iterative procedure, where after
k steps we denote by nXk and n
4
k the number of detected elements of W
´
E pZqXW`E pZq and W´E pZq4W`E pZq,
respectively. We initialise these variables by setting nX0 “ n40 “ 0. We start the iterative construction by
setting C1 “ Z. If #Z´ rpEq “ 0 the conclusion of the theorem is trivial, so that henceforth without loss of
generality we may assume that
#C1 ´ rpEq “ #Z ´ rpEq ą 0.
As per the observation in the previous paragraph (with C “ C1), we conclude that there exists a solution
u1 P E of (TWN) for which αpu1q Ď C1 or ωpu1q Ď C1, or possibly both. Now set
Ck`1 :“ Ck r
`
Ck X pαpukq Y ωpukqq
˘
, (37)
first for k “ 1, and then iteratively for all consecutive values of k > 1. If #Ck`1 ´ rpEq ą 0 we may repeat
the preceding argument (withC “ Ck`1) to obtain a solution uk`1 P E of (TWN) for which αpuk`1q Ď Ck`1
or ωpuk`1q Ď Ck`1, or possibly both. Observe that, in light of the definition (37) of the spacesC1, . . . ,Ck`1,
the detected solutions ru1s, . . . , ruk`1s must be distinct.
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To keep track of the number and type of heteroclinic solutions detected, we let
˜
nXk
n4k
¸
“
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
˜
nXk´1 ` 1
n4k´1
¸
if ruks P W´E pZq XW`E pZq,
˜
nXk´1
n4k´1 ` 1
¸
if ruks P W´E pZq4W`E pZq.
Hence after k iterations we have detected nXk distinct elements of W
´
E pZqXW`E pZq and n4k distinct elements
of W´E pZq4W`E pZq. Recalling (37), we see that when n4k ´ n4k´1 “ 1, i.e. when ruks P W´E pZq4W`E pZq, the
space Ck`1 is obtained from Ck by removing a single element. On the other hand, when nXk ´ nXk´1 “ 1,
i.e. when ruks P W´E pZq X W`E pZq, then Ck`1 is obtained by removing either 1 or 2 elements from Ck,
depending on whether ruks < W´E pCkq XW`E pCkq or ruks P W´E pCkq XW`E pCkq, respectively. As such, we
obtain the bound
#Ck rCk`1 6 2pnXk ´ nXk´1q ` n4k ´ n4k´1,
where the inequality is strict if ruks P W´E pZq XW`E pZq but ruks < W´E pCkq XW`E pCkq. Hence
#C1 “ #Ck`1 ` #Ck rCk`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` #C2 rC1 6 #Ck`1 ` 2nXk ` n4k ,
and using the fact that Z “ C1 we now find that
#Ck`1 ´ rpEq ` 2nXk ` n4k > #Z ´ rpEq. (38)
As long as #Ck`1 ´ rpEq ą 0 we can proceed with another iteration. Since the cardinality of Ck decreases
with each step, the iteration must terminate after finitely many steps k “ k˚, at which point #Ck˚`1´rpEq 6
0. With the aid of (38) we then find that
2 ¨ #rW´E pZq XW`E pZqs ` #rW´E pZq4W`E pZqs > 2nXk˚ ` n4k˚ > #Z ´ rpEq ´ p#Ck˚`1 ´ rpEqq
> #Z ´ rpEq.
This concludes the proof.
Of course, when more detailed information on Φ is available, the above forcing theorem can be com-
bined with bounds on Morse indices and energy estimates to obtain more precise information about the
detected heteroclinics.
9.2 Global structure of travelling fronts
We now return to Examples 1.1 and 1.2 from Section 1, and compute the associated global Conley–Floer
homologies.
9.2.1 Neural field equations
Travelling fronts, propagating with wave speed c , 0, in neural field equations
ut “ ´u` N ˚ σpuq, upt, xq P Rd,
satisfy
cu1 ` N ˚ σpuq ´ u “ 0. (39)
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Here σpuq “ pσ1pu1q, . . . , σdpudqq, where σi : R Ñ R are assumed to be bounded and strictly increasing,
and the matrix-valued interaction kernel N is assumed to be symmetric. We first cast this equation into the
form (TWN). Let
S puq “
¨˚
˚˝c´1σ1pu1q...
c´1σdpudq
‹˛‹‚, u “ pu1, . . . , udq P Rd.
Define a Riemannian metric on Rd by setting
gupv1, v2q “ xv1,DS puqv2y “ c´1
dÿ
i“1
σ1ipuiqv1,iv2,i, v1, v2 P TuRd “ Rd,
so that ∇gS puq “ id for any u P Rd. Finally, let F : Rd Ñ R be given by
Fpuq :“ ´c´2
dÿ
i“1
ż ui
0
σ1ipsqs ds, u “ pu1, . . . , udq P Rd.
Then ∇gFpuq “ ´c´1u, so that
Φ1puq :“ ∇gS puqTNrS puqs ` ∇gFpuq “ c´1
`
N ˚ σpuq ´ u˘,
thus casting (39) into the form (TWN) with Φ “ Φ1.
Given R ą 0, let BR denote the closed ball of radius R in Rd. Then ∇gF is transverse and inward
pointing on BBR. In particular, pBRqRą0 is a family of stabilising isolating neighbourhoods for (TWN) with
Φ0puq “ ∇gFpuq, and, with the notation of Section 8, we have CKpBR,Φ0q “ c´1R. Since by assumption
S uniformly bounded, we find that there exists C ą 0 such that
supuPEpBRqrEpBRq }∇gS puqTNrS puqs}L8pR,Rdq
CKpBR,Φ0q 6
C
R
Ñ 0, as RÑ8.
Hence Theorem 8.7 is applicable. We conclude there exists R10 ą 0 so that pBRqR>R10 is a family of isolating
trajectory neighbourhoods for (TWN) with Φ “ Φ1, and
HCFglobal˚ pΦ1;Z2q  H˚pBR, BBR´;Z2q, where R > R10.
The relative homology on the right hand side computes the reduced singular homology of a d-sphere, hence
HCFglobaln pΦ1;Z2q 
#
Z2 if n “ d,
0 otherwise.
Now Theorem 9.1 proves existence (and multiplicity) of travelling fronts for any wave speed c , 0, in the
neural field equation with symmetric interaction kernel, provided the neural field equation supports at least
2 spatially homogeneous hyperbolic stationary states.
9.2.2 Nonlocal reaction-diffusion
Travelling fronts, propagating with wave speed c , 0, in the nonlocal reaction-diffusion equations of gradi-
ent form
ut “ N ˚ u` ∇Fpuq, upt, xq P Rd,
where the interaction kernel N is symmetric and may be continuous, discrete, or a combination of these
two, satisfy
cu1 ` N ˚ u` ∇Fpuq “ 0. (40)
After rescaling we may assume c “ 1, and it becomes obvious that this equation is of the type (TWN).
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Assuming ∇F grows superlinear, the isomorphism type of the global Conley–Floer homology now
depends on the asymptotics of F. In the scalar case, d “ 1, the global homology is always of rank 0 or
1. The situation drastically changes when considering higher dimensional systems. Even when d “ 2, the
global homology may be of arbitrary rank. To see this, consider, for given k P N and n ą 2, a potential F
of the form
Fpuq “ Fk,npu1, u2q ` Pn´1pu1, u2q, u “ pu1, u2q P R2, (41)
where Pn´1 is an arbitrary polynomial of degree at most n´ 1, and Fk,n is given in polar coordinates pρ, θq
by
Fk,npρ, θq “ ρn sinpkθq, ρ > 0, θ P r0, 2piq.
We will now construct families of stabilising isolating blocks. First suppose k > 2 . Let BR Ă R2 be the
filled polygon with 2k vertices VR0 , . . . ,V
R
2k´1, given in polar coordinates by
VRi “
`
R, ipi{k˘, 0 6 i 6 2k ´ 1.
Given 0 6 i 6 2k´2, denote by QRi the edge connecting VRi with VRi`1; denote by VR2k´1 the edge connecting
VR2k´1 with V
R
0 . Then ∇Fk,n is outward pointing on QRi for i even, and inward pointing for i odd. Since ∇Pn´1
is a lower order perturbation of ∇Fk,n, we find that for sufficiently large R the set BR is an isolating block
for (TWN) with Φ “ Φ0, where Φ0puq “ ∇Fpuq, with sets of ingress, egress, and corners of BBR given by
BBR` “
ď
06 j6k´1
QRi , BBR´ “
ď
06 j6k´1
QRi`1, BBR0 “
ď
06 j62k´1
VRi .
When k “ 1, the family of isolating blocks needs to be defined slightly different. We let BR Ă R2 be
given by
BR “  px, yq P R2 : ´R 6 x 6 R, |y| 6 |x2 ´ R2|( .
Then ∇Fk,n is outward pointing on BBR` :“ BBR XRˆ r0,8q, and inward pointing on BBR´ :“ BBR XRˆ
p´8, 0s. Since ∇Pn´1 is a lower order perturbation of ∇Fk,n, we find that for sufficiently large R the set BR
is an isolating block for (TWN) with Φ “ Φ0.
We now note that, regardless of the value of k > 1, we have
lim inf
RÑ8
CKpBR,Φ0q
Rn´1
ą 0.
By assumption n ą 2, so that we obtain the estimate
supuPEpBRqrEpBRq }Nrus}L8pR,Rdq
CKpBR,Φ0q 6
CR
CKpBR,Φ0q Ñ 0, as RÑ8.
Hence by Theorem 8.7 there exists R10 ą 0 so that pBRqR>R10 is a family of isolating trajectory neighbour-
hoods for (TWN) with Φ “ Φ1, where Φ1puq “ Nrus ` ∇gFpuq, and
HCFglobal˚ pΦ1;Z2q  H˚pBR, BBR´;Z2q, where R > R10.
The homotopy type of pN, BN´q is that of a marked 2-sphere with k > 1 punctures, and we find that
HCFglobaln pΦ1;Z2q 
$’&’%
Z2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Z2looooooomooooooon
k´1 times
if n “ 1,
0 otherwise.
Now by Theorem (9.1), there exist travelling fronts for any wave speed c , 0 in the nonlocal reaction-
diffusion equation with potential F given by (41), provided that the reaction-diffusion equation has at least
k spatially homogeneous hyperbolic steady states.
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